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Abstract

In recent years, single-threaded hardware performance has stagnated due to transistor-level limitations stemming from the end of Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling. Instead, today’s designs improve performance through heterogeneous parallelism: the use of multiple distinct processing elements on a chip, many of which are specialised to run specific workloads. The processing elements in such architectures often communicate and synchronise with each other via loads and stores to shared memory. Memory consistency models (MCMs) specify the ordering rules for such loads and stores. MCM verification is thus critical to parallel system correctness, but is notoriously hard to conduct and requires examining a vast number of scenarios.

Verification using formal methods can provide strong correctness guarantees based on mathematical proofs, and is an excellent fit for MCM verification. This dissertation makes several contributions to automated formal hardware MCM verification, bringing such techniques much closer to being able to handle real-world architectures. Firstly, my RTLCheck work enables the automatic linkage of formal models of design orderings to RTL processor implementations. This linkage helps push the correctness guarantees of design-time formal verification down to taped-out chips. The linkage doubles as a method for verifying microarchitectural model soundness against RTL. Secondly, my RealityCheck work enables scalable automated formal MCM verification of hardware designs by leveraging their structural modularity. It also facilitates the modular specification of design orderings by the various teams designing a processor. Thirdly, my PipeProof work enables automated all-program hardware MCM verification. A processor must respect its MCM for all possible programs, and PipeProof enables designers to prove such results automatically.

This dissertation also proposes Progressive Automated Formal Verification, a novel generic verification flow. Progressive verification emphasises the use of automated formal verification at multiple points in system development—starting at early-stage
design—and the linkage of the various verification methods to each other. Progressive verification has multiple benefits, including the earlier detection of bugs, reduced verification overhead, and reduced development time. The combination of PipeProof, RealityCheck, and RTLCheck enables the progressive verification of MCM properties in parallel processors, and serves as a reference point for the development of future progressive verification flows.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Non omnia possumus omnes, but at least we can step into a boat at a stated time, can we not?”
—Patrick O'Brian
Post Captain

Computing today has permeated deep into our daily lives. We rely on computers to run our phones, process financial transactions, navigate when travelling, and for many other functions. In other words, computing has become an indispensable tool for humanity to function. This trend will only increase in future years, with the rise of artificial intelligence (AI) and the development of cyber-physical systems like robots and self-driving cars.

The continued importance of computing in our daily lives makes it critical to ensure that these systems run correctly. The ubiquity of computing today means that the ramifications of hardware and software bugs are higher than ever. Computing bugs today can lead to car crashes [Lee19], Internet outages [Str19], and the leakage of confidential information [KHF+19].

At the same time, computing systems have evolved over time to become considerably more complex in the quest for improved performance and energy efficiency. Today’s microprocessors are complex integrated circuits consisting of a variety of components working together, and are capable of executing billions of instructions per
Likewise, today’s software is also quite complex, consisting of vast numbers of individual modules connected to each other, and often running on large and distributed collections of nodes. Such software may be comprised of millions of lines of code \cite{Alg17}. These factors make verification of today’s computing systems a difficult task.

A key contributor to the complexity of systems today is the fact that they are parallel systems. Processors today routinely contain at least 4 to 8 general-purpose processing cores that can operate concurrently, and may contain over 40 accelerators for speeding up specific types of computation \cite{WS19}. On the software side, programming languages today routinely have native support for concurrent threads of computation. These threads and cores process data concurrently and often communicate via shared memory. The memory consistency model (MCM) of such a system specifies the ordering rules for the memory operations that are used for such communication. Consequently, if parallel systems do not obey their MCMs, then they are liable to malfunction. This makes verification of MCM implementations critical to parallel system correctness.

The work contained in this dissertation makes significant advances towards thorough, comprehensive verification of MCM properties in both parallel hardware. This chapter provides an overview of the challenges in MCM verification and the solutions proposed by this dissertation to meet those challenges. I begin by examining the trends in systems that have led to MCMs becoming a critical part of most computing systems today.
1.1 The Rise of Heterogeneous Parallelism

1.1.1 The Quest for Improved Hardware Performance

For decades, the interface that hardware provides to the programmer has been that of an instruction-level abstraction (ISA), where (from the point of view of the programmer) processors execute instructions one at a time and in program order. Beneath this abstraction, computer architects and VLSI engineers improved hardware performance along two major axes. The first avenue for performance improvement was at the circuit level, and is often characterised using a combination of Moore’s Law \[\text{Moo06a}\] and Dennard Scaling \[\text{DGY}^+74\]. Moore’s Law predicted that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit would double every two years\(^1\), giving computer architects more transistors to use for their chip. Meanwhile, under Dennard scaling, reducing the dimensions of transistors by a factor of \(S\) increased their maximum switching speed (i.e. the maximum clock frequency of the processor) by a factor of \(S\), but their power density could be kept constant by correspondingly reducing their supply voltage by a factor of \(S\). Roughly speaking, Dennard scaling enabled engineers to reduce a chip to half its size and twice its speed at every new generation of transistors, while consuming the same amount of power.

The second avenue for the improvement of performance was through the development of improved hardware designs or microarchitectures (as opposed to circuits). Over the years, numerous microarchitectural innovations and optimizations have been developed. For instance, pipelining broke up the execution of an instruction into a number of pieces, and allowed a processor to execute parts of multiple different instructions in the same clock cycle. Since the work performed in each cycle was reduced, the design could then be run at a higher clock frequency, improving performance. Another

\(^1\)Moore initially predicted a doubling of transistors every year, but a decade later revised his estimate to a doubling of transistors every two years \[\text{Moo06b}\].
example is that of CPU caches, which were developed to improve memory latency and reduce the amount of time processors spend waiting on memory [HP17].

Over the years, computer architects also innovated to improve performance through instruction-level parallelism (ILP) [HP17], or the execution of multiple processor instructions in parallel (as opposed to one at a time). ILP includes pipelining, but also a number of other techniques. These techniques include the execution of instructions out of order (when it would not change the results of the computation), prediction of the results of branch instructions before their inputs were ready, and speculative execution of instructions based on the prediction of their inputs or the results of branch prediction. Another technique closely related to ILP is that of memory-level parallelism (MLP), where multiple memory operations are sent to memory in an overlapping or parallel fashion to reduce the overall number of cycles spent waiting on memory [Gle98]. Notably, each of these schemes took care to ensure that their use did not change the results of the program (which was a single stream of instructions).

1.1.2 The Multicore Era and Heterogeneity

Figure 1.1 [Rup20] shows trends in microprocessor data over the last 48 years. It does so by plotting attributes (including processor clock frequency, number of cores, and power usage) of various real processors over that time period. As Figure 1.1 shows, around the mid-2000s, Dennard scaling began to break down, primarily due to leakage power issues. The supply voltage of a transistor ($V_{DD}$) needs to stay above its threshold voltage ($V_t$) in order for the transistor to function as a binary switch. Thus, decreasing $V_{DD}$ in keeping with Dennard scaling requires decreasing $V_t$ as well. However, leakage power (power consumed by a transistor regardless of whether it is switching) grows exponentially as threshold voltage decreases [Bos11b]. This makes

\footnote{Figure 1.1 is “48 Years of Microprocessor Trend Data” by Karl Rupp (https://www.karlrupp.net/), and is licensed under the ‘Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License’ (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode).}
Figure 1.1: Trends in microprocessor parameters, including clock frequency, power usage, and number of cores over the last 48 years [Rup20].

it impossible to keep power density constant when decreasing transistor dimensions beyond a certain point, leading to the breakdown of Dennard scaling.

While architects and circuit engineers were unable to keep power density constant, they were still able to decrease transistor dimensions and increase the number of transistors on a single chip as per Moore’s Law. However, due to the breakdown of Dennard scaling, these devices could not turn all their transistors on at the same time, as the combined power usage of all the transistors would be too high. The issues related to power delivery and dissipation encountered by architects and circuit designers when trying to scale designs beyond the realms of Dennard scaling came to be known as the “power wall” [Bos11b].

Faced with the power wall and the end of Dennard scaling, architects could no longer increase processor clock frequency in order to improve performance. Instead,
they began using the extra transistors on chips to create multiple processing cores, each of which could execute its own stream of instructions in parallel. Figure [11] depicts this through the increase in the number of logical cores per chip from the mid-2000s onwards. Theoretically, an N-core version of a processor could provide N times the performance of a single-core version of that processor, due to its ability to execute N instruction streams in parallel. This would provide large speedups without having to increase clock frequency (and thus power usage). However, the extent to which such a multicore processor can be utilised is dependent on how much the application can be parallelised (i.e., split into multiple pieces that can be run in parallel with each other). For instance, a linear speedup (i.e., N times the performance of single-core when using an N-core processor) is only possible for applications that can be parallelised into N equal parts that can each run in parallel with each other.

In recent years, architects have also begun to adopt heterogeneity as a means to develop energy-efficient processors. Heterogeneity is the use of specialised cores for specific types of tasks. Specialising cores to execute specific types of workloads allows architects and circuit engineers to optimise for those workloads, and remove unnecessary general-purpose functionality from such accelerators. This results in huge performance improvements and energy efficiency gains for the workloads that the accelerator is designed for. The field of computer architecture has seen a wide variety of accelerators in recent years, including for machine learning [CDS+14] and graph analytics [HWS+16] workloads. In fact, the recent Apple A12 System-on-Chip (SoC) contains more than 40 accelerators [WS19].

This heterogeneous parallelism of today’s hardware has percolated up the stack to the level of high-level languages (HLLs) and software. Today’s programming languages like C [ISO11a], C++ [ISO11b], and Java [GJS+14] all have native thread support to enable parallel programming. Operating systems such as the Linux kernel have been revised to be concurrent in order to make the best use of today’s parallel
Figure 1.2: A simple synchronisation algorithm based on Dekker’s algorithm [Dij02]. This program can be used to illustrate how counterintuitive program outcomes can occur due to MCM issues. The initial values of x and y are assumed to be 0.

Figure 1.3: The happens-before orderings for Figure 1.2’s program that are required for both loads (i2 and i4) to return 0 under SC. The cycle in the graph indicates that such a result is impossible under SC (as it would require an instruction to happen before itself).

hardware AMM+18. Furthermore, with the advent of heterogeneity, specialised toolchains have been developed for certain types of accelerators. TensorFlow [Goo20] and PyTorch [F+20] are two such flows for machine learning accelerators. The programming of systems that support shared-memory concurrency necessitates memory consistency models to describe the behaviour of the parallel system’s shared memory, as discussed next.

1.2 The Need for Memory Consistency Models

The various cores in a parallel processor often interact with each other via a shared memory abstraction. Cores thus synchronise and communicate with each other through load and store operations to shared memory. In a single-core system with a single instruction stream, figuring out the result of each load instruction is quite
straightforward. If we define *program order* as the order in which instructions appear in the program’s instruction stream, then a load to a given address $x$ simply returns the value written by the last store to address $x$ before that load in program order. However, in a multicore processor, deducing the values that a load can return is substantially more involved.

Consider the simple synchronisation algorithm in Figure 1.2 based on Dekker’s algorithm \[Dij02\]. Here, two threads each want to access the same shared resource in their critical section. Assume all addresses have a value of 0 before the execution of the program. Each thread has one flag variable (which is shared with the other thread): thread 0’s flag is $x$ and thread 1’s flag is $y$. In this synchronisation algorithm, each thread sets its own flag and then reads the value of the other thread’s flag. A thread only enters its critical section if its flag is set and the other thread’s flag is not set. Can the loads in Figure 1.2’s program return values other than 1 or 0? Is it valid for both loads ($i2$ and $i4$) to return a value of 0 in the same execution? These questions necessitate a specification for the behaviour of the parallel processor’s shared memory abstraction, called a *memory consistency model* or *memory model* \[AG96\], henceforth abbreviated as MCM.

MCMs specify the ordering rules for memory and synchronization operations in parallel programs. In essence, they dictate what value will be returned when a parallel
program does a load. Since the multicore era, the ISA specifications of parallel processors have been updated to include MCM specifications for processors implementing those ISAs. The simplest and most intuitive MCM is sequential consistency (SC), defined by Leslie Lamport in 1979 [Lam79]. Under sequential consistency, the results of the overall program must correspond to some in-order interleaving of the program statements or instructions from each individual core or thread. Each core or thread must execute its memory operations in program order. Only one thread or core can execute memory operations at any given time. Furthermore, each memory operation must be performed atomically—in other words, it must become visible to all threads or cores at the same time. Each load must return the value of the last store to its address in the overall total order of memory operations corresponding to its execution.

To illustrate SC, consider the execution of Figure 1.2's program. Under SC, can both the loads i2 and i4 return 0 in the same execution? For i2 to return 0, it must execute before i3. Likewise, for i4 to return 0, it must execute before i1. However, since each thread must execute its memory operations in program order, i1 must execute before i2 and i3 before i4. Each of these orderings is reflected by an arrow in Figure 1.3's graph. Together, they form a cycle, indicating that for both i2 and i4 to return 0, one or more of the program statements must happen before itself, which is impossible. Thus, under SC, it is forbidden for both i2 and i4 to return 0 in the same execution. The synchronisation algorithm will therefore work as expected under SC, and at most one thread will be in its critical section at any time.

While sequential consistency is a simple and intuitive MCM, its semantics put it at odds with the vast majority of processor microarchitectures today. The microarchitectural optimizations mentioned in Section 1.1.1 were developed in the single-core era, where processors only had one core and one instruction stream operating at any time. Microarchitectural features like store buffers, out-of-order execution, and memory-level parallelism (MLP) routinely reorder the execution of memory instructions to improve
performance, but such reordering violates SC. Consider the execution of Figure 1.2’s program on the microarchitecture in Figure 1.4 where each core has a five-stage pipeline and its own store buffer [HP17]. (Assume thread 0 runs on core 0 and thread 1 runs on core 1.) Since memory latencies are high, cache misses on stores can notably increase execution time. In this microarchitecture, instead of sending stores directly to the memory hierarchy (and stalling the pipeline until they complete), cores send stores to the store buffer and continue execution of other instructions while waiting for the stores to complete. The store buffer handles sending stores to the memory hierarchy independently of the core’s pipeline. The store buffer thus allows the core to overlap the latency of store misses with the execution of other instructions, thus reducing the effective latency of store misses. Subsequent loads check the store buffer for their address to ensure they get the latest value. Loads return the value of the latest entry for their address from the store buffer if one exists, and go to the memory hierarchy otherwise.

While the use of store buffers improves performance, it also makes it possible for both loads (i2 and i4) in Figure 1.2’s program to return 0. In particular, store buffers allow core 0 to put i1 in its store buffer and send i2 to memory before i1 has completed, thus reordering i1 and i2 from the point of view of other cores. If we consider thread 0’s part of Figure 1.2’s program in isolation, then the use of a store buffer would not change the result. The final value of x would be 1, and the final value of y would still be 0. However, in a multicore context, the reordering becomes architecturally visible (i.e., reflected in the values returned by the program’s loads). Specifically, core 0 could put i1 in its store buffer, and core 1 could do the same with i3. Then, core 0 and core 1 could send i2 and i4 to memory before the stores i1 and i3 completed, thus allowing both loads to return 0. In a nutshell, the microarchitectural optimizations that were invisible to programmers in a single-core

4Assuming a write-allocate cache.
setting become programmer-observable when those cores are used in a multicore processor.

In order to implement SC, architects would either have to forgo any optimizations that reordered memory operations or only reorder memory operations speculatively \cite{Hil98,BMW09}. (Section \ref{subsec:SC} provides further details on the latter.) Forgoing optimizations that reorder memory operations would result in a huge performance hit, which is unacceptable to the majority of processor users. Meanwhile, speculative reordering of memory operations results in complex designs that must keep track of when reorderings are observed by other cores and roll back appropriately. Furthermore, speculative execution is vulnerable to side-channel attacks \cite{KHF19,TLM18b}.

As a result, most of today’s processors (including all commercial ones) do not implement SC. Instead, they implement weak or relaxed MCMs (also known as weak memory models) \cite{OSS09,PFD18,AMT14,RIS19} that relax one or more types of orderings among memory operations.\footnote{Processors implementing weak MCMs may also speculatively reorder memory operations other than those relaxed by their MCM, and roll back such speculation if the speculative reorderings would be detected.} For instance, the MCM of x86 processors from Intel and AMD is Total Store Order (TSO) \cite{OSS09}, which relaxes orderings between stores and subsequent loads. Thus, unlike SC, TSO allows the outcome of Figure \ref{fig:sc}’s program where both loads return 0. To enable synchronization between cores, ISAs that implement weak MCMs provide other instructions capable of enforcing ordering between memory operations where necessary. For example, x86 provides an \texttt{MFENCE} (memory fence) instruction that can be placed between i1 and i2 and between i3 and i4 in Figure \ref{fig:sc} to prevent the hardware from reordering those two stores. A possible implementation of the \texttt{MFENCE} would be to drain the store buffer before executing any memory operations that are after the \texttt{MFENCE} in program order. (Section \ref{subsec:weakMCM} provides further background information on weak MCMs.)
Most programmers do not program in the assembly language of a processor’s ISA, but in high-level programming languages like C, C++, and Java. These languages have their own MCMs [ISO11a, ISO11b, GJS+14] which describe the behaviour of memory as seen by the various threads in a high-level language program. Most programming language MCMs are based on the SC-for-DRF theorem [AH90, GLL+90], which enables the program to behave as if the hardware were implementing SC as long as the programmer has added sufficient synchronization between the threads in their program. Section 2.1.3 contains a brief overview of the SC-for-DRF theorem.

1.3 The Need for MCM Verification

MCMs are defined at interfaces between layers of the hardware-software stack. The MCM of such an interface describes the ordering guarantees that must be provided by lower layers of the stack, and consequently the ordering guarantees that upper layers of the stack can rely on. For example, the MCM of an instruction set like x86 defines the ordering guarantees that must be provided by x86 hardware for any parallel program. Likewise, it defines the ordering guarantees that any x86 assembly-language program can expect the hardware to maintain. Similarly, the MCM of a high-level language like C++ or Java defines the ordering guarantees that a programmer can expect the language runtime to provide for their code. These required orderings must be maintained by the lower layers of the stack—in this case, a combination of the compiler and hardware.

If the layers of a parallel system do not obey their MCMs, then parallel programs will not run correctly on the system. As an example, consider once more the program from Figure 1.2. A programmer might write such code for a processor whose MCM is SC, and use it to synchronise between threads. In such a case, the programmer would expect that at most one thread would be in its critical section at any time (i.e., both
loads could never return 0). However, if the processor was buggy and violated SC—for instance, by using store buffers to conduct non-speculative reordering of memory operations—this would no longer be true. It would then be possible for both threads to enter their critical section at the same time, thus breaking the synchronisation mechanism. As such, MCM verification is critical to parallel system correctness.

With concurrent systems becoming both more prevalent and more complex, MCM-related bugs involving hardware are more common than ever. Intel processors have experienced at least two transactional memory bugs in recent years [Hac14, Int20]. In another case, ambiguity about the ARM ISA-level MCM specification led to a bug where neither hardware nor software was enforcing certain orderings [AMT14, ARM11]. With no cost-effective hardware fix available, ARM had to resort to a low-performance compiler fix instead. MCM-related issues have also surfaced in concurrent GPU programs [ABD+15, SD16]. Finally, the computer security community has recognized that MCM bugs may lend themselves to security exploits [GNBD16]. The work in this dissertation also uncovers an MCM bug in an existing system (see Section 3.9.1). This illustrates that MCM bugs will continue to occur without careful design and the use of verification approaches such as those in this dissertation.

The traditional method of conducting verification is to run tests on the system, but such dynamic verification approaches are insufficient for conducting MCM verification. The reason for this is that today’s parallel systems (including multicore processors) are nondeterministic [DLCO09]. This means that a parallel program may give one result when run once on a multicore processor, and a different result when run a second time. For instance, even on a processor implementing SC, Figure 1.2 may give one of 3 results: i2 may return 1 and i4 may return 0, i2 may return 0 while i4 returns 1, or both loads may return 1. Which execution occurs depends on the order in which the stores and loads reach memory from the two cores. Furthermore, even two executions that give the same architectural result may differ microarchitecturally. For example, in
one execution a load may read a value from the cache (if it was already present there), and in another execution the load might fetch the same value from main memory. As a result, even if a program such as Figure 1.2 were run a million times on a processor and the outcome where both loads return 0 never showed up, this does not guarantee that the outcome will never occur on the processor.

If using dynamic verification, there is no way to guarantee that one has tested all possible microarchitectural executions for a given program. Instead, MCM properties are best suited to be verified using formal methods. In formal verification, a model (i.e., a representation) of the hardware or software being verified is specified in some form of mathematical logic. The verification procedure then uses mathematical techniques to formally prove the correctness of the model. Provided that the model accurately represents the system being verified, a proof of the model’s correctness implies that the hardware or software is in fact correct. For the rest of this dissertation, unless otherwise specified, I use the term “verification” to mean verification using formal methods. Meanwhile, I use the term “validation” to mean all techniques for checking or ensuring the correctness of a system, including both dynamic testing-based methods and formal verification.

Formal verification approaches can vary in the degree of automation they support. One one end, some formal verification methods (e.g., Kami [VCAD15, CVS+17]) require users to manually write proofs of theorems in a proof assistant, and an automated tool then checks that the proofs do indeed prove the corresponding theorems. On the other hand, formal verification approaches like model checking [CHV18] (Section 2.2.1) generally only require users to write a specification of the system and the property they wish to verify. An automated tool then either proves the property correct or returns a counterexample (an execution that does not satisfy the property). Other verification approaches may be partially automated, e.g., Ivy [PMP+16] conducts interactive verification guided by the user. The work in this dissertation utilises automated
formal verification approaches based on model checking. Section 2.2 provides further background on formal verification.

Since MCMs are defined for both processor ISAs and high-level programming languages, MCM verification is a full-stack problem. Hardware engineers need to verify that their processor correctly implements its MCM, but writers of compilers for high-level languages must also ensure that the code generated by their compilers maintains the ordering guarantees of the high-level language MCM. If either the hardware or compiler do not maintain their required MCM guarantees, parallel programs will not run correctly on the hardware. Furthermore, if the hardware and software do not agree on who is responsible for maintaining which part of high-level language MCM guarantees, this can result in incorrect program executions as well [ARM11].

In this dissertation, the term “MCM verification” refers to verification that hardware and the software runtime of a high-level language (e.g. compiler and OS) correctly maintain the MCM guarantees of the hardware ISA and the high-level programming language. In contrast, this dissertation does not focus on program verification under various MCMs [ND13, OD17, AAA+13, AAJL16, AAJ+19, KLSV17, KRV19], which assumes that the hardware and software runtime correctly maintain MCM guarantees and verifies that a program satisfies its high-level specification (i.e., the programmer’s intent). (Section 2.3.2 surveys prior work on program verification under various MCMs.)

In addition to being a factor across the hardware/software stack, MCMs have ramifications throughout the hardware design timeline. While verification is traditionally thought of as something that is conducted post-implementation, one can derive large benefits by beginning hardware MCM verification much earlier. At the point of early-stage processor design, the choice of MCM for a processor can enable or

\footnote{MCMs are sometimes also defined for intermediate representations, like the LLVM IR [CV17] or NVIDIA PTX [LSG19].}
preclude the use of certain microarchitectural features. For instance, choosing SC as a processor’s MCM prevents the use of store buffers (except through speculation and rollback; see Section 2.1.2). If a processor design utilises microarchitectural features (or a combination thereof) that violate its MCM, but this design flaw is only caught in post-implementation verification, then this necessitates a redesign (significantly delaying the development of the chip) or a software workaround \cite{ARM11} (which can be heavy-handed and reduce performance). It would be much more efficient to catch such design bugs as early as possible by conducting design-time MCM verification during early-stage design.

As the design evolves, MCM verification should continue to be conducted to ensure that the development of the design does not introduce any bugs that would violate the MCM. Of course, once the design is implemented in Register Transfer Language (RTL) like Verilog, the implementation must also be verified to ensure that it meets MCM requirements.

1.4 Unresolved Challenges in MCM Verification

In response to the need for MCM verification, there has been a large amount of work on formally specifying and verifying MCMs in the past decade or so. (Chapter 2 provides a survey of this related work.) A large portion of prior formal MCM specification and verification work treated hardware as correct (i.e. matching architectural intent) and/or only verified the MCM correctness of hardware using dynamic testing \cite{OSS09,AMSS11,SSA11,MHMS12,AMT14,ABD15,GKM15,FGP16,WBBD15,WBSC17,FSP17,AMM18,CSW18,PFD18}. As Section 1.3 above explains, dynamic testing cannot guarantee the absence of bugs (even for tested programs) due to the nondeterminism of today’s multiprocessors. As such, there existed a gap in the MCM verification of
parallel systems that needed to be filled through the development of formal MCM verification approaches for hardware designs and implementations.

In recent years, there have been two lines of work for the formal MCM verification of hardware. One approach, Kami [VCAD15, CVS+17], enables designers to write their hardware in a proof assistant and manually prove its correctness. A proof assistant like Coq [Coq04] is a tool that aids users in writing proofs of theorems that they can specify in the proof assistant. The proof assistant is capable of verifying whether the user’s proof does indeed prove the theorem it purports to, using an approach based on programming language type checking [Chl13]. It also keeps track of what techniques have been used in the proof and what remains to be proven. While Kami is capable of proving the MCM correctness of hardware designs, the proofs require a large amount of manual effort and formal methods expertise. Thus, to produce an efficient formally verified hardware design using Kami, one would need expertise in both computer architecture and formal methods. However, most computer architects do not have formal methods expertise (and vice versa). As such, Kami is not well-suited for use by typical computer architects. (Section 2.3.4 provides further background on Kami.)

The other prior approach for formal MCM verification of hardware designs is PipeCheck [LPM14, LSMB16], which is based on model checking [CHV18]. (Sections 2.2.1 and 2.4 provide further background on model checking and PipeCheck respectively.) PipeCheck was the first automated approach for MCM verification of hardware designs against ISA-level MCM specifications. Given a microarchitectural ordering specification for a hardware design and a litmus test\(^7\) outcome, PipeCheck is capable of automatically verifying whether the given outcome will ever be observable on the design. PipeCheck verifies one test program at a time, and its automation enables it to be used by computer architects rather than just formal methods experts.

\(^7\)A small 4-8 instruction program used to test or verify MCM implementations. Section 2.1.1 covers litmus tests in detail.
In this dissertation, I use the term “PipeCheck” to refer to the current incarnation of the PipeCheck approach as realised in its follow-on work COATCheck [LSMB16]. COATCheck built on the initial PipeCheck work [LPM14] by adding a domain-specific language (µspec) for specifying microarchitectural orderings and developing a custom SMT solver to conduct PipeCheck’s model checking. COATCheck also added the ability to specify and verify microarchitectural orderings related to virtual memory, but this capability is largely orthogonal to the advances made in this dissertation. Section 2.4 provides further details on the PipeCheck approach.

Even with the creation of PipeCheck, there still remained a number of unsolved research challenges in MCM verification. One such challenge is that of verifying model soundness. If a model is sound with respect to a system, then a proof of the model’s correctness will imply that the real system is in fact correct. Using an unsound model can result in false negatives (i.e., the model can be formally verified as correct, but the real system is incorrect) which allow bugs to slip through formal verification. Despite the importance of verifying model soundness, prior work either provided no method for soundness verification or only verified model soundness using dynamic testing. For example, if creating a PipeCheck model for the verification of an existing processor, PipeCheck provides no way to formally verify that such a model is sound with respect to the real processor implementation written in RTL like Verilog. Similarly, the formal models of existing ISA-level MCMs (Section 2.3.1) were only verified for soundness against existing implementations of those ISAs through dynamic testing and consultation with architects. In other words, neither ISA-level MCM specifications nor PipeCheck models have been formally verified as being sound with respect to real processor RTL. This increases the possibility of bugs going undetected when such models are used for formal verification.

Another unsolved challenge is that of verification scalability. The monolithic MCM verification of approaches like PipeCheck does not scale to large detailed designs such
as those used in commercial processors. This is because—like many model checking approaches [BSST09]—PipeCheck uses Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers, which are NP-complete [Coo71]. As such, once verification queries are beyond a certain size, the tool’s runtime and/or memory usage tends to explode. Approaches like PipeCheck verify the MCM correctness of a design as a single unit, so it is infeasible to use them to verify detailed designs.

A third challenge is that of verification coverage. The vast majority of prior automated MCM verification approaches [AMT14,LPM14,LSMB16,WBSC17] only conduct litmus test-based verification or bounded verification of a set of test programs. While verifying a processor or compiler for a large number of tests gives engineers confidence that their system is correct, there always remains the possibility that the system contains a bug which can only be detected by a program not present in the test suite. Furthermore, there are an infinite number of possible programs, so they cannot each be tested individually. For hardware MCM verification, engineers had to choose between manual verification across all programs using Kami or automated verification for a bounded set of programs using PipeCheck. No single prior approach provides automated all-program hardware MCM verification.

A fourth challenge deals with the need for MCM verification at multiple points in the development timeline of a system. For example, PipeCheck is intended for MCM verification of early-stage designs, long before they are implemented in RTL. However, MCM verification of RTL implementations is crucial as well, because even if a design is verified as being correct, a buggy implementation of that design in RTL may still violate the processor’s MCM. Even so, PipeCheck provides no way to link

---

8 Given a propositional logic formula $F$, a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solver can examine all possible assignments to the variables in $F$. If an assignment to the variables exists which makes $F$ true, the solver will return that assignment. Otherwise it will return that the formula is unsatisfiable. SMT builds on SAT, adding the ability to express properties and systems using various theories, thus improving both expressibility and verification performance. Section 2.2.1 provides further details on SAT and SMT-based model checking.

9 Dodds et al. [DBG18] conduct automated MCM verification of C/C++ compiler optimizations across all possible programs, and their work is a notable exception to this rule.
Figure 1.5: The work in this dissertation, organised vertically according to the levels of the hardware/software stack that it covers, and ordered horizontally according to the point in the design timeline it covers. Each work of research is annotated with the challenges in MCM verification that it addresses, as well as the dissertation chapter in which it is covered.

The work in this dissertation develops methodologies and tools to combat these previously unsolved challenges, making large strides forward in the field of MCM verification. These contributions are enumerated next.

### 1.5 Dissertation Contributions

Figure 1.5 provides a graphical depiction of the work in this dissertation. The work is ordered vertically according to the levels of the hardware/software stack that it covers, and is ordered horizontally according to the point in the design timeline it covers. Figure 1.5 also annotates the parts of the dissertation that address the challenges of soundness, scalability, and coverage respectively.
This dissertation makes the following contributions:

- **Linking Automated MCM Verification to Real Processor Implementations:** This dissertation enables microarchitectural ordering specifications used for automated MCM verification to be linked to RTL implementations written in Verilog for the first time. Prior work on automated hardware MCM verification only went down to microarchitecture and could not be linked to real implementations, limiting its effectiveness in ensuring the correctness of taped-out chips. The linkage developed by my work (RTLCheck) enables correctness guarantees proven for early-stage design ordering specifications to be easily pushed down to the eventual RTL implementations. The linkage of microarchitectural models to RTL also doubles as a mechanism to formally verify the soundness of a microarchitectural model with respect to RTL. Such soundness verification helps engineers develop accurate formal models of existing processor implementations.

- **Scalable Automated Hardware MCM Verification:** This dissertation enables scalable automated MCM verification of detailed hardware designs for the first time. Prior work on automated microarchitectural MCM verification used monolithic approaches that do not scale due to the NP-completeness of the SMT solvers used. However, hardware designs inherently possess large amounts of structural modularity and hierarchy, and my work (RealityCheck) exploits these features to enable specification and verification of a hardware design piece-by-piece. This allows for scalable verification by breaking up a processor’s MCM verification into smaller verification problems. In the process, my work also enables modular ordering specifications for hardware designs. Such specifications are an excellent fit for the distributed nature of the hardware design process, where a number of teams each design one or a few components and then connect them together to create the overall processor.
• **Automated All-Program Microarchitectural MCM Verification**: This dissertation is the first to enable automatic proofs of the MCM correctness of hardware designs across all programs. Prior automated microarchitectural MCM verification approaches conducted bounded verification, which only guaranteed design correctness for a subset of all programs. In contrast, my work (PipeProof) develops the first microarchitectural MCM verification approach capable of automatically verifying MCM correctness across all programs. This gives designers complete confidence that there are no MCM bugs in their design, while retaining the ease of verification characteristic of automated approaches.

• **Progressive Automated Formal Verification**: This dissertation proposes Progressive Automated Formal Verification, a novel generic verification flow with multiple benefits. Prior formal verification approaches focused on one point in development, like early-stage design or post-implementation verification. In contrast, progressive verification emphasises the use of automated formal verification at multiple points in the development timeline and the linkage of the different verification approaches to each other. Progressive verification enables the earlier detection of bugs and provides reductions in verification overhead and overall development time. In addition, the combination of the PipeProof, RealityCheck, and RTLCheck tools developed by this dissertation enables the progressive verification of MCM properties in parallel processors. This concrete instance of a progressive verification flow serves as a reference point for future work on the progressive verification of other types of properties and systems.

• **Bringing Automated MCM Verification Closer to Real-World Processors**: The work in this dissertation advances automated formal MCM verification much closer to being capable of verifying the designs and implementations of real-world processors. Individually, each of the tools in this dissertation
makes its own contribution in this regard. RTLCheck enables automated MCM verification of real processor implementations for the first time. RealityCheck’s twin benefits of scalability and distributed specification are both critical to the verification of real-world designs, while PipeProof brings the coverage of automated MCM verification approaches up to the level required for real-world processors. In addition, when the three tools are combined in a progressive verification flow, they enable thorough and efficient MCM verification across much of the hardware development timeline. This thorough progressive verification is essential to ensure the MCM correctness of real-world processors that are shipped to end users.

1.6 Outline

The rest of this dissertation is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides background information necessary to understand this dissertation, as well as a survey of the relevant related work on formal MCM specification and verification. Chapter 3 details RTLCheck, a methodology and tool for formally checking the soundness of hardware ordering specifications with respect to their RTL implementations. The work in Chapter 3 also doubles as a method to link microarchitectural MCM verification to established RTL verification procedures. Chapter 4 covers RealityCheck, a methodology and tool for achieving scalable automated MCM verification of hardware designs through modularity. Chapter 5 explains PipeProof, a methodology and tool for conducting automated MCM verification of hardware designs across all programs rather than just litmus tests. Chapter 6 details the philosophy of Progressive Automated Formal Verification and its attributes, and illustrates how the work in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 achieves progressive verification of MCM properties for hardware designs. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 contain quantitative evaluations of their methodologies on one
or more case studies each. Chapter 7 wraps up the dissertation, providing a brief retrospective on the work presented, outlining avenues for future work, and stating the conclusions of the dissertation.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

The Road goes ever on and on
Down from the door where it began.
Now far ahead the Road has gone,
And I must follow, if I can,...

—J.R.R. Tolkien
The Lord of the Rings

The work in this dissertation makes significant advances in automated formal MCM verification of hardware. The background information in this chapter provides an introductory overview of MCM verification research. Each section also cites the relevant related work for the topic under discussion.

Section 2.1 covers MCMs for hardware ISAs, including the relationship between microarchitectural features and the choice of ISA-level MCM. Section 2.2 provides an overview of the formal verification approaches relevant to this dissertation, with a focus on model checking. Section 2.3 covers prior work and approaches for formal MCM specification and verification, apart from the PipeCheck work [LPM14,LSMB16]. PipeCheck is a starting point for much of the work in this dissertation, and thus is covered in detail in Section 2.4. The chapter concludes with a summary (Section 2.5).
2.1 Memory Consistency Model (MCM) Background

2.1.1 Litmus Tests

To illustrate or verify MCM properties, computer architects, programmers, and researchers often use small 4-8 instruction programs called litmus tests, and this dissertation follows suit. MCM scenarios of interest can almost always be expressed by such small tests. In a litmus test, the initial values of all memory addresses are assumed to be 0 by convention. Litmus tests are usually designed so that one of their outcomes (i.e., one set of values for their loads) is forbidden by the MCM under consideration. A given litmus test also often corresponds to some hardware or compiler feature that affects MCM behaviour. In this dissertation (and often in the literature), a reference to a litmus test refers to the forbidden outcome of that litmus test unless otherwise specified.

The \texttt{sb} (store buffering) program in Figure 2.1 is an example of a litmus test. It is essentially the synchronization algorithm from Section 1.2 reduced to its minimal form. To briefly reiterate the explanation of this program from Section 1.2, cores 0 and 1 each write 1 to addresses \( x \) and \( y \) respectively, and then read the value of the address written by the other core. If no reordering or buffering of memory operations
occurs, then it is impossible for both loads ($i_3$ and $i_4$) to return 0. Thus, the outcome $r_1=0,r_2=0$ is forbidden under SC.

However, on most processors today (including all commercial ones), the outcome $r_1=0,r_2=0$ is allowed and in fact observable if the test were to be run on the processor. The reason for this is that most processors today have per-core store buffers. As discussed in Section 1.2, the use of per-core store buffers results in stores being reordered with subsequent loads from the point of view of other cores, allowing both loads $i_3$ and $i_4$ to return 0.

Another litmus test used repeatedly in this dissertation is the “message passing” or mp litmus test (Figure 2.2). In mp, core 0 writes to a data address $x$ and then to a flag $y$ to indicate that the data is ready. Core 1 reads the value of the flag $y$ (to check whether the data in $x$ is valid) and then reads the value of the data $x$. Under SC, it is forbidden for the load of $y$ to return 1 while the load of $x$ returns 0. In other words, SC forbids core 1 to see the update of the flag $y$ without also observing the update to the data $x$.

Litmus tests have been used for MCM analysis for decades, even in Lamport’s original sequential consistency paper [Lam79]. However, the term “litmus test” for such minimal program examples is somewhat more recent [OSS09]. Litmus tests are widely used in the literature to illustrate specific MCM scenarios, as sb does above for the microarchitectural feature of store buffering. They are widely used throughout this dissertation for the same function. Litmus tests can be used for bug-finding in MCM implementations through dynamic analysis (Section 2.3.5). They are also often used to dynamically validate formal ISA-level MCM specifications during their creation, if the processor exists prior to the creation of the formal MCM specification (Section 2.3.1). Litmus tests can also be formally analysed to determine whether they are allowed or forbidden under a given ISA-level MCM [AMT14, SSA+11], a
programming language MCM [BOS+11a,BDW16], or a microarchitectural ordering specification [LPM14,LSMB16].

Litmus tests can be generated in a number of ways, including by hand (like sb above) or through random generation [diy12]. Schemes for generating better suites of litmus tests have also been developed [AMSS10,MHAM11,LWPG17]. One automated litmus test synthesis tool [LWPG17] can, when given a formal MCM specification, generate all litmus tests (up to a bounded number of instructions) for that MCM that satisfy a minimality criterion. The minimality criterion requires that no synchronization mechanism in the test can be weakened without causing new behaviours to become observable. As a result, the generated tests provide excellent coverage of MCM corner cases.

A number of ISA-level MCMs can be differentiated from each other by using a set number of litmus tests [MHAM11]. However, it is still an open question as to whether the verification of a microarchitecture’s MCM correctness across all programs can be reduced to the verification of its MCM correctness for a set number of litmus tests. Chapter 5 shows how to sidestep this problem and prove microarchitectural MCM correctness across all programs without using litmus tests at all.

2.1.2 Speculative Implementations of MCMs

As Section 1.2 covers, today’s microarchitectures are at odds with an intuitive MCM like SC. Microarchitectural features like out-of-order execution and coalescing store buffers can easily cause SC violations. (Appendix A details various microarchitectural features that can affect MCM behaviour, including litmus test examples.) One way to keep using microarchitectural features that break SC is to implement them speculatively. In other words, the hardware attempts to reorder memory accesses but makes sure to check if any other core can observe the reordering. This can happen if another core is accessing the same address as one of the speculatively reordered accesses during the
speculation, and at least one of the two accesses to that address is a write. Such an occurrence is known as a conflict. For example, in the mp litmus test (Figure 2.2), if core 0 speculatively reordered the stores i1 and i2 to addresses x and y, then this reordering could potentially conflict with the loads i3 and i4 to y and x on core 1. If the speculating core conflicts with another core, one or both cores roll back the execution of their speculatively reordered accesses and attempt to execute them again. The processor’s coherence protocol (Section A.5) is frequently used to detect conflicts, as it keeps track of which cores have access to which data. As long as there are relatively few conflicts, the hardware will be able to reorder the memory accesses most of the time and gain the associated performance benefits, while still appearing to implement SC for any assembly language program.

There has been much work on speculatively reordering memory operations while implementing a strong MCM. Hill [Hil98] argues that multiprocessors should support SC because the additional performance benefits of weak MCMs over the speculative execution of SC do not outweigh the counterintuitive outcomes and lower programmability of weak MCMs. Gharachorloo et al. [GGH91] proposed two speculative techniques for improving performance under any MCM. The techniques were speculative execution of future loads and non-binding prefetches for future accesses before their execution became legal. Ranganathan et al. [RPA97] allowed speculative commits of loads and later instructions before outstanding stores, and used a history buffer to recover from consistency violations. Gniady et al. [GFV99] allowed both loads and stores to bypass each other speculatively, and also used a history buffer to aid in recovery from consistency violations. BulkSC [CTMT07] speculatively implements SC by dynamically grouping sets of consecutive instructions into chunks that appear to execute atomically and in isolation. This enables the reordering and overlapping of memory access within chunks and across chunks. A chunk which conflicts with another

---

1Each core may be speculatively reordering its own memory operations at the same time.
2Data fetched by a non-binding prefetch may be invalidated before it can be used.
chunk leads to one of them being rolled back and re-executed. InvisiFence \cite{BMW09} can speculatively implement MCMs with low storage requirements and without the global arbitration for chunk commits that BulkSC requires.

Transactional Memory (TM) \cite{HM93} enables assembly language programs to define transactions (analogous to database transactions) that either commit as a single atomic unit or abort and do not write any data. Hardware keeps track of conflicts between transactions, allowing them to commit or requiring that they abort as necessary. Transactions on different cores may overlap with each other, and are only ordered with respect to each other if they conflict. This improves memory throughput, while also making lock-free synchronization\footnote{Lock-free data structures can be accessed without locks or mutexes, i.e., they are thread-safe.} mechanisms easy and efficient to use. Later speculative approaches like BulkSC are similar to TM in that they commit memory operations in sets rather than one at a time. However, a key difference between the two is that in TM the programmer defines the size of the transactions, while in approaches like BulkSC the size of the chunks is determined by the hardware. Transactional memory saw much subsequent research over the years, including implementations in software and hardware. Harris et al. \cite{HLR10} provides an overview of research in this area.

While speculative implementations of MCMs can achieve the performance benefits of weak MCMs while presenting a strong MCM to the programmer, they also incur substantial additional hardware complexity to keep track of the speculation. This can make such designs more prone to bugs, as was the case for Intel’s recent implementation of transactional memory in its processors \cite{Hac14,Int20}. Furthermore, speculatively executing memory operations before it is valid to do so under the processor’s MCM can also lead to side-channel attacks \cite{TLM18b}. Rather than adopting a purely speculative approach, manufacturers of commercial processors have instead chosen instead to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MCM</th>
<th>Relax $W \to R$</th>
<th>Relax $W \to W$</th>
<th>Relax $R \to R$</th>
<th>Relax $R \to W$</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>Safety Nets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSO</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rMCA</td>
<td>RMWs and MFENCE on x86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA92</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>nMCA</td>
<td>RMWs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goo89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rMCA</td>
<td>RMWs and STBAR fence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA92</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMO</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>rMCA</td>
<td>MEMBAR fences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA94</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>nMCA</td>
<td>Fences including sync and lwsync</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA+11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMT14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMv7</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>nMCA</td>
<td>dmb and other fences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMT14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMv8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>rMCA</td>
<td>dmb and other fences, plus ldar and stlr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFD+18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISC-V</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>rMCA</td>
<td>FENCE instruction and optional AMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIS19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>rMCA</td>
<td>synchronization instructions and RMWs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCsc</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>rMCA</td>
<td>release and acquire instructions and RMWs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLL+90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCpc</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>nMCA</td>
<td>release and acquire instructions and RMWs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLL+90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Summary of Weak MCMs. The write atomicity (WA) abbreviations are explained in Section 2.1.3. RMWs are read-modify-write instructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core 0</th>
<th>Core 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i1) $[x] \leftarrow 1$</td>
<td>(i4) $[y] \leftarrow 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i2) MFENCE</td>
<td>(i5) MFENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i3) $r1 \leftarrow [y]$</td>
<td>(i6) $r2 \leftarrow [x]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TSO forbids $r1=0$, $r2=0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.3: Code for x86-TSO litmus test sb+fences

implement weak or relaxed MCMs that allow some behaviours forbidden by SC. The next section discusses such MCMs.
2.1.3 Weak/Relaxed MCMs

Most processors today (including all commercial ones) have chosen to implement weak or relaxed MCMs that do not require one or more of the orderings required by SC. This enables architects to utilise microarchitectural features such as those in Appendix A and have them be programmer-visible. Programmer-visible relaxations fall into two main categories: relaxations of program order and relaxations of write atomicity.

Program order relaxations relax the ordering between certain pairs of memory instructions in a program. For instance, a weak MCM may relax Store→Store ordering, allowing store instructions to be reordered with subsequent stores in the program. This would allow a processor to perform i1 and i2 out of order in mp (Figure 2.2), resulting in the outcome r1=1, r2=0 (which is forbidden under SC) becoming observable.

Meanwhile, relaxations of write atomicity dictate whether a store must be observed by every core in the system at the same (logical) time. A store is multi-copy-atomic [Col92] (referred to as MCA in this dissertation) if it becomes visible to all cores in the system at the same time. Some weak MCMs may allow a core to “read its own write early”, in which case a store can become visible to the writing core before it becomes visible to all other cores. In this case, the store must become visible to all cores other than the writing core at the same time. This variant of write atomicity is referred to as rMCA in this dissertation. Finally, other weak MCMs may allow a store to become visible to cores other than the writing core at different times. This is known as “non-multi-copy-atomicity”, and is referred to as nMCA in this
dissertation. (Section A.4 explains write atomicity in detail, including some of the hardware optimizations enabled by allowing such relaxations.)

Architectures that have weak MCMs provide one or more “safety net” instructions \[\text{AG96}\] in their ISA that can be used to enforce ordering between relaxed memory operations where necessary (for instance, in synchronization code). These are generally one of two types: (i) fences and (ii) release and acquire instructions. Fences order instructions preceding the fence before those after it. Release and acquire instructions are special store and load operations (respectively) that enforce ordering with respect to other memory operations. They are conceptually analogous to lock releases and acquires in parallel programs.

Table 2.1 summarises the major characteristics of various well-known weak MCMs for general-purpose processors. This table draws from the table of MCMs in Adve and Gharachorloo \[\text{AG96}\] while incorporating changes since that work was published. I now provide a brief overview of these MCMs.

**Weak MCMs Used in Commercial Processors**

TSO (Total Store Order) \[\text{OSS09}\] is the MCM of Intel and AMD x86 processors as well as certain SPARC processors. TSO relaxes Store→Load ordering and implements rMCA write atomicity, but preserves all other orderings. Under x86, programmers can add an **MFENCE** between a store and a load to enforce ordering between them where necessary. For example, one can forbid the execution of \(\textsf{sb} \ r_1=0, r_2=0\) by adding **MFENCE**s between each pair of instructions, as in Figure 2.3. Programmers can also use read-modify-write instructions (RMWs) to enforce ordering between stores and loads \[\text{AG96}\]. PC (Processor Consistency) \[\text{Goo89}\] also relaxes Store→Load ordering but implements the weaker nMCA write atomicity. It preserves all other orderings, and programmers can enforce ordering through RMWs where necessary.
PSO (Partial Store Ordering) [SPA92] was developed by SPARC, and relaxes both Store→Load and Store→Store ordering. It implements rMCA write atomicity. Programmers can use the STBAR fence and RMWs to enforce ordering where necessary. RMO (Relaxed Memory Order) [SPA94] was also developed by SPARC, and relaxes program order between all Load and Store pairs. It provides MEMBAR fences to enforce ordering where needed.

IBM Power processors implement one of the weakest MCMs. The Power MCM relaxes all program orders for accesses to different addresses, and also implements weaker nMCA write atomicity. Programmers can enforce ordering where necessary using a number of fences, including the sync and lwsync fences. The MCM of ARMv7 processors is very close to that of Power, also relaxing all program orders and implementing nMCA. It also uses fences to enforce ordering, the most common of which is the dmb fence. Alglave et al. [AMT14] discuss differences between the Power and ARMv7 MCMs.

For ARMv8, the subsequent iteration of the ARM ISA, ARM strengthened the MCM of its processors, making them implement rMCA. They also added the release and acquire instructions stlr and ldar (explained below) to give programmers the option of synchronizing using these instructions. The RISC-V MCM is very close to that of ARMv8; it also relaxes all program orders and implements rMCA. RISC-V includes a FENCE instruction to enforce ordering between memory operations where necessary. RISC-V also has an optional “A” (Atomic) ISA extension that includes release-acquire RMW operations (called AMOs). (Note that “the RISC-V MCM” here refers to the ratified RISC-V MCM which fixes the issues identified by TriCheck [TML+17].)

**Weak Ordering and Release Consistency**

Release and acquire instructions were first introduced in the RC (Release Consistency) [GLL+90] and Weak Ordering (WO) [DSB86, AH90] MCMs. On architectures
that support them, release and acquire operations provide an alternative to fences for inter-core synchronization under weak MCMs. Releases and acquires allow programmers to specify which memory accesses are used for synchronization. The remaining accesses are considered to be data accesses. Consistency only needs to be enforced at synchronization points between cores, so the hardware can leverage the labelling of synchronization reads and writes to complete data reads and writes faster [AH90].

RC and WO operate on the same principles; this section utilises RC’s terminology to explain their workings.

Acquire and release operations are conceptually analogous to acquire and release operations on a lock used to enforce mutual exclusion for a shared resource in a parallel program. In parallel programs that share data, a thread generally acquires a lock, operates on the shared data protected by the lock in its critical section, and then releases the lock. The critical section is guaranteed to occur between the lock and unlock. In a similar vein, acquire operations are loads, and must be ordered before all accesses after the acquire in program order. Meanwhile, release operations are stores, and must be ordered after all accesses before the release in program order. If an acquire observes the write of a release operation, it must observe all accesses preceding that release, enabling synchronization between threads. Read-modify-write instructions can be labelled as both acquires and releases [GLL+90]. Under the RCsc variant of RC, releases and acquires are required to be sequentially consistent with each other, while under RCpc, releases and acquires must obey PC (processor consistency) with respect to each other. RCpc is thus weaker than RCsc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core 0</th>
<th>Core 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i1) [x] ← 1</td>
<td>(i4) r1 ← acq [y]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i2) [y] rel ← 1</td>
<td>(i5) r2 ← [x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i3) [x] ← 2</td>
<td>RC forbids r1=1, r2=0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.5: Code for an RC (release consistency) variant of mp where i2 is a release (denoted by $\text{rel}$) and i4 is an acquire (denoted by $\text{acq}$).
For an example of using acquires and releases under RC, consider Figure 2.5's variant of the mp litmus test. Under RC$^4$, if all instructions in the test were data accesses, the outcome $r_1=1, r_2=0$ would be allowed as RC relaxes all program orders and no synchronization instructions have been used. However, since $i_2$ is labelled as a release and $i_4$ is labelled as an acquire, the outcome $r_1=1, r_2=0$ becomes forbidden. The release $i_2$ ensures that $i_1$ is ordered before $i_2$, while the acquire $i_4$ ensures that $i_4$ is ordered before $i_5$. Thus, when the acquire $i_4$ observes the release $i_2$, the data accesses before $i_2$ (like $i_1$) are ordered before the data accesses after $i_4$ (like $i_5$). Thus, if $i_4$ returns 1, then $i_5$ is guaranteed to see the store $i_1$ to $x$, forbidding the outcome $r_1=1, r_2=0$.

Release and acquire operations are different from fences in that they are one-way barriers. Fences ensure that memory operations preceding the fence are ordered before memory operations after the fence. However, acquires and releases only enforce order on one set of memory operations with respect to themselves. Acquires order succeeding accesses, while releases order preceding accesses. Thus, accesses after a release are free to be reordered with the release, and accesses before an acquire are free to be ordered with respect to the acquire. For example, in Figure 2.5, $i_3$ is free to be reordered with the release $i_2$. This is known as roach-motel movement$^5$ and intuitively corresponds to making a critical section larger[BA08]. Roach-motel movement is beneficial as it allows some reordering of memory operations across barriers while not affecting the correctness guarantees of acquire and release operations.

The SC-for-DRF Guarantee

Application and systems software programmers would much prefer to reason about their programs under the intuitive model of SC, as programming under weak MCMs is

$^4$The reasoning for this litmus test applies to both RCsc and RCpc.

$^5$The term arises from a cockroach trapping product named “Roach Motel” [Man07]. Cockroaches can enter the trap but they cannot exit it. Similarly, under roach-motel movement, memory accesses can enter a critical section but cannot exit it.
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very difficult. However, programmers cannot restrict themselves to SC hardware as all commercial processors implement weak MCMs. The SC-for-DRF guarantee \cite{AH90} solves this problem. It states that if programmers include a certain amount of synchronization in their program—specifically, enough synchronization to eliminate all data races\footnote{Intuitively speaking, a race in an execution consists of two accesses (at least one of which is a write) running on different cores/threads which access the same address and which have no synchronization accesses occurring between them \cite{SHW11}. A data race is a race where at least one of the accesses is to data, rather than for synchronization.} in the program’s SC executions—then it will behave as if it were running on a sequentially consistent system, even if the underlying processor implements a weak MCM (assuming it does so correctly). Thus, programmers can reason about their program under SC, while also reaping the performance benefits of weak MCMs. The SC-for-DRF guarantee also forms the basis for the MCMs of high-level programming languages.

Despite its importance, the SC-for-DRF guarantee is not a silver bullet for MCM issues in parallel systems. A parallel system that purports to obey the SC-for-DRF guarantee will only restrict itself to SC behaviours for DRF programs if the hardware obeys its MCM. Buggy hardware will still cause incorrect executions regardless of whether the program has data races or not, necessitating MCM verification research such as the work in this dissertation.

**Summary**

This section and Table 2.1 provide a high-level overview of weak MCMs today. The details of such MCMs can be much more nuanced, as Section 2.1.4 shows. To enable more comprehensive MCM specification and verification, the past decade has seen much work on developing and formalising the specifications of these weak ISA-level MCMs (Section 2.3.1).

\footnote{This guarantee was also shown as part of the \textit{properly-labelled} approach of Gharachorloo et al. \cite{GLL+90}.}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core 0</th>
<th>Core 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i1) [x] ← 1</td>
<td>(i4) r1 ← [y]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i2) dmb</td>
<td>(i5) r2 ← [x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i3) [y] ← 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARMv7 forbids: r1=1, r2=0

Figure 2.6: Code for ARMv7 litmus test mp+dmb+ctrlisb. In the above code, “<ctrlisb>” represents an instruction sequence comprising a control dependency (Section A.3) followed by an isb fence. Such an instruction sequence is sufficient to enforce local ordering between two load instructions on ARMv7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core 0</th>
<th>Core 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i1) [x] ← 1</td>
<td>(i4) r1 ← [y]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i2) dmb</td>
<td>(i5) [y] ← 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i3) [y] ← 1</td>
<td>(i6) r2 ← [y]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;ctrlisb&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i7) r3 ← [x]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARMv7 observable: r1=1, r2=2, r3=0

Figure 2.7: Code for ARMv7 litmus test mp+dmb+fri-rfi-ctrlisb, which demonstrates a highly counterintuitive MCM outcome. This behaviour was observed on an ARMv7 processor and considered desirable by architects [AMT14], despite the similar mp+dmb+ctrlisb test (Figure 2.6) being forbidden. Once again, “<ctrlisb>” represents an instruction sequence comprising a control dependency (Section A.3) followed by an isb fence.

### 2.1.4 The Need for Formal MCM Specification and Verification

Hardware features can combine to create counterintuitive MCM outcomes in numerous ways. Architects may desire to allow such outcomes for performance reasons or forbid them to enhance programmability. Therefore, unambiguous specifications for ISA-level MCMs are necessary to clearly define which outcomes are allowed and which are forbidden. Likewise, stringent verification methods are also necessary to ensure that hardware respects its MCM specification.

Consider Figure 2.6’s ARMv7 litmus test mp+dmb+ctrlisb, which is forbidden on ARMv7. The dmb fence enforces that all cores observe the store to \( x \) (i1) before
the store to \(y\) (i3), while the `ctrlisb` on core 1 enforces that the loads i4 and i5 execute in order. The combination of these orderings make it impossible for core 1 to observe the write to \(y\) before the write to \(x\) (i.e. for the outcome \(r_1=1, r_2=0\)) to occur.

Now consider Figure 2.7's variant of this test, called `mp+dmb+fri-rfi-ctrlisb`. Here, i1 and i3 are still ordered by a `dmb`. The loads to \(y\) (i4) and \(x\) (i7) are still separated by a `ctrlisb`, with an additional write to and read from \(y\) in between i4 and the `ctrlisb`. Since ARMv7 preserves program order for accesses to the same address, one would expect that i4 would still be ordered before i7, which would make the outcome \(r_1=1, r_2=1, r_3=0\) forbidden. However, this outcome was in fact observable on ARMv7 hardware [AMT14], and the corresponding architects even considered it desirable behaviour. An intuitive explanation of why the outcome is observable is as follows. At the start of execution, core 1 can observe that i5 and i6 are a store and load to the same address that are next to each other in program order. Thus, it should be allowed for the load i6 to read from the store i5 (i.e., for \(r_2=2\)). Critically, this can be done before i4 is executed, as i4's result no longer affects the result of i6 (since i6 reads from i5, which is after i4 in program order). Once i6 has executed, i7 is free to execute as doing so will not break the dependency between i6 and i7. Thus, i7 can now read the initial value of 0 for \(x\) (\(r_3=0\)). Finally, i1 and i2 can be stored in order, and observed by core 1, allowing i4 to return \(r_1=1\).

The above example is just one of the numerous ways in which hardware features and optimizations can combine to generate counterintuitive outcomes due to MCM issues. Simply stating whether a few litmus tests are allowed or forbidden is not sufficient to specify the MCM behaviour of a parallel system. As seen above, even relatively small changes to a forbidden litmus test can unexpectedly cause it to become observable. A *formal specification* (i.e. one written in some form of mathematical logic)  

---

8`ctrlisb` represents an instruction sequence comprising a control dependency (Section A.3) followed by an `isb` fence. Such an instruction sequence is sufficient to enforce local ordering between two load operations on ARMv7.
of the MCM of a parallel system is necessary to comprehensively and unambiguously define which MCM behaviours are allowed and which are forbidden. Once the system’s MCM is formally specified, any litmus test can be formally evaluated against it to conclusively determine whether it is allowed or forbidden.

Similarly, formal verification is critical to ensure that hardware and software respect their MCMs. As Section 1.3 covered, today’s multiprocessors are nondeterministic, meaning that even if one run of a litmus test on a parallel system satisfies the MCM requirements of the system, another run of the same test may violate the system’s MCM. Formal verification of the parallel system for the litmus test can cover all possible executions of the litmus test, and is necessary to ensure that the system will always run the litmus test correctly. Furthermore, a system must respect its MCM for all programs, of which there are an infinite number. It is impossible to explicitly test each possible program on a system, so formal verification is necessary to ensure that a system correctly implements its MCM across all programs.

A number of MCM bugs have been found in parallel systems in recent years [Hac14, Int20, AMT14, ARM11, ABD+15, SD16, TML+17], further highlighting the necessity of formal MCM verification. The work in this dissertation also discovers a real-world MCM bug in open-source Verilog (Chapter 3). This adds further weight to the argument for formal MCM verification and showcases the efficacy of the work in this dissertation.

The next section covers the basics of formal verification, with a focus on model checking (the verification approach on which the work in this dissertation is based). Sections 2.3 and 2.4 then cover prior work on formal MCM specification and verification, including necessary background on such work.


2.2 Formal Verification Background

The overarching idea behind formal verification is to represent a hardware and/or software system using a mathematical model, and then prove the correctness of the model for a mathematically specified property. The proof may use mathematical techniques like induction, or it may simply comprehensively check all possible cases of the model for the property under verification. Formal verification can provide strong correctness guarantees because it is based on mathematical proofs. For instance, formal verification of a multicore hardware design can prove that a litmus test will never be observable on the design, even though the hardware is nondeterministic.

Section 2.2.1 covers model checking, which is the automated formal verification method underlying the work in this dissertation. Other related work on MCM verification involves the manual writing of proofs in proof assistants, which are discussed in Section 2.2.2. Finally, Section 2.2.3 covers the two major modelling styles for formal MCM specifications: operational and axiomatic, each of which has their own benefits and drawbacks.

2.2.1 Model Checking

Model checking is a formal verification technique that explores all possible states of a system to check whether it satisfies a certain property [CE81, BK08]. If the system does not satisfy the property, model checking returns a counterexample: an execution of the system that does not satisfy the property. All the work presented in this dissertation utilises model-checking based approaches to conduct verification.

Model checking requires a logic-based representation of the system being verified as well as the property to verify on that system. This is traditionally done using transition systems and temporal logic respectively. Model checking may explicitly search through the states of a system to see if a property holds (explicit-state model checking). Model
checking can also be conducted using techniques based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [BCM+92] and Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers [BCCZ99] (symbolic model checking), which can have significant performance benefits over explicit-state model checking. Finally, Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers [BSST09] build on SAT-based model checking to enable the specification of systems and properties using more expressive theories. This has benefits in terms of both expressiveness and performance over standard SAT-based model checking. All the work in this dissertation utilises SAT or SMT-based model checking approaches to conduct verification.

Specifying Systems and Properties [BK08]

In model checking, the system being verified is traditionally represented as a state machine or transition system. A transition system is a tuple \((S, \text{Act}, \rightarrow, I, AP, L)\) where

- \(S\) is a set of states
- \(\text{Act}\) is a set of actions
- \(\rightarrow \subseteq S \times \text{Act} \times S\) is a transition relation. It links each state \(S_i\) with the next state that the system will transition to if a given action is taken while in \(S_i\).
- \(I \subseteq S\) is a set of initial states
• **AP** is a set of atomic propositions (i.e. Boolean variables)

• **L : S → 2^{AP}** is a labelling function that when passed a given state, returns the set of atomic propositions that are true in that state

Figure 2.8 shows an example pedagogical transition system. This system has two states. The left state $S_1$ is the initial state (indicated by a $\rightarrow$ leading into it with no source), where atomic propositions $A$ and $C$ are false, and $B$ is true. This state can transition to the state $S_2$ on the right using the *set* action. In $S_2$, $A$, $B$, and $C$ are all true. $S_2$ can transition to $S_1$ using the *unset* action. A state in a transition system is terminal if it has no state that it can transition to. (A state is not terminal even if it can only transition to itself.) Parallel reactive\(^9\) systems are best modelled by transition systems without terminal states [BK08], and the discussion of transition systems in this dissertation is restricted to such transition systems.

In a transition system without terminal states, a *path* is an infinite state sequence $s_0s_1s_2...$ such that $s_0 \in I$ (i.e. $s_0$ is an initial state) and $s_i \in \text{Post}(s_{i-1})$\(^{10}\) for all $i > 0$. A *trace* of a path $\pi = s_0s_1s_2...$ is $L(s_0)L(s_1)L(s_2)...$ and is denoted by $\text{trace}(\pi)$. In other words, the trace is the sequence of sets of atomic propositions that are valid in the states of the path.

The property to verify on the system is traditionally specified in temporal logic, a logic which extends propositional logic with capabilities for referring to the behaviour of a system over time. For instance, temporal logic allows properties like “$P$ is always true on every trace” and “$Q$ will eventually be true on every trace” to be easily stated. There are a number of different temporal logics, including LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) [Pnu77], CTL (Computation Tree Logic) [CE81], and CTL* [EL87].

\(^9\)A reactive system is one which is repeatedly prompted by the outside world and whose role is to continuously respond to external inputs [HP89]. A processor can be thought of as a reactive system; the instructions it is given to execute constitute some of its external inputs.

\(^{10}\)Post$(s)$ is the set of states that $s$ can transition to.
the basis for the SystemVerilog Assertions used by the work in Chapter 3 and is explained in detail in Section 3.4.1.

The system and property for a given model checking problem may also be represented in other ways, such as through a set of axioms (invariants) that the system respects. The herd (Section 2.3.1) and PipeCheck (Section 2.4) are examples of such axiomatic modelling frameworks. See Section 2.2.3 for a comparison of axiomatic models to operational models (which use transition systems) for formal MCM analysis. Axiomatic models are used for the majority of the work in this dissertation.

**Explicit State Model Checking [BK08]**

Model checking may be conducted by explicitly searching through the states of a transition system to determine whether it implements a temporal logic property. As a simple pedagogical example, consider verifying the property “A is always false” on the transition system in Figure 2.8. A verification procedure could check such a property by conducting a depth-first search of the transition system’s state graph from each initial state, and searching for a state where A is true. (In a transition system’s state graph, the successors of a given state are the possible states that it can transition to.) The search would start at the initial state $S_1$, where A is false as required. Then the search would check the successors of $S_1$, namely state $S_2$. $A$ is true in $S_2$, violating the property, and so the procedure would return a trace starting with $s_0s_1$ as a counterexample. On the other hand, if verifying the property “$B$ is always true” on the same transition system, a search would first check $S_1$ and then $S_2$, and find that $B$ is true in both states. Since there are no more states to examine, the search would return that the property holds.

Generally speaking, explicit-state model checking of temporal logic properties is somewhat more complicated, requiring acceptance checks for Büchi automata, a particular type of finite-state machine [BK08]. Section 3.4.1 provides a detailed explanation
of explicit-state model checking for general LTL properties, as the algorithm for doing so is relevant to the RTLCheck work in Chapter 3.

Symbolic Model Checking [BK18]

In contrast to explicit-state methods, model checking may also be conducted symbolically through BDDs and SAT solvers. The JasperGold verifier used by the RTLCheck work in Chapter 3 utilises BDD and SAT-based model checking approaches [Cad16]. Furthermore, SAT-based model checking forms the basis for SMT-based model checking (discussed after this section), which is the verification method used by the majority of the work in this dissertation. This section focuses on SAT-based model checking, as the details of BDD-based model checking are not relevant to the work presented in this dissertation.

Symbolic model checking represents the state sets and transition relation of a transition system using expressions in a symbolic logic like propositional logic. This can dramatically reduce the size of the data structures for representing state sets, and can potentially result in order-of-magnitude improvements in verification performance [CHV18].

SAT solvers can be used to conduct bounded model checking (BMC) [BCCZ99]. In BMC, a symbolic representation of a transition system and a property are jointly unwound (i.e. instantiated) for $k$ steps, giving a formula that is satisfiable if and only if there is a counterexample to the property that has length $k$. This formula is then passed to a SAT solver. If the solver returns that the formula is unsatisfiable, no counterexamples of length $k$ exist. On the other hand, if the solver finds a satisfying assignment, that assignment corresponds to a counterexample of length $k$. 
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For example, if searching for counterexamples of length $k$ to a property “$p$ is always true on every trace” using BMC, the verification of the property can be encoded as follows:\footnote{11}%
\[
\exists s_0, \ldots, s_k. I(s_0) \land \bigwedge_{i=0}^{k-1} T(s_i, s_{i+1}) \land \left( \bigvee_{i=0}^{k} \neg p(s_i) \right)
\] (2.1)

Bounded verification such as this can provide guarantees that a system satisfies a property for all executions of length up to and including some bound $k$. By itself, BMC cannot provide unbounded verification, i.e., a guarantee that there exist no counterexamples to the property of any length. However, BMC can use inductive techniques, Craig interpolation, and other techniques to achieve unbounded (i.e. complete) verification \cite{BK18}.

The methodologies and tools presented in this dissertation all conduct bounded verification except for PipeProof (Chapter 5), which conducts unbounded verification.

Model Checking Using SMT \cite{BSST09,BT18}

Model checking using SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories) solvers is the verification method used by Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation. It builds on SAT-based model checking by adding the ability to express properties and systems using various theories, which provide improvements in expressibility and verification performance.

\footnote{11} $p(s_i)$ denotes whether $p$ holds in state $s_i$. 
Propositional logic is capable of efficiently specifying a variety of properties. However, certain types of properties are more naturally and compactly specified in other forms of logic. Consider for instance the following pedagogical set of constraints:

\[(x = 5) \land ((y = x + 3) \lor (y = x - 2)) \land (y = 2x)\] (2.2)

This formula does not naturally map to propositional logic because its individual atoms are not Boolean variables, but linear equations with algebraic variables and values. However, it can be modelled through the combination of propositional logic and an additional logical theory. For instance, the Linear Integer Arithmetic (LIA) theory can reason about linear arithmetic over integers, and it can be used to help create a model for the above formula. Such models can be verified using SMT: the combination of a SAT solver with solvers for one or more logical theories.

Figure 2.9 shows a block diagram of the basic version of an SMT solver. To solve an SMT formula, the individual atoms corresponding to theory formulae are abstracted by Boolean variables, resulting in a normal SAT formula. This SAT formula is then solved by the SAT solver inside the SMT solver. If the SAT formula is unsatisfiable, then the SMT formula it abstractly represents is unsatisfiable too. On the other hand, the SAT solver may find a satisfying assignment for the SAT formula. In this case, the SMT solver needs to check that the assignment is also valid under the theories being used. The abstract Boolean variables in the assignment are translated back into the relevant theory formulae, and the theory solvers check that they represent a valid assignment in the relevant theories. If they do, then the overall SMT formula is satisfiable. Otherwise, the theory solvers notify the SAT solver that the satisfying assignment it found is invalid, and the SAT solver attempts to find another satisfying assignment to the abstracted formula.

For example, consider trying to check the satisfiability of Formula 2.2. We can abstract \(x = 5\) by \(M\), \(y = x + 3\) by \(N\), \(y = x - 2\) by \(P\), and \(y = 2x\) by \(Q\), giving
us $M \land (N \lor P) \land Q$. The SAT solver will return a satisfying assignment such as $M \land N \land Q$. $M$, $N$, and $Q$ are then translated back into their corresponding equations, and the LIA theory solver is asked to check whether $(x = 5) \land (y = x + 3) \land (y = 2x)$ can be true. It is clearly impossible to satisfy these constraints ($y$ cannot be both 10 and 8), so the LIA solver informs the SAT solver that its satisfying assignment is invalid, and asks it to find another. The SAT solver then returns $M \land P \land Q$, which is equal to $(x = 5) \land (y = x - 2) \land (y = 2x)$, which is also impossible for the theory solver to satisfy. The SAT solver is then asked to find yet another satisfying assignment, but no other satisfying assignment exists. Thus, the SMT solver returns that the overall formula is unsatisfiable.

### 2.2.2 Interactive Proof Assistants

A proof assistant is a tool that aids users in writing proofs of theorems that they can specify in the proof assistant. It keeps track of what techniques have been used in the proof and what remains to be proven. Most importantly, though, the proof assistant is capable of verifying whether the user’s proof does indeed prove the theorem it purports to, using an approach based on programming language type checking \[\text{Chl13}\]. This allows users of proof assistants to ensure that their proof of a system’s correctness does in fact prove that the system is correct.

Prior work has developed approaches that enable hardware and software to be written in such proof assistants. Users can then prove the correctness of this hardware and software using the proof assistant, and then automatically extract a verified implementation from the proof assistant. Kami \[\text{CVS}^{+17}\] is an example of such a flow. (Kami is discussed further in Section 2.3.4) However, writing proofs in proof assistants requires formal methods expertise and can require significant manual effort, creating a high barrier to entry. As a result, the usage of proof assistants is not as amenable to use by typical hardware and software engineers as approaches like model
A number of proof assistants exist, including Coq \cite{Coq04}, Isabelle \cite{Isa20}, and Lean \cite{Lea20}.

### 2.2.3 Operational and Axiomatic Models

There are two major modelling styles for formal hardware and software MCM specifications, namely operational and axiomatic models. Models like the transition system in the example of Section 2.2.1 are known as operational models. They are defined as state machines, and when used to model hardware, they often resemble the machine that they model. An operational model explicitly describes its allowed behaviours through its states and the possible transitions among them. In recent years, prior work has used operational models to model hardware for MCM analysis \cite{VCAD15,CVS17,SSA11,GKM15,FGP16,FSP17,PFD18,WBBD15}.

Axiomatic models, meanwhile, do not specify systems as state machines. Instead, they specify certain invariants of the system (i.e., things that are always true in the system) that constrain the executions of the model in some way. Axiomatic specifications thus implicitly describe the allowed behaviours of a system by stating the constraints that the system respects. The allowed executions of the model consist of any execution that satisfies these constraints. Axiomatic models defined in the herd format (Section 2.3.1) are the de-facto standard for specifying ISA-level MCMs today \cite{AMT14}. Mador-Haim et al. \cite{MHMS12} also previously defined an axiomatic MCM specification for the Power ISA. PipeCheck \cite{LPM14,LSMB16} (Section 2.4) developed a way to axiomatically specify microarchitectural MCM orderings on which this dissertation builds.

Axiomatic models may be *single-event axiomatic* or *multi-event axiomatic*. Alglave et al. \cite{AMT14} define single-event axiomatic MCM specifications as those that use a single event to denote the propagation of a store operation to other cores/threads. Conversely, they define multi-event axiomatic specifications as those that use multiple
events to denote the propagation of a store to other cores/threads. **herd** ISA-level MCM specifications (Section 2.3.1) are examples of single-event axiomatic models. Meanwhile, PipeCheck microarchitectural ordering specifications (Section 2.4) are examples of multi-event axiomatic specifications.

Operational and axiomatic models each have their own advantages and disadvantages. Operational models can be more intuitive than axiomatic ones as they tend to resemble the systems that they model, and they do not require users to come up with invariants of the system to write its model. On the other hand, axiomatic specifications are generally more concise than operational ones [AMT14]. More importantly, as prior work [MHAM10, AKT13, AKNT13, AMT14] shows, the verification performance of axiomatic models can be faster than when using operational models, sometimes by orders of magnitude. To get the best of both worlds, researchers today may define both operational and axiomatic models for the same system and then formally prove the equivalence of the two models [OSS09, MHMS+12, AMT14, PFD+18].

The rest of this chapter covers necessary background and prior work on formal MCM specification and verification. The prior work covered includes research that uses operational models as well as that which uses axiomatic models. The work in this dissertation primarily uses axiomatic models, although the work in Chapter 3 requires the translation of axiomatic properties to RTL properties that are evaluated over an operational model (i.e. the RTL).

### 2.3 MCM Specification and Verification

This section covers necessary background and related work on MCM specification and verification apart from the PipeCheck work [LPM14, LSMB16], which Section 2.4 discusses in detail.
2.3.1 Instruction Set (ISA) Memory Consistency Models

The execution of a parallel program on a processor can be modelled at the ISA level (i.e. assembly language level) as a graph, where the nodes are instructions, and edges between nodes represent ISA-level MCM attributes.

ISA-level MCMs can then axiomatically define whether executions are allowed or forbidden based on whether they show certain patterns of relations or not.

Modelling and reasoning about the MCM correctness of executions using the notion of relations between instructions in an execution was first introduced by Shasha and Snir [SS88] for SC. herd (developed by Alglave et al. [AMT14]), a widely used framework for specifying and conducting formal analysis of ISA-level MCMs today also models ISA-level MCMs axiomatically using relations. Each individual relation between a pair of instructions in an execution represents some ordering relevant to the MCM.

Figure 2.10 shows the ISA-level execution for the outcome of mp from Figure 2.2. The po relation represents program order, so \( i_1 \xrightarrow{po} i_2 \) and \( i_3 \xrightarrow{po} i_4 \) represent that \( i_1 \) is before \( i_2 \) and \( i_3 \) is before \( i_4 \) in program order. The rf (reads-from) relation links each store to all loads which read from that store. For example, \( i_2 \xrightarrow{rf} i_3 \) represents that \( i_3 \) reads its value from \( i_2 \) in this execution. The fr (from-reads) edge between \( i_4 \) and \( i_1 \) enforces that the store that \( i_4 \) reads from comes before the store \( i_1 \) in coherence order (a total order on same-address writes in an execution). The co relation (not present...
in Figure 2.10 is used to represent coherence order (Section A.5). Other ISA-level MCMs require extra relations to model reorderings and fences [AMT14].

In the relational framework of Alglave et al. [AMT14], the permitted behaviours of the ISA-level MCM are defined in terms of the irreflexivity, acyclicity, or emptiness of certain relational patterns. For example, SC can be defined using relational modelling as \( \text{acyclic}(\text{po} \cup \text{co} \cup \text{rf} \cup \text{fr}) \). This means that any execution with a cycle in these four relations is forbidden. The execution in Figure 2.10 contains such a cycle, and so is forbidden under SC, as one would expect for mp. herd can evaluate a given litmus test against such an axiomatically specified ISA-level MCM and return whether or not a given outcome of the litmus test is allowed or forbidden under that MCM. This dissertation utilises herd-style axiomatic specifications for ISA-level MCMs, most notably in Chapter 5. The work in Chapter 4 also makes use of such specifications to decide whether a given litmus test should be allowed or forbidden by hardware.

The past decade or so has seen the creation of formal axiomatic ISA-level MCM specifications for SC, x86-TSO [OSS09], Power [MHMS+12, AMT14], ARMv8 [PFD+18], and RISC-V [RIS19]. Researchers created the formal MCM specifications of TSO, Power, and ARM by discussing the workings of such processors with architects from those companies as well as through dynamic litmus test-based validation (Section 2.3.5) of existing processors implementing those ISAs. Formal ISA-level MCM specifications created through this process closely resemble the behaviour of the processors they model. However, these specifications are not formally verified as being sound with respect to real hardware. This can potentially lead to false negatives, as Section 1.4 covers.

The formal RISC-V MCM specification is somewhat of an exception to the above process, as it was created before a large number of RISC-V chips were taped out. TriCheck [TML+17] was a spur for the creation of this formal specification, as it uncovered severe issues in a draft specification of the RISC-V MCM. This led to an
effort (of which I was a part) to create a formal RISC-V MCM specification that fixes these issues. The effort was successful, and the new RISC-V MCM has since been ratified [RIS19].

Other schemes for generating formal MCM specifications also exist. The MemSynth tool [BT17] takes as input a set of litmus test results for a processor and a partially completed MCM specification. It then synthesizes a formal MCM specification for the processor that is guaranteed to respect the litmus test results provided as input. Operational models consisting of abstract machines that model hardware MCM behaviour can also function as MCM specifications, though by their nature they are somewhat intertwined with the hardware implementations that they model. They are covered in Section 2.3.3.

In addition to specifying the MCMs of general-purpose multicore processors, there has been work on formally specifying the MCMs of GPUs [ABD+15, WBSC17, WBBD15, LSG19]. There has also been research on incorporating related hardware features like mixed-size accesses [FSP+17], transactional memory [CSW18] (Section 2.1.2), and virtual memory [RLS10, LSMB16, HTM20] into formal MCM specifications.

2.3.2 Program Verification Under MCMs

As Section 1.3 states, this dissertation focuses on verification of MCM implementations (i.e. hardware and language implementation software like compilers). It does not focus on program verification (the verification of programs against their high-level specifications) under various MCMs. Nevertheless, there has been a considerable amount of work on program verification under various MCMs. Much of this work utilises stateless model checking, a variant of model checking that does not explicitly store states in memory [God97]. CDSChecker [ND13] and CDSSpec [OD17] enable

\footnote{Mixed-size accesses refer to the interaction between multiple memory accesses of different widths, e.g. a 32-bit store and an 8-bit store that overlap in memory.}
the exhaustive exploration of all possible behaviours of concurrent data structure code under the C11 memory model, and verification of these data structures against CDSSpec specifications. Nidhugg [AAA+15, AAJL16, AAJ+19] is capable of conducting stateless model checking for assembly language programs under the SC, TSO, PSO, and Power MCMs. RCMC [KLSV17] enables stateless model checking of C/C++ programs under a more recent revision of the C11 memory model [LVK+17]. GenMC [KRV19] is a stateless model checking algorithm that can be used for verifying clients of concurrent libraries, and is parametric in its choice of MCM. Most recently, HMC [KV20] enables stateless model checking of assembly language programs under a wide variety of hardware MCMs, and is faster than Nidhugg.

2.3.3 Hardware Ordering Specifications

The complicated MCM behaviour of commercial processors like those of Power and ARM can be difficult to characterise and understand. To better understand and analyse processors like these, researchers have developed detailed operational models of these processors through dynamic litmus test analysis of the processors (Section 2.3.5) and/or discussion with the architects who created them. These models can evaluate small programs (like litmus tests, but sometimes slightly larger) to determine which of their outcomes should be allowed or forbidden under the processor represented by the model. Some of these models have undergone multiple revisions to incorporate additional detail into the models or to adapt to a revision of the processor’s ISA-level MCM. The Power and ARMv7 MCMs are quite similar to each other (Section 2.1.3), and so sometimes the same model (possibly with a small number of changes) is used for both Power and ARMv7.

Sarkar et al. [SSA+11] developed an operational model for the MCM behaviour of Power multiprocessors, and suggested that it might be applicable to ARMv7 with minor changes. Alglave et al. [AMT14] also created an operational model for Power
MCM behaviour, which they proved equivalent to their axiomatic herd model for the Power MCM. Gray et al. [GKM+15] extended the model of Sarkar et al. [SSA+11] and integrated it with an ISA model for part of the Power instruction set, while Flur et al. [FGP+16] constructed a similar integrated concurrency and ISA model for ARMv8. The detailed concurrency model of Flur et al. [FGP+16] was known as the “Flowing model”. Flur et al. [FSP+17] extended the Flowing model of ARMv8 and the Power model of Gray et al. to handle mixed-size accesses. Most recently, Pulte et al. [PFD+18] developed operational and axiomatic models for ARMv8 that accounted for the ARMv8 MCM’s change to implement rMCA write atomicity as opposed to nMCA (Section A.4), and proved the equivalence of these operational and axiomatic models. The operational model of Pulte et al. is a simplification of the Flowing model, and supports mixed-size accesses. Wickerson et al. [WBBD15] developed an operational model of GPU hardware which was capable of implementing the OpenCL programming framework extended with AMD’s remote-scope promotion technology [OCY+15]. Their model included the syntax and semantics of a minimal assembly language for their hardware model.

Each of these models is a detailed representation of the behaviours of the processors that it models. However, they are only models of specific types of processors, e.g. an ARMv8 model only represents ARMv8 processors. These models are not part of a generic framework specialised for describing and verifying hardware orderings. This is in contrast to the PipeCheck (Section 2.4) framework, which defines a domain-specific language (μspec) for hardware orderings, and supports the verification of any processor whose orderings are specified in μspec for suites of litmus tests.
2.3.4 Manually Proving MCM Correctness of Hardware Implementations

There are two main frameworks for specifying hardware and formally verifying its MCM guarantees: PipeCheck [LPM14,LSMB16] and Kami [VCAD15,CVS+17]. This section describes Kami, while Section 2.4 describes PipeCheck.

Kami enables hardware designers to write their hardware in the Coq proof assistant, prove its correctness, and then extract a hardware implementation from this proven-correct hardware written in Coq. In the first paper on what became Kami, Vijayaraghavan et al. [VCAD15] formalised the idea of components in a hardware design such as reorder buffers (ROB), register files, store buffers, and caches as labelled transition systems (LTSes). They provided a machine-checked proof in Coq that if the models of the individual components obey certain rules, then the combined system implements sequential consistency for all programs. Kami thus enabled the modular MCM verification of models of hardware.

The Bluespec hardware description language enables users to write hardware as a set of rules, and the hardware then behaves as if each of the rules were executed atomically, with a scheduler automatically choosing the order in which they are executed. LTS semantics are quite close to those of the Bluespec, and in some cases can be transliterated directly to Bluespec. However, the work of Vijayaraghavan et al. [VCAD15] only proved correctness of a model of the processor rather than its actual implementation. It also lacked an automated process to extract a Bluespec hardware implementation from its proven-correct model in Coq. More recently, Choi et al. [CVS+17] extended the work of Vijayaraghavan et al. to create Kami. Kami enabled users to modularly prove the correctness of hardware itself, rather than a model. Kami also included an automated process for extracting a Bluespec hardware implementation from its proven-correct Coq model.
While Kami can prove hardware MCM correctness across all programs, its proofs require formal methods expertise and significant manual effort. This is because Kami requires such proofs to be written in the Coq proof assistant. Kami also can currently only prove correct hardware written in Bluespec’s rule-based style, rather than Verilog (which is much more common). Furthermore, Kami has thus far only proven that hardware designs implement SC [VCAD15,CVS+17], rather than demonstrating how to handle weak MCMs in such a framework.

The work in this dissertation is capable of automatically verifying the MCM correctness of hardware RTL for litmus tests (Chapter 3), and is also able to automatically prove the MCM correctness of hardware designs across all possible programs (Chapter 5). Furthermore, Chapter 4 shows how to automatically conduct modular bounded MCM verification of hardware designs. This dissertation thus shows that the use of automated verification does not preclude the sorts of guarantees that Kami provides in its proofs.

### 2.3.5 Dynamic MCM Verification

Dynamic MCM verification observes the behaviour of a processor as it runs and flags MCM violations that occur. Dynamic verification using litmus tests consists of running litmus tests on a parallel system and checking if any of the litmus test’s outcomes that are forbidden by the system’s MCM are observable. To increase the probability of bug discovery, a large number of different tests can be used, the tests can be run a large number of times, and various techniques can be used to stress the parallel system in order to expose weak (i.e. non-SC) behaviours [AMSS11,SD16]. Dynamic verification may also use a runtime approach, where it tracks all instructions as the processor executes them and reports any MCM violations that occur [MS09,CMP08].

TSOTool [HVML04] runs psuedo-randomly generated programs with conflicting accesses on a processor that claims to implement TSO, and compares their results.
to TSO requirements. The algorithm checking results against TSO requirements runs in polynomial time. litmus\textsuperscript{[AMSS11]} runs litmus tests for many iterations against hardware to find interesting behaviour. It includes techniques to make such behaviour appear more frequently. DVMC\textsuperscript{[MS09]} conducts dynamic MCM verification at runtime. It tracks instructions as the processor executes them, and checks that the processor maintains invariants sufficient to implement the MCM for the executed instructions, reporting any invariant violations that occur. DVMC has the benefit of also being able to detect physical (circuit-level) errors that lead to MCM failures, and supports the SC, TSO, PSO, and RMO consistency models (Section\textsuperscript{2.1.3}). Chen et al.\textsuperscript{[CMP08]} also conduct runtime dynamic MCM verification, but verify MCM behaviour through analysis of a constraint graph, which reduces the number of false positives when compared to DVMC. Like DVMC, their work can also detect physical errors that lead to MCM failures.

Nevertheless, dynamic verification can never guarantee the absence of MCM bugs in hardware. This is because it only verifies executions actually observed on a processor (if using runtime verification) or observed executions of litmus tests (if dynamically running litmus tests). There is always the chance that the system contains an MCM bug that does not occur in the observed executions, limiting the correctness guarantees that such tools can provide. Furthermore, such approaches require a runnable implementation to exist in order to work, in contrast to approaches like Kami (Section\textsuperscript{2.3.4}) or PipeCheck (Section\textsuperscript{2.4}).

\section{2.4 Automated Formal Microarchitectural MCM Verification with PipeCheck}

A large amount of prior MCM verification only verified hardware using dynamic approaches or simply assumed that hardware was correct. There was no way for
computer architects and hardware engineers to formally verify their hardware designs against ISA-level MCMs for correctness. PipeCheck \cite{LPM14,LSMB16} filled this verification gap by enabling the automated formal verification of microarchitectural ordering specifications against their ISA-level MCMs for suites of litmus tests. Notably, PipeCheck’s verification can be conducted long before RTL is written. The automated nature of PipeCheck’s verification makes it amenable to use by computer architects and hardware engineers. This is in contrast to tools like Kami (Section \ref{sec:kami}), which are difficult for individuals without formal methods expertise to use.

PipeCheck involves three main components: the \(\mu_{hb}\) (microarchitectural happens-before) graph formalism for modelling microarchitectural executions, the \(\mu_{spec}\) domain-specific language for specifying a design’s microarchitectural orderings, and an algorithm that uses \(\mu_{hb}\) graphs for model checking the executions of a litmus test on a design whose orderings are specified in \(\mu_{spec}\). This section explains each of these in turn, followed by a summary of PipeCheck’s deficiencies (each of which are addressed by this dissertation).

### 2.4.1 Microarchitectural Happens-Before (\(\mu_{hb}\)) Graphs

PipeCheck’s verification requires it to model and reason about the ordering of events in the executions of litmus tests on hardware designs. To do so, PipeCheck developed a formalism of \(\mu_{hb}\) (microarchitectural happens-before) graphs, where a given \(\mu_{hb}\) graph represents a microarchitectural execution. Nodes in these graphs represent microarchitectural events in the execution of an instruction. These can represent events such as an instruction reaching a particular pipeline stage, as well as other types of microarchitectural events. CCICheck \cite{MLPM15} subsequently added the

\[^{13}\text{Recall that in this dissertation, the term “PipeCheck” refers to the current incarnation of the PipeCheck approach as realised in its follow-on work COATCheck \cite{LSMB16}. Of PipeCheck’s three components, the \(\mu_{hb}\) graph formalism was developed in the initial PipeCheck paper \cite{LPM14}, while the \(\mu_{spec}\) domain-specific language and the model checking algorithm described in this section were developed as part of COATCheck.}\]
(a) The basicSC microarchitecture, where both cores have 3-stage in-order pipelines of Fetch (IF), Execute (EX), and Write-back (WB) stages.

(b) μhb graph for mp’s forbidden outcome on basicSC.

Figure 2.11: Example μhb graph for the mp litmus test and example μspec axiom.

capability to model cache occupancy and coherence protocol events in μhb graphs through its ViCL (Value in Cache Lifetime) abstraction.

Edges in μhb graphs represent happens-before relationships between nodes. So an edge between nodes A and B in a μhb graph would indicate that event A happens before event B in the execution modelled by the μhb graph. The edge does not make any claims on the duration of time between A and B, only that A happens before B in the execution. The set of edges in a μhb graph is closed under transitivity. In other words, if a μhb graph contains edges from A to B and from B to C, then it also includes an edge from A to C by transitivity. μhb edges implied by transitivity are not shown in the μhb graphs in this dissertation for the sake of readability.

Figure 2.11b shows an example μhb graph for the execution of mp’s non-SC outcome (r₁=1, r₂=0) on the microarchitecture of Figure 2.11a (henceforth called basicSC), which aims to implement SC. Above the μhb graph is the corresponding ISA-level cycle in po ∪ co ∪ rf ∪ fr (also seen in Figure 2.10), showing that SC requires this execution to be forbidden.

Each column in the μhb graph represents an instruction flowing through the pipeline, and each node represents a particular event in the execution of an instruction.
In basicSC, each core has three-stage in-order pipelines of Fetch (IF), Execute (EX), and Writeback (WB) stages. There are thus three \( \mu \text{hb} \) nodes for each instruction, denoting when it reaches the IF, EX, and WB stages. For instance, the leftmost node in the second row represents instruction \( i_1 \) at its Execute stage, while the second node in the second row represents instruction \( i_2 \) at its Execute stage. The blue edge between these two nodes enforces that they pass through the Execute stage in order, as required by the in-order pipeline. Other blue edges between the Fetch stages and between the Writeback stages of instructions on the same core similarly enforce the in-order nature of basicSC’s other pipeline stages. The colouring of edges is purely for readability purposes; all \( \mu \text{hb} \) edges are of equal strength for PipeCheck’s formal analysis. This is in contrast to ISA-level MCM specifications (Section 2.3.1) where edges are treated differently depending on their type.

Other edges in Figure 2.11b’s \( \mu \text{hb} \) graph represent other ordering relationships that the designer stipulates for the implementation. For example, in order for \( i_4 \) to return a value of 0 for its load of \( x \), it must complete its Execute stage before the store of \( x \) in \( i_1 \) reaches its Writeback stage and goes to memory, thus overwriting the old value of 0 for \( x \). This ordering is represented by the red edge from \( i_4 \)’s EX node to \( i_1 \)’s WB node in Figure 2.11b. Likewise, in order for \( i_3 \)’s load of \( y \) to read a value of 1 in its EX stage, it must occur after the store of \( y \) in \( i_2 \) reaches the WB stage. This ordering is shown by a red edge between those two nodes.

If a \( \mu \text{hb} \) graph contains a cycle, then for any node \( D \) that is part of that cycle, the transitivity of \( \mu \text{hb} \) edges implies that \( D \) must happen before itself. This is impossible, and thus a cyclic \( \mu \text{hb} \) graph represents an execution that is unobservable on the target microarchitecture. Likewise, an acyclic \( \mu \text{hb} \) graph represents an execution that is observable on the target microarchitecture. A topological sort of an acyclic \( \mu \text{hb} \) graph

\[ ^{14} \text{Note that the organisation of the } \mu \text{hb graph into rows and columns is purely for readability purposes; the only events and orderings modelled by a } \mu \text{hb graph are those denoted by its nodes and edges.} \]
Axiom "IF_FIFO":
forall microops "a1", "a2",
(SameCore a1 a2 \(\setminus\) ~SameMicroop a1 a2) =>
EdgeExists((a1,Fetch), (a2,Fetch)) =>
EdgeExists((a1,Execute), (a2,Execute)).

Figure 2.12: \(\mu\)spec axiom expressing that the Fetch pipeline stage should be FIFO on basicSC.

is a trace of an execution modelled by that \(\mu\)hb graph. The graph in Figure [2.11b] is cyclic (the cycle is comprised of the two red edges and the blue edges that connect them), so this microarchitectural execution is unobservable, as SC requires for mp.

2.4.2 The \(\mu\)spec Domain-Specific Language

PipeCheck developed the \(\mu\)spec domain-specific language to specify the orderings enforced by a given microarchitecture. A \(\mu\)spec specification of a microarchitecture allows PipeCheck to decide which nodes and edges must be present in that microarchitecture’s \(\mu\)hb graphs. A \(\mu\)spec specification consists of a set of axioms, each of which specifies a property that must hold for every \(\mu\)hb graph on that microarchitecture. These axioms each correspond to one of the smaller orderings enforced by the microarchitecture, so a set of \(\mu\)spec axioms constitutes a design description of microarchitectural orderings. PipeCheck verifies whether the combination of these individual axioms is enough to enforce the system’s MCM for a given litmus test.

Figure [2.12] shows an example \(\mu\)spec axiom which enforces that the Fetch pipeline stage is FIFO on basicSC. The axiom applies to all pairs of instructions a1 and a2 in the litmus test being verified that are on the same core (SameCore a1 a2) where a1 and a2 are distinct instructions (~SameMicroop a1 a2). For such pairs of instructions, if an edge exists between their Fetch stages (as denoted by the first EdgeExists predicate), then an edge must also exist between their Execute stages.

\(\mu\)spec axiom can thus be thought of as an invariant for the ordering behaviour of the microarchitecture.
Figure 2.13: The core grammar of the μspec domain-specific language for specifying microarchitectural orderings [Lus15]. A microop is a single load, store, or synchronization (e.g., fence) operation. ⟨microop_predicate⟩ refers to a predicate whose result is the same for every μhb graph for a given litmus test and microarchitecture, like SameCore a1 a2. ⟨graph_predicate⟩ refers to a predicate whose value may change depending on which μhb graph of a litmus test and microarchitecture it is evaluated for.

(signified by the second EdgeExists predicate) to satisfy the axiom. In the case of the μhb graph in Figure 2.11b for mp on basicSC, i1 and i2 constitute a pair of distinct instructions on the same core with an edge between their Fetch stages. The axiom thus adds an edge between their Execute stages to make the EdgeExists predicate which refers to the Execute stage true. Instructions i3 and i4 also satisfy the axiom’s conditions on a1 and a2, and so an edge is added between their Execute stages as well.

The μspec language is based on propositional logic but includes support for quantifiers over instructions and the transitivity of μhb edges. Figure 2.13 details
the core grammar of the \(\mu\)spec language. The building blocks of \(\mu\)spec are its built-in predicates, which can be divided into two types. Graph predicates are predicates that reason about the nodes and edges in \(\mu\)hb graphs (\((graph\_predicate)\) in Figure 2.13). Meanwhile, microop predicates are predicates that reason about the microops (individual loads, stores, or synchronization instructions like fences) whose events are present in the \(\mu\)hb graph (\((microop\_predicate)\) in Figure 2.13). \(\mu\)spec’s graph predicates are \texttt{NodeExists, NodesExist, EdgeExists}, and \texttt{EdgesExist}, which correspondingly take \(\mu\)hb nodes and edges as parameters. Meanwhile, an example of a \(\mu\)spec microop predicate is \texttt{SameCore a\_1 a\_2} from Figure 2.12 which returns true if and only if the microops \(a\_1\) and \(a\_2\) are on the same core for the program being modelled.

The value of a graph predicate may change depending on what nodes and edges are present in a \(\mu\)hb graph, but the value of a microop predicate will be the same for every \(\mu\)hb graph for a particular microarchitecture and litmus test. For instance, if evaluating Figure 2.12’s \texttt{SameCore a\_1 a\_2} predicate where \(i\) and \(j\) are \(i\_1\) and \(i\_2\) from \texttt{mp}, this predicate will always be true no matter what nodes and edges are in the \(\mu\)hb graph it is evaluated for. On the other hand, if evaluating the \texttt{EdgeExists((a\_1,Execute), (a\_2,Execute))} predicate from Figure 2.12 it will return true or false depending on whether or not the edge between the \texttt{Execute} stages exists in the \(\mu\)hb graph that the predicate is evaluated for.

Lustig’s dissertation [Lus15] provides further details on \(\mu\)spec.

2.4.3 Automatically Verifying Correctness of a Litmus Test

There are usually multiple \(\mu\)hb graphs for a given litmus test outcome and \(\mu\)spec specification, each corresponding to different microarchitectural executions and event orderings. For instance, if modelling executions of \texttt{mp}’s non-SC outcome (\(r1=1, r2=0\)) on a typical processor, the load \(i\_3\) may read its value from the cache in one execution
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Outcome</th>
<th>≥ 1 Acyclic Graph (Observable)</th>
<th>No Acyclic Graphs (Unobservable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allowed</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>OK (Strict)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forbidden</td>
<td>MCM violation</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Summary of how PipeCheck interprets SMT solver output to verify a given litmus test.

and from main memory in another execution. The $\mu$hb graphs for these two executions would be different.

For a given litmus test outcome to be observable on a microarchitecture, there must exist an acyclic $\mu$hb graph for that litmus test outcome which satisfies all the $\mu$spec axioms in the microarchitecture’s ordering specification. A search for such an acyclic $\mu$hb graph can be converted into a query to an SMT solver as outlined here. First, each $\mu$spec axiom is instantiated for the litmus test being verified. This is done by grounding $\mu$spec’s `forall` and `exists` quantifiers. `forall` quantifiers are turned into ANDs over the litmus test instructions, and `exists` quantifiers are turned into ORs over the litmus test instructions. For example, if verifying `mp`, the quantifier `forall microop "j", <formula>` would be translated as follows. Four instances of `<formula>` would be ANDed together, and in each instance of `<formula>` j would be replaced with one of i1, i2, i3, and i4 from `mp`, with each instruction being used for only one instance of `<formula>`.

Next, all microop predicates are evaluated according to the litmus test outcome being verified. Since the value of a microop predicate for a particular litmus test outcome is independent of the $\mu$hb graph it is evaluated over, they can be directly evaluated to true or false before the query is passed to an SMT solver. Once this is done, each simplified axiom consists solely of graph predicates combined with AND ($\land$), OR ($\lor$), and NOT ($\neg$). The combination of these axioms is then passed to the SMT solver as a formula to solve.
An assignment to the graph predicates in the formula passed to the SMT solver describes a $\mu_{hb}$ graph. For instance, if the predicate $\text{EdgeExists}((a_1, \text{Fetch}), (a_2, \text{Fetch}))$ is true in the assignment, then that edge exists in the graph that the assignment describes. Likewise, if the predicate is false, the edge does not exist in the graph. If an assignment to the graph predicates exists which satisfies all the axioms (i.e. a satisfying assignment), and the $\mu_{hb}$ graph described by that assignment is acyclic, then the litmus test outcome is observable on the microarchitecture. If the formula passed to the solver is unsatisfiable without making the $\mu_{hb}$ graph cyclic (i.e. unsatisfiable modulo the transitivity of $\mu_{hb}$ edges), then the litmus test outcome is guaranteed to be unobservable on the microarchitecture.

PipeCheck uses a custom SMT solver to search for an acyclic $\mu_{hb}$ graph to verify whether a microarchitecture correctly respects its MCM for a given litmus test. Table 2.2 covers the four possible cases for PipeCheck’s litmus test verification. If a litmus test outcome is forbidden, and PipeCheck’s solver cannot find an acyclic $\mu_{hb}$ graph satisfying the microarchitecture’s $\mu_{spec}$ axioms for that outcome, then the outcome is unobservable on the microarchitecture as required. On the other hand, if PipeCheck’s solver does find an acyclic $\mu_{hb}$ graph satisfying the microarchitecture’s $\mu_{spec}$ axioms for a forbidden outcome, then the microarchitecture is buggy. The acyclic $\mu_{hb}$ graph found by PipeCheck is provided to the user as a counterexample for that litmus test outcome.

If a litmus test is allowed, the user would expect PipeCheck to find an acyclic $\mu_{hb}$ graph indicating that the outcome is microarchitecturally observable. Even if no acyclic $\mu_{hb}$ graph can be found for an allowed test, it just means that the microarchitecture is overly strict and forbidding more behaviours than its MCM deems necessary.

PipeCheck uses a custom SMT solver written in Gallina (the functional programming language of Coq), the language in which PipeCheck is implemented. It explicitly keeps track of the $\mu_{hb}$ graph represented by variable assignments that the solver is
considering so as to check the graph’s cyclicity. Standard SMT solvers like Z3\cite{dMB08} are also capable of conducting the analysis done by PipeCheck’s solver. The Linear Integer Arithmetic (LIA) theory of such SMT solvers can be used to check graph cyclicity. This is a well-known technique and is used by the RealityCheck work from Chapter 4 as Section 4.6.4 describes.

2.4.4 Moving Beyond PipeCheck

PipeCheck was a large stride forward in the field of hardware MCM verification. Nevertheless, as stated in Section 1.4 (and summarised below), PipeCheck has a number of shortcomings that limit its effectiveness in verifying real-world processors. Firstly, PipeCheck provides no way to link its verification to that of RTL. This prevents verification of the soundness of a \mu\text{spec} specification with respect to pre-existing RTL (if RTL was written first). It also prevents verification that RTL matches a pre-existing \mu\text{spec} specification (if the \mu\text{spec} was written first, as recommended for progressive verification (Chapter 6)). Secondly, PipeCheck verifies a microarchitecture for a litmus test all at once. This is intuitive because enforcing the MCM is a responsibility of the entire microarchitecture. However, it also means that once the design gets past a certain level of detail, PipeCheck’s verification will not scale due to the NP-completeness of the SMT solver it uses. Thirdly, a hardware design must respect its MCM across all possible programs to ensure correct parallel system operation. However, PipeCheck can only verify a single litmus test at a time. The question of whether verifying the MCM correctness of a microarchitecture across all programs can be reduced to verifying its MCM correctness for a particular suite of litmus tests is still an open problem. As a result, PipeCheck cannot guarantee microarchitectural MCM correctness across all programs.

This dissertation addresses each of the above challenges. RTLCheck (Chapter 3) addresses the issue of verifying \mu\text{spec} model soundness and linking to RTL verification.
RealityCheck (Chapter 4) addresses the problem of scalable microarchitectural MCM verification. PipeProof (Chapter 5) addresses the problem of conducting microarchitectural MCM verification across all possible programs.

2.5 Summary

Common hardware and software optimizations that were developed in the single-core era result in violations of sequential consistency in multicore systems. Rather than forgo these optimizations, hardware and software manufacturers have embraced weak/relaxed MCMs that allow them. (Some hardware optimizations may also be implemented speculatively.) These weak MCMs introduce substantial additional system complexity, both for their specification and for the verification of their implementations.

In response to this complexity, there has been a large amount of work on MCMs and their verification, especially over the past decade. While much of this work is extremely valuable, a number of unresolved challenges in hardware MCM verification remain unaddressed by prior work. Firstly, prior ISA-level MCM specifications and PipeCheck microarchitectural models are not formally verified as being sound with respect to the real hardware that they model. This is problematic because verification using unsound models can miss bugs (i.e., false negatives). Secondly, the monolithic MCM verification conducted by approaches like PipeCheck cannot scale to detailed models of large designs, such as those of commercial processors. This is because the SMT solvers used by such approaches are NP-complete. Thirdly, no prior automated approach provides hardware MCM verification across all programs. This is problematic because hardware MCM verification must cover all possible programs to ensure correctness. However, the only instances of prior work capable of proving hardware MCM correctness across all programs are manual approaches like Kami. This dissertation addresses each of these challenges, beginning with the issue of soundness verification in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3

Checking Soundness and Linking to RTL Verification

Fools dwelling in darkness, but thinking themselves wise and erudite, go round and round, by various tortuous paths, like the blind led by the blind.

—Katha Upanishad (tr. Swami Nikhilananda)

MCM verification is critical to parallel system correctness, including that of parallel hardware. In response, prior work developed formal specification frameworks for ISA-level MCMs (\texttt{herd}) and microarchitectural orderings (\texttt{\mu}spec), as well as model checking algorithms for verifying the correctness of such specifications for suites of litmus tests. However, these specifications were never formally linked to processor implementations written in RTL like Verilog. This has two disadvantages. Firstly, if creating a formal specification for an existing processor, it prevents engineers from verifying that the specification is a \textit{sound} representation of the underlying hardware. Secondly, if creating a formal specification for a processor whose RTL does not yet exist, the lack of such linkage prevents the verification of the eventual RTL for compliance with the formal specification.

\footnote{An earlier version of the work in this chapter was previously published and presented by myself at the MICRO-50 conference \cite{MLMP17}. I was the first author on the publication.}
Both of these verification tasks require a method for translating formal hardware specifications to equivalent RTL properties. To this end, this chapter presents RTLCheck, a methodology and tool for the automatic translation (given appropriate mapping functions) of \( \mu \text{spec} \) axioms to equivalent SystemVerilog Assertions \( [\text{IEE13}] \) (a well-known language for formally specifying RTL properties) for suites of litmus tests. These SystemVerilog assertions can be formally proven on an RTL implementation by commercial tools such as Cadence JasperGold \( [\text{Cad15b}] \). This chapter details RTLCheck’s methodology, including the technical challenges involved in the translation, and presents quantitative results from evaluating RTLCheck on the Multi-V-scale processor, a multicore version of the open-source RISC-V V-scale processor \( [\text{RIS15}] \).

### 3.1 Introduction

Verifying that hardware correctly implements its MCM is increasingly critical given its fundamental importance (Section \( [\text{1.3}] \)). System verification is a general challenge, with verification costs now dominating total hardware design cost \( [\text{Fos15}] \). MCM verification is particularly challenging since it requires analysis across many possible interleavings of events.

In response to the need for formal hardware MCM analysis and verification, prior work developed the herd framework \( [\text{AMT14}] \) for formal analysis and specification of ISA-level MCMs (Section \( [\text{2.3.1}] \)) and the PipeCheck framework \( [\text{LPM14,LSMB16}] \) for specification and litmus test-based verification of microarchitectural orderings against ISA-level MCMs (Section \( [\text{2.4}] \)). Both herd and PipeCheck significantly improved the state of the art in hardware MCM analysis and verification, but neither of them was formally linked to real processor implementations written in RTL like Verilog. herd specifications are only validated against real hardware through dynamic testing and
consultation with architects. Similarly, PipeCheck specifications are written based on the user’s understanding of the microarchitecture being modelled.

This disconnection of formal hardware ordering specifications from RTL makes it difficult to ensure the MCM correctness of real-world processors. The precise nature of the difficulty depends on whether the specification is written before or after the RTL. This chapter focuses on connecting PipeCheck μspec models to RTL, but in combination with PipeProof (Chapter 5), it also accomplishes the formal linkage of herd ISA-level MCM specifications to RTL.

If creating a μspec model for an existing processor, the RTL exists prior to the μspec. In this case, there is a need to verify that the μspec model is a sound representation of the processor. If a model of the processor is sound, then a proof of the model’s correctness implies the correctness of the actual processor. An unsound model will allow a correctness proof to be completed even if the real processor is buggy (i.e., false negatives), which will lead to bugs slipping through PipeCheck’s formal verification. As such, verifying the soundness of PipeCheck μspec models is critical to the validity of PipeCheck’s verification.

Meanwhile, if creating a μspec model for a future processor, the μspec exists prior to the RTL. In this case, the design can be verified for MCM correctness before RTL is written. This verification can be for litmus tests with PipeCheck, or for all programs with the PipeProof work from this dissertation (Chapter 5). While such verification can ensure the correctness of the design, there remains a need in this flow to verify that the eventual processor RTL also respects the MCM of its ISA. A hardware design may be verified as correctly implementing its ISA-level MCM, but if the RTL written to implement that design does not ensure the design’s specified orderings, the taped-out chip will still have MCM bugs. PipeCheck’s and PipeProof’s verification ensures that the combination of the individual axioms in a μspec model satisfies the ISA-level MCM

---

2Such pre-RTL verification is an important part of the Progressive Automated Formal Verification flow (Chapter 6).
for litmus tests and all programs respectively. This enables the MCM verification of the processor RTL to be reduced to the verification that the RTL satisfies each of the individual $\mu$spec axioms.

Both the verification of $\mu$spec axiom soundness and the verification that RTL satisfies $\mu$spec axioms require a way to check that $\mu$spec axioms truly hold on a processor’s RTL implementation. This in turn requires a method to translate $\mu$spec axioms to equivalent RTL properties that can be verified against an RTL implementation. There has been a large amount of work on formal RTL verification [EF18], notably using languages like Property Specification Language (PSL) [IEE10] and more recently, SystemVerilog Assertions (SVA) [IEE13]. SVA is based on Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), a logic for specifying properties of reactive systems [BK08]. LTL is highly amenable to model checking and has been used to verify systems for decades [PP18]. Similarly, SVA assertions can be formally verified against an RTL implementation using commercial tools such as Cadence JasperGold [Cad15b]. However, prior work in this area has crucially not looked at the verification of multicore MCM properties.

Ideally, if translating $\mu$spec axioms to RTL properties, the RTL properties used should be SVA assertions. This has multiple advantages, including easier integration with existing industry practices (given the prevalence of SVA) and the ability to leverage all the advances in SVA and RTL verification over the past decades. Verification of the translated assertions using a tool like JasperGold would then be equivalent to verifying that the $\mu$spec axioms hold on the RTL implementation.

Translating $\mu$spec axioms to SVA is non-trivial for two major reasons. Firstly, the logics used for $\mu$spec and SVA—as well as their semantics—are starkly different from each other. In particular, $\mu$spec models are axiomatic while SVA assertions are evaluated over an operational model of RTL. Secondly, SVA verifiers like Cadence JasperGold do not faithfully implement the complete SVA specification. They use an
over-approximation\footnote{An over-approximation attempts to prove a property stronger than the one the user requested, or uses a system specification that is weaker than the actual system specification provided by the user. It is a conservative approximation, so while it may give false positives, it will not give false negatives.} when conducting verification that can provide better performance for certain types of properties, but introduces false positives while doing so. If a translation procedure does not take care to work around the false positives of this over-approximation, then JasperGold will find purported violations of its generated SVA assertions that do not correspond to real bugs in the RTL implementation, making it very hard (if not impossible) to determine the correctness of the RTL.

To enable the linkage of \(\mu\)spec axioms to RTL, this chapter presents RTLCheck, a methodology and tool for automatically translating \(\mu\)spec axioms to SVA assertions for a given litmus test. RTLCheck’s translation procedure successfully bridges the gap between the disparate logics and semantics at microarchitecture and RTL, while also working around the aforementioned over-approximation used by SVA verifiers. Given a \(\mu\)spec microarchitectural specification, an RTL implementation, and a mapping between microarchitectural primitives (e.g. individual \(\mu\)spec nodes) and their corresponding RTL signals and values, RTLCheck automatically generates SystemVerilog Assertions (on a per-test basis) and adds them to the RTL implementation. RTLCheck then uses JasperGold to check these assertions on the RTL. The results of this verification say whether the asserted properties have been proven for a given test, whether they have been proven for the test up to a bounded number of cycles, or if a counterexample (an execution trace that does not satisfy the property) has been found. If a counterexample is found, a discrepancy exists between the microarchitectural specification and RTL. This corresponds to a bug in the \(\mu\)spec model (if verifying soundness) or a bug in the RTL (if verifying that RTL respects the \(\mu\)spec axioms).

As a case study, this chapter demonstrates RTLCheck’s usage on a multicore version of the RISC-V V-scale open-source processor design\footnote{V-scale has been deprecated since the research in this chapter was initially conducted \cite{Mag16}, but it remains an interesting case study.} \cite{RIS15}. In doing so,
RTLCheck discovers a bug in the V-scale processor’s memory implementation. After fixing the bug, I use RTLCheck to show that the multicore V-scale RTL satisfies a set of microarchitectural axioms that are sufficient to guarantee SC for 56 litmus tests. JasperGold discovers complete proofs (i.e. true for all possible traces of a given litmus test) for 89% of the generated SVA properties in 11 hours of runtime, and can generate bounded proofs (i.e. true for all possible test traces up to a certain number of cycles) for the remaining properties.

RTLCheck’s linkage of \(\mu\)spec axioms to RTL enables (on a per-test basis) the automated soundness verification of \(\mu\)spec models with respect to RTL, as well as the automated verification that RTL satisfies \(\mu\)spec axioms. Such verification helps push the correctness guarantees of early-stage MCM verification tools like PipeCheck (Section 2.4) and PipeProof (Chapter 5) down to real processor implementations, improving the correctness of taped-out chips. It also fills the requirement for post-implementation verification in a progressive verification flow (Section 6.5) for MCM properties in parallel processors. RTLCheck’s test-specific assertion generation also serves as a stepping stone towards the translation of \(\mu\)spec axioms to SVA assertions that are general across all programs.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 provides a motivating example for RTLCheck’s use. Section 3.3 provides a high-level overview of RTLCheck. Section 3.4 provides necessary background on the syntax and semantics of SVA assertions, which are the type of assertions generated by RTLCheck. Section 3.5 explains the over-approximation used by SVA verifiers like JasperGold, the challenge it introduces when conducting MCM verification, and RTLCheck’s solution to this challenge. Section 3.6 covers the details of RTLCheck’s procedure for translating \(\mu\)spec axioms to SVA assertions and assumptions for a given litmus test. Section 3.7 briefly explains the microarchitecture and corresponding \(\mu\)spec model of the Multi-V-scale processor which serves as this chapter’s case study. Section 3.8 covers RTLCheck’s
Figure 3.1: The Multi-V-scale processor: a simple multicore processor with four three-stage in-order pipelines. The arbiter allows only one core to access memory at a time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core 0</th>
<th>Core 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i1) ([x] \leftarrow 1)</td>
<td>(i3) ([r1] \leftarrow [y])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i2) ([y] \leftarrow 1)</td>
<td>(i4) ([r2] \leftarrow [x])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under SC: Forbid (r1=1, r2=0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.2: Code for litmus test \(mp\)

experimental methodology. Section 3.9 covers RTLCheck’s results, including a bug it found in the V-scale processor. Section 3.10 covers related work specifically related to RTLCheck, and Section 3.11 summarises the chapter.

### 3.2 Motivating Example

Figure 3.1 shows the Multi-V-scale processor, a simple multicore where each core has a three-stage in-order pipeline. Instructions in these pipelines first go through the Fetch (IF) stage, then a combined Decode-Execute (DX) stage, and finally a Writeback (WB) stage where data is returned from memory (for loads) or sent to memory (by stores). An arbiter enforces that only one core can access data memory at any time. The read-only instruction memory (not shown) is concurrently accessed by all cores. This processor is simple enough that it appears to implement sequential consistency (SC), but how can one formally verify that its RTL indeed does so?
Figure 3.2: µhb graph for the SC-forbidden outcome of Figure 3.1’s litmus test on Figure 3.1’s processor. The cycle in this graph (shown by the bolded edges) shows that this scenario is correctly unobservable at the microarchitecture level.

Axiom "WB_FIFO":
forall microops "a1", "a2",
(OnCore c a1 /
OnCore c a2 /
~SameMicroop a1 a2 /
ProgramOrder a1 a2) =>
EdgeExists((a1,DX)), (a2,DX)) =>
AddEdge((a1,WB)), (a2,WB)).

(b) Axiom expressing that the WB stage should be FIFO.

always @(posedge clk) begin
if (reset | (stall_DX & ~stall_WB)) begin
// Pipeline bubble
PC_WB <= 'XPR_LEN'b0;
store_data_WB <= 'XPR_LEN'b0;
alu_out_WB <= 'XPR_LEN'b0;
end else if (~stall_WB) begin
//Update WB pipeline registers
PC_WB <= PC_DX;
store_data_WB <= rs2_data_bypassed;
alu_out_WB <= alu_out;
csr_rdata_WB <= csr_rdata;
dmem_type_WB <= dmem_type;
end
end
(c) Verilog RTL responsible for updating WB pipeline registers.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the MCM verification gap between microarchitectural axioms and underlying RTL. The axiom in (b) states that the processor WB stage should be FIFO. Sets of such axioms can be used to enumerate families of µhb graphs such as the one in (a). RTLCheck translates axioms such as (b) to equivalent SVA assertions at RTL on a per-test basis. These properties can be verified to ensure that Verilog such as that in (c) upholds the microarchitectural axioms for a given test.
Even for a design as small as Multi-V-scale, verifying the MCM correctness of its RTL is non-trivial. The actual RTL of Multi-V-scale is substantially more detailed than Figure 3.1. Consider Figure 3.3c, which shows the portion of Multi-V-scale’s Verilog RTL that updates the WB pipeline registers from the DX pipeline registers. Processor RTL is very low-level, and trying to verify the MCM correctness of the entire processor as a single verification problem is quite difficult. This verification can be broken down into two pieces, along the layers of the hardware-software stack. The first is to verify a microarchitecture-level ordering model for correctness against the ISA-level MCM. The second is to verify that RTL respects the orderings of the microarchitectural model.

PipeCheck [LPM14, LSMB16] (Section 2.4) developed methods for conducting microarchitectural MCM verification against an ISA-level MCM for suites of litmus tests by model checking µspec microarchitectural ordering specifications using microarchitectural happens-before (µhb) graphs. Figure 3.3a shows an example PipeCheck µhb graph for the mp litmus test\(^5\) (Figure 3.2) running on two cores of a µspec model of the Multi-V-scale processor. The graph contains a cycle (comprised of the four thicker red and blue edges), indicating that the execution it represents is unobservable on the µspec model of Multi-V-scale. Ordering rules specifying when and where to add edges to a µhb graph are described in terms of µspec axioms such as the one in Figure 3.3b. This axiom states that if the DX stage of an instruction \(a_1\) happens before the DX stage of an instruction \(a_2\) that is later in program order on the same core, then the WB stage of \(a_1\) must also happen before the WB stage of \(a_2\). This \texttt{WB_FIFO} axiom is responsible for the µhb edges between the WB stages of \(i_1\) and \(i_2\) and those of \(i_3\) and \(i_4\) in Figure 3.3a.

The microarchitectural verification conducted by tools such as PipeCheck is only valid if each of the individual ordering axioms is actually upheld by the underlying

\(^5\text{mp was explained in Section 2.1.1}\)
RTL. Thus, there is a need to verify that these axioms are respected by the RTL of the design. If they are not, then any microarchitectural verification assumes incorrect orderings and is invalid. For example, if Figure 3.3b’s axiom from the Multi-V-scale model was not actually maintained by the Multi-V-scale RTL in some execution of the mp litmus test, then the assumed happens-before edges between the WB stages of instructions on the same core would not actually exist. Without them, there is no cycle in the graph, resulting in the forbidden outcome becoming observable.

The key contribution of RTLCheck lies in verifying (on a per-test basis) that a given RTL implementation actually upholds the µspec axioms of its microarchitectural specification. This enables PipeCheck’s µspec microarchitectural ordering specifications to be validated against RTL implementations for soundness (in the case where the RTL exists prior to creating the µspec model), while also enabling verification of processor RTL against a µspec model’s specified orderings (for the case where the µspec model is created prior to RTL).

Returning to the example of Multi-V-scale, Figure 3.3c’s Verilog makes it appear as though instructions do indeed move to WB in the order in which they entered DX (thus satisfying the WB_FIFO axiom), but it is challenging to tell from inspection whether this is always the case. For instance, what if an interrupt occurs between the two instructions? The situation is exacerbated as design and axiom complexity increases, necessitating the creation of an automated tool like RTLCheck to automatically generate assertions that can be formally verified to check whether or not RTL maintains the required orderings.

### 3.3 RTLCheck Overview

Figure 3.4 shows the high-level flow of RTLCheck. Three of the primary inputs to RTLCheck are the RTL design to be verified, a µspec model of the microarchitecture,
and a suite of litmus tests to verify the design against. The other inputs to RTLCheck are the program and node mapping functions (described in Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.3 respectively). The program mapping function translates litmus tests to initial/final state assumptions on the RTL being verified. These assumptions restrict the executions examined by the SVA verifier to those of the litmus test being verified. The node mapping function translates individual \(\mu\)hb nodes to RTL expressions describing the events modelled by those nodes. When translating a \(\mu\)spec axiom to an SVA assertion, the node mapping function enables RTLCheck to translate the \(\mu\)hb nodes and edges in that axiom to their RTL equivalents.

RTLCheck itself has two main components. The Assumption Generator (Section 3.6.1) generates SVA assumptions constraining the executions examined by a verifier to those of the litmus test being verified. It makes use of the program mapping function to do so. The Assertion Generator (Section 3.5.4) generates SVA assertions that check the individual axioms specified in the \(\mu\)spec model for the specific litmus test. It uses the node mapping function in its translation. When the Assertion Generator conducts its translation, it takes into account the differences between \(\mu\)spec
and SVA semantics as well as the assumption over-approximation (Section 3.5) used by SVA verifiers.

The SVA assertions and assumptions that RTLCheck generates are passed to an SVA verifier (the RTLCheck flow uses Cadence JasperGold \[Cad15b\]), along with the RTL implementation. JasperGold then attempts to prove the assertions for the RTL implementation, subject to the assumptions. (Details of the JasperGold configurations that I use are provided in Section 3.9.2.) For each assertion, JasperGold may prove the assertion correct for all possible traces for that litmus test outcome (unbounded proof), for all traces of up to a certain number of cycles (bounded proof), or it may find a counterexample (execution trace that does not satisfy the property).

### 3.4 SystemVerilog Assertions (SVA) Background

RTLCheck automatically translates \(\mu\)spec axioms for a given litmus test to SystemVerilog Assertions (SVA) for that litmus test. This section provides necessary background on SVA, an industry standard for the formal verification of RTL \[CDH^{+}15,EF18\]. The information in this section is necessary for understanding both RTLCheck’s operation (Section 3.6) and the SVA over-approximation (Section 3.5) which RTLCheck must work around during its translation.

SVA is based on Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) (Section 3.4.1), but includes support for regular expressions (Section 3.4.2) and suffix implication (Section 3.4.3), which increase its expressive power and make it capable of specifying useful properties which LTL cannot express. This section draws heavily on the existing literature for LTL and SVA \[BK08,EF18,CDH^{+}15\].
3.4.1 Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)

LTL Syntax and Semantics

Temporal logic extends propositional logic with capabilities to refer to the execution of a system over time. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) was created by Amir Pnueli in 1977 [Pnu77], and enables the specification of linear-time properties. Informally speaking, linear-time properties are properties that describe what the executions of a system should look like.

An abstract grammar for any LTL property $\varphi$ is given below in Equation 3.1:

$$\varphi := true \mid a \mid \varphi_1 \land \varphi_2 \mid \neg \varphi \mid X \varphi \mid \varphi_1 U \varphi_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $a$ is an atomic proposition (i.e. a Boolean variable).

LTL properties are evaluated over traces of transition systems (Section 2.2.1), where the traces are of infinite length. Intuitively, the temporal operators like $X$ and $U$ allow the user to describe the behaviour of states that occur later in the trace than the current state.

Figure 3.5: An illustration of the semantics of linear temporal logic properties, adapted from Baier and Katoen [BK08] with a few syntactic changes for consistency with the notation used in this dissertation.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the semantics of different types of LTL properties. An LTL property $a$ where $a$ is an atomic proposition is true if and only if the proposition $a$ holds in the initial state of the trace. Logical connectives like $\neg$ and $\land$ function as they do in propositional logic. In other words, if $p$ is an LTL property, then $\neg p$ is true over a given trace if and only if $p$ is false over that trace. Similarly, if $p$ and $q$ are LTL properties, then $p \land q$ is true over a given trace if and only if $p$ is true over that trace and $q$ is also true over that trace.

As Figure 3.5 shows, an LTL property $Xa$ (“next”) is true over a given trace $t$ if and only if the LTL property $a$ holds over the trace consisting of all of $t$ except its first state. Meanwhile, an LTL property $a U b$ (“until”) holds if and only if $a$ is true for every state in the trace until $b$ becomes true. $b$ may become true at any time (including in the first state), but it must eventually become true. In other words, even if $a$ is always true over the infinite trace, if $b$ never becomes true then $a U b$ evaluates to false.

The until operator enables the creation of two other shorthands, $F$ (“eventually”) and $G$ (“always”) that are frequently used when writing LTL properties. $F$ is defined for a given LTL property $p$ as $Fp = true U p$. In other words, $Fp$ is true if and only if the LTL property $p$ is true at either the current state or some future state in the trace. $G$, meanwhile, is defined for a given LTL property $p$ as $Gp = \neg F (\neg p)$. In other words, $Gp$ is true if and only if $p$ holds at every state in the trace.

Safety and Liveness

LTL specifies linear-time properties, of which there are two major classes: safety properties and liveness properties. As Alpern and Schneider [Alp85] state, safety properties intuitively specify that “something bad will never happen” with respect to the system’s behaviour, while liveness properties intuitively specify that “something good will happen”. An example of a safety property is $Gp$, where $p$ is an atomic
In this case, $p$ becoming false is “something bad”, and the property specifies that this should never happen (i.e. $p$ must always be true). An example of a liveness property is $Fp$, where $p$ is an atomic proposition. In this case, $p$ becoming true is “something good”, and the property specifies that this must happen at some point in the trace.

Alpern and Schneider [Alp85] also provide formal definitions of safety and liveness properties. They state that an LTL property $p$ is a safety property if for every counterexample $\sigma$ to $p$ (i.e. an infinite trace over which $p$ does not hold), there exists a finite prefix $\hat{\sigma}$ of $\sigma$ which cannot be extended to an infinite trace that satisfies $p$. In other words, for every counterexample to a safety property $p$ there is a finite point in the counterexample trace where $p$ becomes false and no further extension of that prefix can make the property hold.

Meanwhile, an LTL property $p$ is a liveness property if for every finite prefix of an infinite trace, there exists an extension of it to an infinite trace such that the infinite trace so created will satisfy $p$ [Alp85]. In other words, a finite prefix of an infinite trace is never irredeemable (unlike for safety properties). Counterexamples to liveness properties can be restricted (without loss of generality) to “lasso-shaped” traces, which consist of a finite prefix followed by an infinitely-repeated finite path. For instance, such a counterexample for the property $Fp$ is a sequence of states $s_0s_1s_2$ where $p$ is false, followed by a repeating state $s_3$ where $p$ is false. The resultant trace $s_0s_1s_2s_3s_3s_3...$ is an infinite trace where $p$ never holds, thus violating the property.

---

6Neither safety nor liveness properties are restricted to atomic propositions; the use of atomic propositions here is purely for the simplicity of the examples.

7A finite prefix of an infinite trace is a sequence of the first $n$ states of that trace for some finite $n$. The remainder of the trace (i.e., the portion from the end of the prefix onwards) is known as the suffix.
Model Checking LTL Properties

As Baier and Katoen [BK08] state, model checking for LTL properties is generally conducted using an automata-based approach. To verify a given LTL property $p$ on a transition system $TS$, the verification procedure constructs an automata (state machine) capable of recognising $\neg p$ (henceforth referred to as $A_{\neg p}$). It then takes the product of the transition system and state machine ($TS \otimes A_{\neg p}$). The procedure then checks whether there is any trace of this product where $A_{\neg p}$ accepts. If so, the property does not hold and the trace where $A_{\neg p}$ accepts constitutes a counterexample. Otherwise, the property $p$ holds on $TS$.

The specific type of automaton used for verification of general LTL properties is a nondeterministic Büchi automaton (NBA) [Büc90]. NBAs have no terminal states, but have an acceptance set that constitutes a subset of the automaton’s states. The NBA accepts an infinite trace $t$ if $t$ causes the NBA to visit a state in the acceptance set infinitely often (i.e., at every point in the trace, one of the future states is in the acceptance set). Baier and Katoen [BK08] provide further details on automata-based LTL model checking.

If conducting verification of LTL properties using symbolic model checking, then the above procedure requires the calculation of a nested fixed-point expression over the states of the system, and is often very difficult [KV99]. The calculation of the fixed-point expression corresponds to the search for a bad cycle in the system’s state space. However, if one restricts oneself to the verification of LTL safety properties, a more computationally inexpensive approach can be used [KV99]. As stated above (in the “Safety and Liveness” section), every counterexample to a safety property has a finite “bad” prefix after which it can never be extended to a trace satisfying the property. Thus, instead of using an NBA to verify an LTL safety property $p_{safety}$ on a

---

8The product $TS \otimes A$ of a transition system $TS$ and automaton $A$ consists of $TS$ and $A$ moving together in lockstep, with $A$ transitioning according to the labels of the states that $TS$ traverses [BK08].
transition system $TS$, one can construct a finite automaton $A_{p\_prefix}$ that recognises at least one bad prefix of every counterexample to $p_{safety}$. The verification procedure can then simply take the product $TS \otimes A_{p\_prefix}$, and check that there is no trace of this product that reaches an accepting state of $A_{p\_prefix}$. This can be done through symbolic reachability analysis, which is notably simpler than the NBA case [KV99].

The lower difficulty of the verification of safety properties as opposed to properties that include liveness is the motivation for the SVA verifier over-approximation (Section 3.5), which is the major source of difficulty for RTLCheck’s translation of $\mu$spec to SVA.

3.4.2 Regular Expressions

While LTL is quite an expressive logic, there are certain types of properties desirable for RTL verification that LTL cannot express on its own. For instance, it is impossible to state the property “$p$ holds at every even position” in LTL [Wol81]. To fill this gap, the SVA specification includes support for regular expressions and suffix implication. In formal methods terminology, the combination of LTL with regular expressions and suffix implication has the expressive power of $\omega$-regular languages, while LTL alone only has the expressive power of star-free $\omega$-regular languages [EF18] (a strict subset of the $\omega$-regular languages).

Regular expressions are expressions that describe regular languages, which are themselves the languages accepted by finite automata [Sip06]. Regular expressions are often used to describe patterns of strings in computer science. They include the capability to express repetition ($^*$), alternation ($|$), and concatenation ($\cdot$). If $R$ is a regular expression, then $R^*$ matches 0 or more repetitions of $R$. If $R_1$ and $R_2$ are regular expressions, then $R_1 \mid R_2$ matches either $R_1$ or $R_2$. Finally, if $R_1$ and $R_2$ are regular expressions, then $R_1 \cdot R_2$ matches a string consisting of a string that matches

---

9 Here, a “position” refers to a state in a path or trace.
10 In this section, a “language” is a set of strings [Sip06].
followed by a string that matches \( R_2 \). For example, the regular expression \((a|b)^*c\) will match strings including \texttt{aaac, bbc, and ababbc}. Sipser [Sip06] provides further details on regular expressions.

### 3.4.3 Suffix Implication

Suffix implication is similar to regular implication, but with the difference that the consequent is only evaluated for the portion of the infinite trace that starts at the point the antecedent matches. In a suffix implication \( r \rightarrow q \), \( r \) is a regular expression and \( q \) is a property of LTL extended with regular expressions and suffix implication. The implication is true over an infinite trace \( t \) if for every prefix \( t_{\text{pre}} \) of \( t \) that matches \( r \), the suffix of \( t \) that starts at the point where \( t_{\text{pre}} \) ends matches \( q \). For example, the property \((\neg a \cdot \neg a \cdot \neg a) \rightarrow X a\) is true when evaluated on the fourth trace in Figure 3.5.

This is because for the prefix of the trace that consists of 3 successive states where \( a \) is false (i.e. the first 3 states of the trace), \( a \) is true in the next (fourth) state.

As in regular implication, if the antecedent does not match, then the property evaluates to true. So for instance, the property \((\neg a) \cdot (\neg a)^* \rightarrow b\) evaluates to true on the last trace in Figure 3.5 because the implication’s antecedent never matches any prefix of the trace (since \( a \) is true in all states of the trace).

The combination of LTL, regular expressions, and suffix implication can state the property “\( p \) holds at every even position” as follows [BBDL98]:

\[
(true \cdot (true \cdot true)^*) \rightarrow p
\]

SVA is based on LTL, and includes support for regular expressions and suffix implication. The next section provides an overview of SVA assertions and assumptions, with examples.
3.4.4 SVA Assertions and Assumptions

In SVA, atomic propositions are expressions over the signals in RTL that use common arithmetic and logical operators. So for instance, if \( \text{sig1} \) and \( \text{sig2} \) are RTL signals, then \((\text{sig1} == 1 \&\& \text{sig2} == 2)\) is an atomic proposition. A state consists of a snapshot of the values of all RTL signals in a single clock cycle. The LTL operators \( X \), \( U \), \( G \), and \( F \) all have analogues in SVA: \text{s\_nexttime}, \text{s\_until}, \text{always}, and \text{s\_eventually}. SVA also includes some syntactic sugar for a few other LTL operator combinations [IEE13].

SVA includes capabilities for specifying regular expressions, called \textit{sequences}. A sequence may be an atomic proposition, or it may be created from other sequences. A sequence matches a trace if some prefix of the trace matches the pattern described by the sequence. The operators \textit{and}, \textit{or}, and \textit{not} can take sequences as their operands to create new sequences. For instance, \( a \text{ and } b \) is a sequence which matches a trace if both \( a \) and \( b \) match it. Sequences can be concatenated together with delays between them. \( a \text{ ##} x \) represents a delay of \( x \) cycles, so for example, \( a \text{ ##} 2 \ b \) matches a trace if \( a \) matches the trace, and 2 cycles after the end of a match of \( a \), the remaining suffix
of the trace matches b. Delays can have ranges; ##[<x>:<y>] represents a delay of between x and y cycles. y may be $, in which case the maximum number of delay cycles is unbounded. Finally, sequences can be repeated some number of times. seq [>*<x>:<y>] represents between x and y consecutive repetitions of the sequence seq. Again, y may be $, in which case the maximum number of repetitions is unbounded.

Suffix implication in SVA makes use of SVA’s support for regular expressions. In SVA, suffix implication is specified using |->, and its semantics are exactly as explained in Section 3.4.3 above.

Clocks provide a natural notion of time in RTL. Indeed, in SVA, properties are given a clock, and move forward one step in time on the edge of the clock. In other words, the LTL notion of moving from one state to the next state in a trace corresponds to signals taking their new values at the next clock edge in SVA.

To put it all together, consider the following example SVA property:

```assert property (@(posedge clk) ((sig1 == 2) ##1 (sig2 == 3) [1:$]) |->
   always (sig3 == 0));
```

The property matches traces where in the first cycle, sig1 has a value of 2, followed by 1 or more cycles where sig2 has a value of 3, and at the end of each of these prefixes, sig3 has a value of 0 for the remainder of the trace. This property will evaluate to true on the RTL execution shown in Figure 3.6 (assuming the signal values never change after the cycles shown). In Figure 3.6, sig1 has a value of 2 in cycle 0 as required, and in cycles 1 and 2, sig2 has a value of 3. Therefore, 2 prefixes match the antecedent of the implication: cycles 0-1, and cycles 0-2. sig3 is 0 from cycle 1 onwards, and so always (sig3 == 0) evaluates to true at cycle 1 (required by the first prefix) and cycle 2 (required by the second prefix). Since for all prefixes matching the antecedent, the consequent is satisfied by the corresponding suffix of the trace, the overall property evaluates to true.
By default, SVA will evaluate the property on traces that start at every cycle of the execution (rather than just the first cycle). This can be thought of as putting an always around the overall property. To evaluate the property only once at the start of the RTL execution, one may put the assertion in an initial block in Verilog \cite{CDH+15}, or use implication appropriately as RTLCheck does. (See Sections \ref{sec:RTLCheck} and \ref{sec:RTLCheckImpl} for details.)

Users may often wish to restrict the set of RTL executions they are verifying in some way. For instance, RTLCheck’s assertions are litmus test-specific, so it needs to restrict the verifier to those executions where instruction memory is initialised with the test program. (RTLCheck also requires other restrictions to the considered executions; see Section \ref{sec:RTLCheck} for details.) SVA provides users with the ability to do this through assumptions. SVA assumptions have the same syntax as SVA assertions, but use the assume keyword rather than assert. If provided with an assumption, SVA verifiers ignore RTL executions that caused the assumption to become false. For instance, the assumption

\begin{verbatim}
assume property (@(posedge clk) (sig4 == 1));
\end{verbatim}

will restrict an SVA verifier to only those executions where \texttt{sig4} always has a value of 1. This would cause the verifier to ignore Figure \ref{fig:RTLCheck}’s execution.

The handling of SVA assumptions by SVA verifiers uses an over-approximation which makes translation from \textit{\mu}spec to SVA difficult, as discussed in the next section.

### 3.5 Handling the SVA Verifier Assumption Over-Approximation

When verifying SVA safety properties (Section \ref{sec:SVASafety}) under a set of SVA assumptions, SVA verifiers like JasperGold use an over-approximation of the assumptions to improve
A straightforward translation of \( \mu \text{spec} \) axioms for a litmus test to SVA assertions and assumptions suffers from false positives because of this over-approximation. Under such a translation scheme, when the SVA verifier returns a counterexample to an RTLCheck-generated SVA assertion, the RTL may indeed be buggy, or it may be a false positive. This makes it very hard (if not impossible) for an automated tool like RTLCheck to determine the correctness of the RTL using such a translation scheme. RTLCheck therefore takes care to translate \( \mu \text{spec} \) axioms for a litmus test to SVA assertions in a way that works around this over-approximation, eliminating the false positives.

This section covers the over-approximation in detail, including the reasoning behind it (Section 3.5.1), a discussion of its semantics (Section 3.5.2), how it can cause problems when conducting MCM verification (Section 3.5.3), and RTLCheck's solution that works around the over-approximation (Section 3.5.4).

### 3.5.1 Reasoning Behind the Over-Approximation

Consider the following SVA fragment (example taken from Cerny et al. [CDH+15]):

```plaintext
assume property (a);
assert property (b);
```

This is equivalent to:

```plaintext
assert property ((always a) implies (always b));
```
or to use LTL notation, $G a \rightarrow G b$. This is in turn equivalent to $F \neg a \lor G b$. This property is a liveness property (Section 3.4.1). To see why, note that any finite trace prefix that seemingly violates the property (by having $b$ become false at some cycle in the prefix) can always be extended to a trace satisfying the property simply by having $a$ be false in a future cycle. Having $a$ be false in a future cycle makes $F \neg a$ true, which is enough to satisfy the property.

Thus, to prove an assertion $b$ subject to an assumption $a$, one must prove $F \neg a \lor G b$, which is a liveness property. $F \neg a \lor G b$ will be a liveness property even if $b$ is a safety property. As such, the existence of any assumption $a$ for a safety property $b$ turns the safety property $b$ into a liveness property. This prevents SVA verifiers from verifying safety properties using the optimized verification procedure that looks for bad prefixes (Section 3.4.1), and can significantly increase verification runtime. Rather than verify all properties as liveness properties, SVA verifiers like JasperGold choose to compromise by weakening assumptions enough to remove their liveness component. This reverts the proof of a safety property $b$ under the assumption $a$ to a proof of a safety property $[CDH^{15}, Cad15a]$, which can be verified using the optimized verification procedure explained in Section 3.4.1.

Next, I discuss the exact nature of the over-approximation.

### 3.5.2 The Assumption Over-Approximation

Section 3.4.1's optimized verification procedure for a safety property $b$ searches for a finite bad prefix violating $b$. If $b$ is subject to an assumption $a$, the assumption over-approximation only requires $a$ to hold for the cycles in the bad prefix (as opposed to all cycles in the infinite trace) for the bad prefix to be a counterexample. Thus, any finite bad prefix violating $b$ can no longer be extended to a trace satisfying the overall property by having $a$ become false after the bad prefix ends, because the assumption over-approximation does not enforce constraints on $a$ after the end of the bad prefix.
As a result, all counterexamples to the verification of a safety property \( b \) subject to an assumption \( a \) are now finite. This makes the verification of \( b \) subject to \( a \) a safety property, which can be verified using Section 3.4.1’s optimized procedure.

The assumption over-approximation leads to JasperGold verifying a property that is strictly stronger than required \([CDH+15]\). Counterexamples to the exact property require \( b \) to be false for some cycle in the trace and require \( a \) to be true for the entire (infinite) trace. Meanwhile, counterexamples to the property when using the over-approximation only require \( b \) to be false for some cycle in the trace and for \( a \) to be true for all the cycles up to and including the cycle where \( b \) becomes false.

Consider verifying a safety property \( b \) subject to an assumption \( a \) on the traces in Figure 3.7. Each cycle (state) in the trace is labelled with its cycle number, as well as whether \( a \) and \( b \) hold starting at those cycles. The top trace satisfies the exact property \( F \neg a \lor G b \), because \( a \) becomes false at cycle 2. It also satisfies the property if the over-approximation is used. This is because \( a \) becomes false for the first time before \( b \) becomes false for the first time, so there is no bad prefix containing a cycle where \( b \) is false but where \( a \) is true for the entirety of the prefix. (The result would be the same if \( a \) and \( b \) both became false for the first time at the same cycle.)

The bottom trace also satisfies the exact property \( F \neg a \lor G b \), because \( a \) becomes false at cycle 4. However, it does not satisfy the property if the over-approximation is
used, in which case it becomes a false positive. This is because \( b \) becomes false for the first time at cycle 2, before \( a \) becomes false for the first time at cycle 4. Thus, cycles 0-2 constitute a bad prefix violating \( b \) where \( a \) is true for every cycle in the prefix, and this qualifies as a counterexample when using the over-approximation.

Theoretically, a workaround to the over-approximation would be to not use assumptions at all, and instead to include the required assumptions inside every assertion. For example, instead of writing:

\[
\begin{align*}
  a_1 &: \text{ assume property (@(posedge clk) ...);} \\
  a_2 &: \text{ assume property (@(posedge clk) ...);} \\
  \cdots \\
  a_n &: \text{ assume property (@(posedge clk) ...)};
\end{align*}
\]

assert property (@(posedge clk) <assertion body>);

one would write:

\[
\text{assert property (@(posedge clk)} \\
\text{(always a_1 and always a_2 and \ldots and always a_n) implies <assertion body>);}
\]

However, if RTLCheck generates properties in this manner, they prove to be practically infeasible for the JasperGold verifier. When JasperGold conducts verification, it first compiles the SVA assertions provided to it and then begins their verification. If generating assertions which internally contain their assumptions (as shown above), it takes JasperGold over 10 hours to merely compile the generated assertions for the Multi-V-scale processor (RTLCheck’s case study, explained in Section 3.7) for the large litmus test \texttt{amd3}. In other words, it takes over 10 hours before verification of the RTL for \texttt{amd3} even begins. On the other hand, if generating assertions in the traditional manner (with assertions and assumptions separate), compilation finishes in
seconds or minutes for the litmus tests I evaluated, and 10 hours of runtime is enough to prove most of the properties RTLCheck generates for Multi-V-scale. Section 3.9 provides further details on RTLCheck’s runtimes.

RTLCheck’s solution to work around the over-approximation (Section 3.5.4) is to generate SVA assertions that only require the weaker assumptions permitted by the over-approximation, rather than the more powerful assumptions that would be available if the over-approximation were not used. The next section explains how the over-approximation can affect MCM verification of RTL.

### 3.5.3 The Over-Approximation in MCM Verification

RTLCheck’s translation of μspec axioms to equivalent SVA assertions and assumptions for a litmus test is a two-step process:

1. Translate the litmus test to SVA assumptions that restrict the SVA verifier to RTL executions of the litmus test (Section 3.6.1), and

2. Translate the μspec axioms to equivalent SVA assertions for the litmus test (Section 3.5.4).

When verifying a litmus test on a μspec model with PipeCheck [LPM14,LSMB16], the litmus test serves as a set of additional constraints, restricting PipeCheck to only look at executions of that litmus test with the specified outcome (e.g. \( r_1=1, r_2=0 \) for \( mp \)). When verifying μspec axioms at RTL, SVA assumptions perform the same function. However, RTLCheck’s translated assumptions are weakened by the assumption over-approximation such that they no longer enforce all the constraints that the litmus test constraints do for microarchitectural verification. Specifically, it becomes infeasible to restrict the SVA verifier to a specific litmus test outcome (e.g. \( r_1=1, r_2=0 \) for \( mp \)). Thus, if RTLCheck relies on all the constraints of the litmus test when translating μspec axioms to SVA assertions, the generated assertions will fail (false
Figure 3.8: $\mu$spec axiom enforcing orderings and value requirements for loads on the Multi-V-scale processor. Predicates relevant to load values are highlighted in red. The edge referred to in Section 3.6.3 is highlighted in blue.

Figure 3.8 shows a $\mu$spec axiom (and related macros) from the Multi-V-scale microarchitecture definition. This axiom splits the checking of load values into two categories: those which read from some write in the execution, and those which read from the initial value of the address in memory. The axiom is litmus-test-independent: it applies equally to any program that runs on the microarchitecture being modeled.

 positives) because the assumptions under which they are verified have been weakened. This section illustrates how such false positives can arise when translating $\mu$spec axioms to SVA assertions and assumptions for a given litmus test.
However, if verifying a single litmus test, PipeCheck uses the information about the litmus test outcome of interest to prune out all logical branches of the axiom which do not result in that outcome. Consider the application of this axiom to the load of x from mp, which returns 0 in the outcome under test. In µspec, the \text{SameData} w i predicate evaluates to true if instructions w and i have the same data in the litmus test outcome, while \text{DataFromInitialStateAtPA} i returns true if i reads the initial value of a memory location. For mp, PipeCheck evaluates all data-related predicates (highlighted in red in Figure 3.8) according to the outcome specified by the litmus test. For the load of x, PipeCheck evaluates the \text{SameData} w i predicate in the \text{NoInterveningWrite} part of the axiom to false (as there is no write which stores 0 to x in mp). This causes the \text{NoInterveningWrite} /\text{BeforeOrAfterEveryWrite} portion of the \text{Read}_\text{Values} axiom to evaluate to false. Thus, the body of the \text{Read}_\text{Values} axiom is reduced to \text{BeforeAllWrites}, and PipeCheck knows that it
must add an edge indicating that \( Ld x @WB \rightarrow St x @WB \)\(^{11}\) (shown as one of the red edges in Figure 3.3a).

If translating this simplified axiom (and the relevant part of the litmus test outcome) to an SVA assertion \( p_2 \) and assumption \( p_1 \), the result is:

\[ p_1: \text{assume property } (@(posedge clk) <Ld x returns 0>); \]
\[ p_2: \text{assert property } (@(posedge clk) <Ld x@WB happens before St x@WB>); \]

The specific SVA constructs used for the assumption and assertion are covered in Section 3.6.

Now consider evaluating \( p_2 \) subject to the assumption \( p_1 \) on a correct implementation of Multi-V-scale. Figure 3.9 shows one possible trace of mp on Multi-V-scale, specifically one where both loads return 1 (i.e. \( r1=1, r2=1 \)). (No events of interest happen in cycles 0-1 of the trace, so they are not shown for brevity.) This is clearly correct behaviour on the part of Multi-V-scale, as instructions are performed in-order and atomically, and the outcome \( r1=1, r2=1 \) is allowed under SC. Without the assumption over-approximation, an SVA verifier would correctly ignore this trace because the load of \( x \) returns 1 in it, thus violating the assumption \( p_1 \). However, with the assumption over-approximation, cycles 0-3 of Figure 3.9's trace will be returned to the user as a counterexample to \( p_2 \), which constitutes a false positive. The reason for this is as follows. \( p_2 \) is a safety property (Section 3.6.3 provides details on the exact SVA constructs used to map the edge). Cycle 3 violates \( p_2 \), because the store of \( x \) has happened before the load of \( x \). Thus, cycles 0-3 constitute a bad prefix to the safety property \( p_2 \). Under the assumption over-approximation, the assumption \( p_1 \) only needs to hold for the cycles that are part of the bad prefix. The load of \( x \) does not happen in cycles 0-3, so there is no need to enforce its value as being 0 in those cycles. Thus, the assumption \( p_1 \) is satisfied for cycles 0-3, which is enough

\(^{11}\)In this chapter, \( a \rightarrow_{ hb } b \) denotes a \( \mu_h b \) edge from \( a \) to \( b \).
for these cycles to constitute a counterexample to $p2$ under the over-approximation. The assumption is indeed violated in cycle 6, so Figure 3.9’s trace should not be a counterexample. Indeed, on a correct implementation of Multi-V-scale, it is impossible to extend cycles 0-3 to an infinite trace \(^{12}\) where the load of $x$ returns 0. However, the over-approximation ignores this fact and returns cycles 0-3 of Figure 3.9’s trace as a counterexample.

To overcome the challenge introduced by the assumption over-approximation, RTLCheck’s translation procedure must translate $\mu$spec axioms for a litmus test in a way that accounts for all outcomes of the litmus test, not just its outcome of interest. The next section describes how RTLCheck does so.

### 3.5.4 Solution: Outcome-Aware Assertion Generation

Due to the assumption over-approximation, the assertion generated for the axiom in Figure 3.8 for $mp$’s load of $x$ must account for both the case where the load of $x$ returns 1 and the case where it returns 0. (The load of $x$ cannot return any other values in an execution of $mp$.)

If the load of $x$ returns the initial value of 0, this corresponds to the $BeforeAllWrites$ portion of the axiom. The SVA property for this case must check that $Ld\ x@WB \xrightarrow{hb} St\ x@WB$ and that the load returns 0. Similarly, if the load returns 1, this corresponds to the part of the axiom comprising $NoInterveningWrite$ and $BeforeOrAfterEveryWrite$. The equivalent SVA property here must check that $St\ x@WB \xrightarrow{hb} Ld\ x@WB$ and that the load returns 1.

To accomplish this outcome-aware translation of $\mu$spec axioms, RTLCheck does not evaluate data-related predicates like $SameData$ or $DataFromInitialStateAtPA$ to true or false based on the litmus test it is generating properties for. Instead, for

\(^{12}\)Assume that the transition system representing the RTL enters a halt state once the litmus test has finished executing, and that the only next state for the halt state is itself. Thus, an infinite trace of the RTL’s transition system constitutes an execution of the litmus test followed by an infinite repetition of the halt state.
each such predicate, if any edge requires the predicate to be true for the edge to hold, RTLCheck generates a load value constraint for the edge based on the value of the data-related predicate. Load value constraints encode the constraints on the data values of loads involved in a given edge, and must be taken into account by the node mapping function when translating individual µhb edges (Section 3.6.3).

For mp’s load of x, the µhb edge in Figure 3.8’s BeforeAllWrites macro requires DataFromInitialStateAtPA i to be true, which in turn requires that the load returns the initial value 0. This requirement on the load’s value is stipulated as a load value constraint when mapping the edge from BeforeAllWrites. Similarly, the µhb edges in Figure 3.8’s NoInterveningWrite and BeforeOrAfterEveryWrite macros require SameData w i to be true. In the case of mp’s load of x, this predicate enforces that the load returns 1 (the same data as the write i1 in mp), and this requirement is also encoded as a load value constraint when mapping the edge. The mapped edges of the two cases are combined with an SVA or (translated from the µspec \(\lor\)), allowing the translated property to cater to both the executions where the load of x returns 0 and the executions where it returns 1, as necessary under the assumption over-approximation. (Section 3.6.2 provides further details on RTLCheck’s overall axiom translation procedure.)

Special handling is also required for the µspec predicate DataFromFinalStateAtPA. The predicate DataFromFinalStateAtPA i returns true if i stores a value equivalent to the final value of its address in the litmus test. Accounting for this predicate at RTL requires ensuring that a given write is the last write to a particular address in an execution. However, just as in the case of ensuring a specific litmus test outcome, the assumption over-approximation makes it infeasible to ensure that a particular write happens last in an RTL execution. Thus, when translating this predicate, assertion generation always (conservatively) evaluates this predicate to false. Doing so ensures that the generated properties check all possible orderings of writes (i.e., a superset
assume property (@(posedge clk) first |-> mem[21] == {32'd0});
assume property (@(posedge clk) first |->
  mem[1] == {7'b0,5'd2,5'd1,3'd2,5'b0,'RV32_STORE});
assume property (@(posedge clk)
  (((core[1].PC_WB == 32'd24 && ~(core[1].stall_WB)) |->
    (core[1].PC_WB == 32'd24 && ~(core[1].stall_WB) &&
     core[1].load_data_WB == 32'd1))
  and
  ((core[1].PC_WB == 32'd28 && ~(core[1].stall_WB)) |->
    (core[1].PC_WB == 32'd28 && ~(core[1].stall_WB) &&
     core[1].load_data_WB == 32'd0)));
assume property (@(posedge clk)
  (((core[0].halted == 1'b1 && ~(core[0].stall_WB)) &&
    (core[1].halted == 1'b1 && ~(core[1].stall_WB)) &&
    (core[2].halted == 1'b1 && ~(core[2].stall_WB)) &&
    (core[3].halted == 1'b1 && ~(core[3].stall_WB))) |-> (1)));

Figure 3.10: A subset of the SV assumptions RTLCheck generates for mp. Some signal structure is omitted for brevity.

of the executions that PipeCheck would examine), including the write ordering the litmus test focuses on.

3.6 RTLCheck Operation

This section describes the operation of RTLCheck (Figure 3.4) in detail. Section 3.6.1 describes the process of assumption generation, and Section 3.6.2 describes the overall procedure for assertion generation. Sections 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 describe the process of mapping individual µhdb edges and NodeExists predicates to SVA respectively. Finally, Section 3.6.5 describes how RTLCheck ensures that generated assertions are checked from the beginning of traces and not for some suffix of a trace.
3.6.1 Assumption Generation

RTLCheck’s generated properties are litmus test-specific, so the executions examined by an RTL verifier for these properties need to be restricted to the executions of the litmus test in question. As depicted in Figure 3.4, the Assumption Generator performs this task using a program mapping function provided by the user. Program mapping functions link a litmus test’s instructions, initial conditions, and final values of loads and memory to RTL expressions representing these constraints on the implementation to be verified. The parameters provided to a program mapping function are the litmus test instructions, context information such as the base instruction ID for each core, and the initial and final conditions of the litmus test.

The assumptions generated for a given litmus test must accomplish three tasks:

1. Initialize data and instruction memories to the litmus test’s initial values and instructions respectively.

2. Initialize registers used by test instructions to appropriate address and data values.

3. Enforce that the values of loads and the final state of memory respect test requirements in generated RTL executions (to the extent allowed by the assumption over-approximation).

Figure 3.10 shows a subset of the assumptions that must be generated for the mp litmus test from Figure 3.2 for Multi-V-scale.

Memory Initialization: The first assumption in Figure 3.10 is an example of data memory initialization. It sets $x$ to its initial value of 0 as required by mp. The first signal is auto-generated by the Assumption Generator, and is set up so that it is 1 in the first cycle after reset and 0 on every subsequent cycle. By using suffix implication triggered on the first signal being 1, the assumption only enforces that the value of
the address in memory is equivalent to the initial condition of the litmus test at the
beginning of the execution. This distinction is necessary as the verification needs to
allow the address to change value when stores write to that address as the execution
progresses. (The \textbf{first} signal is also used to filter match attempts as Section \ref{sec:match-filter} describes.) The second assumption is an instruction initialization assumption. It
enforces that core 0’s first instruction is the store that is \texttt{i1} in Figure \ref{fig:mp}’s \texttt{mp} code.

\textbf{Register Initialization:} The assembly encoding of litmus test instructions uses
registers for addresses and data. Register initialization assumptions set these registers
to the correct addresses and data values at the start of RTL execution. They are
similar in structure to memory initialization assumptions.

\textbf{Value Assumptions:} Load value assumptions cannot be used to enforce an execution
outcome due to the assumption over-approximation of SVA verifiers (see Section \ref{sec:assumption-approximation}),
but they can still be used to guide the verifier and reduce the number of executions it
needs to consider. The third assumption in Figure \ref{fig:assumptions} contains two such implications.
Each one checks for the occurrence of one of the loads in \texttt{mp} and enforces that it returns
the value in the test outcome (0 and 1 for \texttt{x} and \texttt{y} respectively) when it occurs. The
last assumption in Figure \ref{fig:assumptions} is a final value assumption. It contains an implication
whose antecedent is the condition that all cores have halted their Fetch stages and all
test instructions have completed their execution. The consequent of the implication
stipulates any final values of memory locations that are required by the litmus test.
Since \texttt{mp} does not enforce any such requirements, the consequent of the implication is
merely a \texttt{1} (i.e. “true”).

A pleasantly surprising side effect of assumption generation is that for certain tests,
assumptions alone turn out to be sufficient in practice to verify the RTL. For most
assumptions, JasperGold (the commercial RTL verifier used by RTLCheck) can find
\textit{covering traces}, which are traces where the assumption condition occurs and can be
enforced. For instance, a covering trace for an assumption enforcing that the load of \texttt{y}

returns 1 would be a partial execution where the load of y returns 1 in the last cycle.

A covering trace for a final value assumption in particular would by definition contain
the execution of all instructions in the test. The covering trace must also obey any
constraints on instruction execution stipulated by other assumptions, including load
value assumptions. As such, a covering trace for mp’s final value assumption is an
execution where the load of y returns 1 and the load of x returns 0. A search for such
a trace is equivalent to finding an execution where the entire forbidden outcome of mp
occurs. If JasperGold can prove that a covering trace for an assumption does not exist,
it will label the assumption as unreachable. An unreachable final value assumption
means that there are no executions satisfying the test outcome. This result verifies
the RTL for that litmus test without checking the generated assertions. Thus, a final
value assumption forces JasperGold to try and find a covering trace of the litmus test
outcome, possibly leading to quicker verification. As such, final value assumptions are
beneficial even when the test does not specify final values of memory, but I expect this
benefit to be largest in relatively small designs. Section 3.9.2 quantifies my results.
3.6.2 Overall $\mu$spec Axiom Translation Procedure

RTLCheck’s translation of $\mu$spec axioms to SVA assertions begins by parsing and simplifying the $\mu$spec axioms provided to it as input. This parsing and simplification is based on that of PipeCheck (explained in Section 2.4), but with two notable differences. Specifically, as Section 3.5.4 explains, RTLCheck does not evaluate the data-related predicates $\text{SameData}$ and $\text{DataFromInitialStateAtPA}$ to true or false for a given litmus test. Instead, RTLCheck determines what value a load must have in that litmus test in order for these predicates to be true, and evaluates the predicate to a load value constraint which encodes this information. Additionally, RTLCheck conservatively evaluates the $\text{DataFromFinalStateAtPA}$ predicate in any $\mu$spec axiom to false.

RTLCheck evaluates all other $\mu$spec predicates to true or false according to the litmus test it is generating assertions for. The result of this parsing and simplification is a tree of constraints which must be satisfied by the RTL in order for it to maintain the $\mu$spec axiom for the litmus test. Nodes in this constraint tree may be $\text{AND}$, $\text{OR}$, and $\text{NOT}$ (parsed from the $\mu$spec $\land$, $\lor$, and $\neg$ respectively), $\mu$hb edges or nodes stipulated by the $\mu$spec axiom, or load value constraints generated from the evaluation of data-related predicates.

For example, Figure 3.11 shows the constraint tree generated after the parsing and simplification of Figure 3.8’s $\text{Read\_Values}$ axiom for the load of $x$ in $mp$. This constraint tree has two branches, each corresponding to a different value for the load of $x$ in $mp$. The branches contain load value constraints corresponding to those outcomes. The left branch of the top-level $\text{OR}$ corresponds to the $\text{BeforeAllWrites}$ case of the $\text{Read\_Values}$ axiom. For the $\text{BeforeAllWrites}$ case to be true, the edge $Ldx@WB$ $\rightarrow$ $Stx@WB$ must exist. The predicate $\text{DataFromInitialStateAtPA}$ $i$ must also evaluate to true where $i$ is the load of $x$, which means that the load of $x$ must return 0. RTLCheck duly encodes this information as a load value constraint for that branch.
Meanwhile, the right branch of the top-level OR corresponds to the NoInterveningWrite /\ BeforeOrAfterEveryWrite portion of the Read_Values axiom. This branch of the axiom requires the edge \( \text{St} x @ \text{WB} \rightarrow \text{Ld} x @ \text{WB} \) to exist, as well as one of the \( \text{Ld} x @ \text{DX} \rightarrow \text{St} x @ \text{DX} \) and \( \text{St} x @ \text{DX} \rightarrow \text{Ld} x @ \text{DX} \) edges. RTLCheck therefore includes these edges in the constraint tree’s right branch, as Figure 3.11 shows. This branch of the axiom also requires SameData \( w \rightarrow i \) to be true, where \( w \) is a write to the same address as \( i \) and \( i \) is the load of \( x \). For this SameData predicate to be true, the load of \( x \) must have the same value as the store to \( x \) in \( mp \) (since it is the only write to that address in the litmus test). Thus, the load of \( x \) must have a value of 1 for this case, and RTLCheck encodes this information as a load value constraint for the right branch.

Once the constraint tree is generated, RTLCheck translates a given axiom to an SVA assertion as follows. AND, OR, and NOT nodes are translated to their SVA equivalents and, or, and not. Each \( \mu hb \) edge and node are translated according to the procedures in Sections 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 respectively. The load value constraints that apply to a given \( \mu hb \) edge or node are those that are ANDed to it. Thus, the constraint that the load of \( x \) return 0 in the left branch of the top-level OR applies to the edge \( \text{Ld} x @ \text{WB} \rightarrow \text{St} x @ \text{WB} \), but not to any other edge. Meanwhile, the constraint that the load of \( x \) return 1 in the right branch of the top-level OR applies to all other edges in the constraint tree.

### 3.6.3 Mapping Individual \( \mu hb \) Edges to SVA

When mapping a \( \mu hb \) edge \( \text{src} \rightarrow \text{dest} \) to SVA, RTLCheck requires some notion of what the nodes \( \text{src} \) and \( \text{dest} \) represent at RTL. This functionality is provided by the node mapping function written by the user and provided to RTLCheck as input. Figure 3.12 shows pseudocode for a node mapping function for Figure 3.1’s Multi-V-scale processor. The input parameters for a node mapping function are (i)

\[13\] Enforced through the SameAddress predicate in NoInterveningWrite in Figure 3.8
fun mapNode(node, context, load_constr) :=
let pc := getPC(node.instr, context) in
let core := node.core in
match node.stage with
| IF => return "core[" + core + "]\[PC\_IF\] == " + pc + " & & \~stall\_IF"
| DX => return "core[" + core + "]\[PC\_DX\] == " + pc + " & & \~stall\_DX"
| WB => let lc := get_lc(node, load_constr) in
let str := "core[" + core + "]\[PC\_WB\] == " + pc + " & & \~stall\_WB" in
if lc != None then
str += (" & & load\_data\_WB == " + lc.value)
return str

Figure 3.12: Multi-V-scale node mapping function pseudocode.

assert property (@(posedge clk) first |-
((((~((core[1].PC\_WB == 32'd28 & & \~(core[1].stall\_WB)) ||
(core[0].PC\_WB == 32'd4 & & \~(core[0].stall\_WB)))[*0:$]
##1
(core[1].PC\_WB == 32'd28 & & \~(core[1].stall\_WB) & &
core[1].load\_data\_WB == 32'd0)
##1
(~((core[1].PC\_WB == 32'd28 & & \~(core[1].stall\_WB)) ||
(core[0].PC\_WB == 32'd4 & & \~(core[0].stall\_WB)))[*0:$]
##1
(core[0].PC\_WB == 32'd4 & & \~(core[0].stall\_WB)))
)));

Figure 3.13: SV assertion checking Ld x@WB $\rightarrow$ St x@WB in Multi-V-scale for mp where Ld x returns 0. The first bold red Verilog expression corresponds to mapping a node with a load value constraint (namely that Ld x is in WB and returns 0). The second bold red Verilog expression corresponds to mapping a node without a load value constraint (namely that St x is in WB). Some signal structure is omitted for brevity.

the node to be mapped, which is a specific microarchitectural event for a specific instruction, (ii) context information, such as the starting program counter (PC) for each core, and (iii) a list of load value constraints that must be obeyed by the edge being mapped (as described in Sections 3.5.4 and 3.6.2).

The output of the node mapping function is a Verilog expression that corresponds to the occurrence of the node to be mapped in RTL. The Verilog expression must
contain a unique identifier for the instruction whose node is being mapped, so as to
differentiate the mappings of two instructions for the same µhb node. If the node
being mapped belongs to a load instruction, and it matches any of the load value
constraints passed to the mapping function, the Verilog expression generated by the
mapping function must also stipulate that the load has the required value at that
point. For instance, in Figure 3.13, the first Verilog expression highlighted in bold
red corresponds to mapping Ld x@WB from mp with the load value constraint that the
load must return 0. Meanwhile, the second Verilog expression highlighted in bold red
corresponds to mapping St x@WB from mp with no load value constraints. The value
of PC_WB is used as a unique per-instruction identifier in the mappings.

The mapping of a µhb edge to SVA must be able to handle arbitrary delays before
and between the src and dest nodes. An ordering edge src→dest is a statement
that src happens before dest for the execution in question. It says nothing about
when src and dest occur in relation to other events in the execution, nor does it
specify the duration of the delay between the occurrences of src and dest. A naive
translation of such an edge to SVA would be to use the mechanism of delay ranges
(Section 3.4.4):

```
##[0:$] mapNode(src, lc) ##[1:$] mapNode(dest, lc)
```

Here, mapNode represents the mapping function and lc the list of load value
constraints. This SVA sequence allows an initial delay of 0 or more cycles (##[0:$])
before the occurrence of src, since src may not occur at the first cycle in the execution.
It also includes an intermediate delay of 1 or more cycles (##[1:$]) between src
and dest, as the duration of the delay between src and dest is not specified by the
microarchitectural model.

Unfortunately, this standard mechanism is insufficient for checking that src does
indeed happen before dest for all executions examined. Consider in isolation the
edge in blue from Figure 3.8 in BeforeAllWrites enforcing that Ld x@WB → St x@WB,
with a constraint that the load of \( x \) must return 0. At the same time, consider the execution trace of \( mp \) in Figure 3.9 which reflects the outcome where \( \text{St } x @WB \rightarrow \text{Ld } x @WB \) and the load returns 1. (The relevant signal values are underlined and in red in Figure 3.9.) Since Figure 3.9's execution has the events occurring in the opposite order and the load values are different, Figure 3.9 should serve as a counterexample to the property checking the edge from \text{BeforeAllWrites}. However, if one simply uses the straightforward mapping above (i.e. \#\#[0:!] \text{<Ld } x=0 @WB> \#\#[1:!] \text{<St } x@WB>), Figure 3.9 is not a counterexample for the property!

The reason that Figure 3.9 is not a counterexample is that the unbounded ranges can match any clock cycle, including those which contain events of interest like the source and destination nodes of the edge. For this particular example, the initial \#\#[0:!] can match the execution up to cycle 5. At cycle 6, since the load of \( x \) returns 1, \( \text{Ld } x=0 @WB \) does not occur, so the execution cannot match that portion of the sequence. However, nothing stops the initial delay \#\#[0:!] from being extended another cycle and matching cycles 0-6. Indeed, even the entire execution can match \#\#[0:!], thus satisfying the property. Since Figure 3.9's execution never violates the sequence, it is not a counterexample to the property.

To address this problem of incorrect delay cycle matches, the conditions on the initial and intermediate delays must be stricter to stipulate that they are in fact repetitions of clock cycles where no events of interest occur. In this context, an event is of interest if it matches the node in question (i.e., if it matches the microarchitectural instruction and event), but \textit{regardless of the data values themselves}. As such, for initial delays and intermediate cycles, RTLCheck uses this sequence:

\[(\neg (\text{mapNode(src, None)} \mid \mid \text{mapNode(dest, None)})) \text{ [0:!] [0:!] [0:!]}\]

No load constraints are passed to the calls to the mapping function to generate the delay sequence. This prevents delay cycles from matching cases where events of interest occur with incorrect values, as in the case above for the load of \( x \) in \( mp \). The
overall translation scheme that RTLCheck uses for happens-before edges (henceforth referred to as *edgeTran*) is:

\[
\neg (\text{mapNode}(\text{src}, \text{None}) \text{ || mapNode}(\text{dest}, \text{None})) \leq 0 \text{\[0:$\]}
\]

##1 mapNode(\text{src}, lc) \text{ && } \neg \text{mapNode}(\text{dest}, \text{None}) \text{##1}

\[
\neg (\text{mapNode}(\text{src}, \text{None}) \text{ || mapNode}(\text{dest}, \text{None})) \leq 0 \text{\[0:$\]}
\]

##1 mapNode(\text{dest}, lc)

This edge translation scheme is capable of handling variable delays while still correctly checking the edge’s ordering. A simple proof of the edge translation scheme is provided below.

**Theorem 1** (Edge Translation Correctness). For any \(\mu\)hb edge \(e = \text{src} \rightarrow_{hb} \text{dest}\), where \(\text{src}\) and \(\text{dest}\) represent unique events in microarchitectural and RTL execution, \(edgeTran(e)\) generates an SVA property that will return a counterexample if any RTL execution exists where both \(\text{src}\) and \(\text{dest}\) occur, but \(\text{src}\) does not happen before \(\text{dest}\).

**Proof.** Any RTL execution \(RExec\) where both \(\text{src}\) and \(\text{dest}\) occur but \(\text{src}\) does not happen before \(\text{dest}\) must begin with the following: some number of cycles where \(\neg \text{src} \land \neg \text{dest}\) holds, followed by a cycle where \(\text{dest}\) is true. In other words, \(\text{dest}\) becomes true before or at the same cycle where \(\text{src}\) becomes true, thus breaking the requirement that \(\text{src} \rightarrow_{hb} \text{dest}\). This proof must show that \(RExec\) cannot match \(edgeTran(e)\).

Let \(delayRange\) be the SVA fragment \(\neg (\text{mapNode}(\text{src}, \text{None}) \text{ || mapNode}(\text{dest}, \text{None})) \leq 0 \text{\[0:$\]}\), and let \(srcTran\) be the SVA fragment \(\text{mapNode}(\text{src}, lc) \& \neg \text{mapNode}(\text{dest}, \text{None})\). If \(RExec\) were to match \(edgeTran(e)\), the initial cycles where \(\neg \text{src} \land \neg \text{dest}\) holds must match the initial \(delayRange\) in \(edgeTran(e)\), as they cannot match its subsequent \(srcTran\) portion. The subsequent cycle in \(RExec\) where \(\text{dest}\) becomes true cannot match the initial \(delayRange\), since it requires that \(\text{dest}\) not hold (regardless of its value, if it is a load). Thus, this cycle must match \(srcTran\)
for \( RExec \) to match \( edgeTran(e) \). However, this cycle cannot match \( srcTran \), since \( srcTran \) also requires that \( dest \) not hold (again, regardless of its value, if it is a load). Thus, \( RExec \) cannot match \( edgeTran(e) \). ■

### 3.6.4 Mapping Node Existence Checks to SVA

Some properties require simply checking for the *existence* of a \( \mu \)hb node (i.e. \( \text{NodeExists} <\text{node}> \)), rather than an edge between two nodes. In these cases, we use a similar but simpler strategy to that used for mapping edges. The existence of a node is equivalent to a trace consisting of zero or more cycles where the node does not occur followed by a cycle where it *does* occur. However, simply translating a \( \text{NodeExists} <\text{node}> \) predicate using

\[
(-\text{mapNode}(\text{node}, \text{None})) [*0:\$] \#1 \text{mapNode}(\text{node}, \text{lc})
\]

does not result in a property which ensures that \( \text{node} \) exists in the trace. This is because under SVA semantics, the possibly infinite repetitions of \( -\text{mapNode}(\text{node}, \text{None}) \) can match an entire trace where \( \text{node} \) never occurs, and the property is deemed to hold [IEE13,EF18]. Thus, this translation scheme would result in false negatives i.e. the property holding but RTL not actually guaranteeing the node’s existence.

To ensure that the node exists in a trace, a trace must be required to match the entire sequence above. In other words, \( \text{mapNode}(\text{node}, \text{lc}) \) *must* occur at some cycle of the trace. SVA provides a method to do this through *strong* sequences, as opposed to the “weak” sequences discussed so far. A trace matches a strong sequence if and only if the trace matches the entire sequence, which is exactly what is required to ensure the existence of the node being checked for. (The semantics of strong sequences are analogous to those of the LTL \( \text{U} \) operator [EF18].)

Thus, RTLCheck translates a \( \text{NodeExists} <\text{node}> \) predicate to

\[
\text{strong}((-\text{mapNode}(\text{node}, \text{None})) [*0:\$] \#1 \text{mapNode}(\text{node}, \text{lc}))
\]
One might wonder why RTLCheck does not use strong sequences when translating an edge $src \xrightarrow{hb} dest$. Doing so would not just check for reorderings of $src$ and $dest$, but also ensure that $src$ and $dest$ always eventually exist in a trace. The reason RTLCheck does not use strong sequences for edges is that they significantly increase runtime. For instance, if $\mu hb$ edges are translated using the strong version of the sequence from $edgeTran$, JasperGold can only completely prove one of the generated assertions for $mp$ on Multi-V-scale in 7 hours of runtime. On the other hand, if the weak sequences from $edgeTran$ are used, JasperGold can prove all the generated properties for $mp$ on Multi-V-scale in under 8 minutes. (See Section 3.9 for details.) RTLCheck’s main function is to detect reorderings of events relevant to MCM verification, and weak sequences suffice if translating edges for this purpose. RTLCheck is not intended to verify properties related to deadlock, livelock, starvation, etc. The verification of such properties would need to ensure that specific events (like $src$ and $dest$) exist in an execution.

3.6.5 Filtering Match Attempts

Consider the following SVA assertion:

$$p3: \text{assert property }(@(\text{posedge clk}) \#3 <\text{St } x@\text{WB}>)$$

If checking this assertion with respect to the execution in Fig. 3.9 one would expect the property to return true, as the WB stage of the store to $x$ indeed occurs three cycles after the beginning of the execution. (Figure 3.9 elides the execution’s first two cycles for brevity.) However, as Section 3.4.4 mentioned, SVA verifiers will check this assertion not just on a trace of the overall RTL execution, but on all suffixes of the trace as well. In other words, one match attempt of the property begins at cycle 0 and checks for $\text{St } x@\text{WB}$ at cycle 3. Another match attempt begins at cycle 1 and checks for $\text{St } x@\text{WB}$ at cycle 4, and so on for every cycle in the execution. If any of
these match attempts fail, the entire property is considered to have failed. Here, the match attempt that begins at cycle 1 will fail, as $St x$ will not be in $WB$ at cycle 4 as the property requires.

Each $\mu$spec axiom corresponds to a microarchitecture-level ordering which is enforced once with respect to an execution as a whole. To achieve such semantics, the properties generated by RTLCheck must explicitly filter out match attempts that do not start at the beginning of RTL execution. To filter out match attempts other than the first attempt, RTLCheck guards each of its assertions with implications\(^{14}\) triggered by the first signal, which is auto-generated by the Assumption Generator (Section 3.6.1). For instance, the guarded version of assertion $p3$ above is:

```
assert property (@(posedge clk) first ->
    ##2 <St x@WB>);
```

Now, any match attempt that begins at a cycle after cycle 0 will trivially evaluate to true, as the first signal will be 0 and the implication consequent will never be evaluated. Meanwhile, the match attempt beginning at cycle 0 will trigger the implication and cause evaluation of the consequent property as required.

Putting it all together, Figure 3.13 shows an example assertion for $mp$ which checks for the existence of an edge $Ld x=0 \Rightarrow St x @WB$ on Multi-V-scale. As Section 3.6.3 explains, the mapping of the load’s WB stage checks that the data value it returns is 0, as required by its load value constraint. In general, assertions check multiple edges, and are larger than the one in Figure 3.13.

### 3.7 Case Study: Multi-V-scale

This section describes the relevant details of the Multi-V-scale processor, a multicore version of the RISC-V V-scale processor \([RIS15]\). The V-scale processor itself is a

---

\(^{14}\)The same functionality could be achieved by placing the assertion in a Verilog initial block \([CDH+15]\).
Verilog implementation of the RISC-V Z-scale processor [LOM15], which is written in Chisel [BVR+12].

3.7.1 V-scale Microarchitecture

The V-scale pipeline is suited for microcontrollers and embedded systems. It is similar in spirit to the ARM Cortex-M0/M3/M4 architectures [LOM15]. The V-scale pipeline is three stages long, as shown in Figure 3.1. The three stages are Fetch (IF), a combined Decode-Execute stage (DX), and the Writeback stage (WB).

The source code of V-scale does not implement a cache, but does have an implementation of a memory array. When accessing memory, both loads and stores send their addresses to memory in the DX stage. In the WB stage, a load receives its data from memory, and a store provides its data to memory, to be clocked in on the next rising edge.

The V-scale memory is pipelined, and is able to start a memory transaction every cycle. Thus, it can start a memory transaction for an instruction which is in DX while
providing data to or reading data from an instruction b which is in WB. Figure 3.14 shows a timing diagram of how V-scale loads and stores operate. The memory does not always operate as expected; RTLCheck discovered a bug in its implementation in the course of its analysis. (See Section 3.9.1.)

3.7.2 Multi-V-scale

I created a multicore version of the V-scale processor by instantiating four V-scale pipelines and connecting them to data memory through a simple arbiter that I developed (Figure 3.1). The arbiter is connected to all four cores, and allows only one of them to access data memory every cycle. If cores other than the one currently granted access wish to access memory, they must stall in the DX stage until the arbiter grants them access.

The arbiter is capable of switching from any core to any other core in any cycle. The switching pattern of the arbiter is dictated by a top-level input to the design. This input stipulates which core the arbiter should grant memory access to in the next cycle. JasperGold tries all possibilities for this input, resulting in all possible switching scenarios between cores being examined when verifying properties generated by RTLCheck. The arbiter accounts for the pipelined nature of the V-scale memory; in other words, it can allow one core to start a request to memory in its DX stage while another core is receiving data from or sending data to memory in its WB stage. Figure 3.14 shows an example of this pipelining.

In addition to making V-scale multicore, I also added halt logic and a halt instruction to the V-scale implementation. This halt logic lets a thread be stopped once it has executed its instructions for a litmus test. (At the time, the RISC-V ISA did not have a halt instruction that I could have used.)
3.7.3 Modelling Multi-V-scale in $\mu$spec

I modelled our Multi-V-scale processor in $\mu$spec by having one node per instruction per pipeline stage (i.e. one each for IF, DX, and WB respectively). I included Figure 3.8's axiom, which states that loads must read from the last store to their address to complete its WB stage, or from the initial state of memory. This axiom should hold since stores write to and loads read from the same memory. I also included an axiom enforcing a total order on the DX stages of all memory instructions. This axiom is enforced by the arbiter allowing only one core to access memory at a time while the others stall in DX. I also included properties such as the one in Figure 3.3b stating that the pipeline stages were in-order. Another axiom I added required a total order on all writes to the same address (enforced through the arbiter’s total order on memory operations). Figure 3.3a depicts an example $\mu$hb graph showcasing the edges added by some of these axioms.

3.8 RTLCheck Methodology and Usage Flows

RTLCheck’s Assertion Generator and Assumption Generator are written in Gallina, the functional programming language of the Coq proof assistant [Coq04]. As with PipeCheck, I use Coq’s capability to be extracted to OCaml to generate an OCaml version of RTLCheck that can be compiled and run as a standalone binary.

RTLCheck’s generated assertions and assumptions are output as a single file per litmus test, taking only a few seconds per test. A shell script uses these files to create litmus-test-specific top-level modules of Multi-V-scale which are comprised of the implementation of the top-level module concatenated with all the assertions and assumptions for that specific litmus test. I based my changes to V-scale to make it multicore off commit 350c262 in the V-scale git repository [Mag16].
3.8.1 RTLCheck Methodology

RTLCheck uses JasperGold \cite{Cad15b} to verify the SV assertions subject to the SV assumptions for a given litmus test. JasperGold compiles the RTL implementation and any SVA property to be proven on the RTL into finite automata, with state transitions at clock cycle boundaries. A property is valid with respect to the RTL if all execution traces that can be generated by the RTL satisfy the property \cite{CDH+15}. For each property, JasperGold may: (i) prove it for all possible cases, (ii) find a counterexample, or (iii) prove it for all traces shorter than a specified number of cycles (bounded proof).

JasperGold has a variety of different proof engines which are tailored to different purposes. These engines employ SAT (satisfiability) and BDD (binary decision diagram)-based approaches to prove the correctness of properties \cite{Cad16}. Section 3.9 discusses my findings regarding the suitability of various engines for RTLCheck.

When verifying properties, JasperGold takes in a Tcl script as its configuration, which includes the choice of engines to use, how long to allot for the overall verification, and how often to switch between properties when verifying. I use a shell script to generate a Tcl script from a template for each litmus test. The Tcl scripts include a reference to the top-level module for their specific litmus test in the files provided to JasperGold for verification. The test-specific scripts and top-level modules allow instances of JasperGold to be run in parallel for different tests on the same Verilog design without duplication of most of the Verilog RTL. I ran instances of JasperGold on the Multi-V-scale design across litmus tests on a 224-node Intel cluster, allotting 5 cores and 64-120 GB of memory per litmus test (depending on the configuration used). I use a suite of 56 litmus tests, comprised of a combination of hand-written tests from the x86-TSO suite \cite{OSS09} and tests automatically generated using the diy framework \cite{diy12}. Section 3.9 gives verification results.
3.8.2 RTLCheck Usage Flows

As Section 3.1 mentions, RTLCheck can be used in one of two ways. If the RTL for a processor exists and a user is creating a $\mu$spec model for this existing processor, RTLCheck can be used to verify the soundness of the $\mu$spec model with respect to the RTL for suites of litmus tests. On the other hand, if the user created a $\mu$spec model of their processor prior to writing its RTL, RTLCheck can be used to verify that the eventual RTL maintains the axioms of that $\mu$spec model for suites for litmus tests.

RTLCheck’s operation is exactly the same for both use cases; the only difference is how the user should interpret results from the SVA verifier. If verifying soundness, the RTL specifies the desired behaviour and the $\mu$spec axioms must correspond to this behaviour. Thus, if JasperGold returns a counterexample to a generated SVA property in this use case, the user must modify their $\mu$spec axioms to correctly correspond to the RTL. On the other hand, if verifying RTL, the $\mu$spec axioms specify the desired behaviour and RTL must maintain the orderings specified by these axioms. So if JasperGold returns a counterexample to an SVA property in this scenario, the user should modify their RTL to correctly maintain the orderings specified by the $\mu$spec axioms.

3.9 Results

This section presents the results of my evaluation of the Multi-V-scale processor RTL. I first discuss a bug I found, and then present RTLCheck runtimes under different JasperGold configurations to compare engines.

3.9.1 Bug Discovered in the V-scale Processor

In my evaluation of Multi-V-scale, JasperGold reported a counterexample for a property verifying the Read Values axiom (Figure 3.8) for the mp litmus test. This
property checks that each read returns the value of the last store to that address that completed WB (provided the read did not occur prior to all writes). Investigating the counterexample trace, I discovered a bug in the memory implementation of the V-scale processor. Namely, if two stores are sent to memory in successive cycles, the first of the two stores is dropped by the memory. The V-scale memory presents a ready signal to the pipeline (or in the multicore case, to the arbiter), and the implementation currently hard-codes this signal to be high. This hard-coded value implies that the memory is ready to accept a new value to be stored every cycle, and so the dropping of values is a bug. This bug would occur even in a single-core V-scale.

Internally, the memory clocks data from stores into a register wdata, and only writes the contents of wdata to the address of the store in memory when another store initiates a transaction. If a load requests data from the address whose latest store is
in \texttt{wdata}, the data is bypassed to the load by the memory. Thus, \texttt{wdata} functions in a manner akin to a single-entry store buffer.

Figure 3.15 shows a counterexample trace which violates the RTLCheck-generated property. Here, the two stores of \texttt{mp} (to \texttt{x} and \texttt{y}) initiate memory transactions in cycles 2 and 3 respectively. The \texttt{wdata} register is consequently updated to 1 in cycles 4 and 5, one cycle after the stores provide their data values. However, when the second store initiates its transaction at cycle 3, the memory implementation incorrectly pushes the value of \texttt{wdata} from cycle 3 into memory at address \texttt{x} (arrow 1 in Figure 3.15) to make room in \texttt{wdata} for the store of \texttt{y}. At cycle 3, \texttt{wdata} has not yet been updated with the data of the store to \texttt{x}, so \texttt{x} gets incorrectly set to 0 in memory. The data of the store to \texttt{y} is then clocked into \texttt{wdata} at the start of cycle 5, overwriting the data of the store to \texttt{x} and causing it to be lost. When the load of \texttt{y} occurs, it gets its value bypassed from \texttt{wdata} (arrow 2 in Figure 3.15). This is because no subsequent store has occurred to push the contents of \texttt{wdata} to memory. Meanwhile, the load of \texttt{x} returns the value of memory at address \texttt{x} (arrow 3 in Figure 3.15), which is incorrectly 0, violating the property.

I corrected the dropping of stores by eliminating the intermediate \texttt{wdata} register. Instead, I clock a store’s data directly into memory one cycle after the store does its WB stage. Load data is combinationally returned in WB as the value of memory at the address the load is accessing. This organization allows data written by a store in one cycle to be read by a load in the next cycle. Once I fixed the bug, JasperGold was able to completely prove or provide a bounded proof for all RTLCheck’s generated assertions. This bug was also independently reported \cite{com16}, but that report does not correctly diagnose the bug as only occurring upon successive stores. RTLCheck’s counterexample trace offered detailed analysis to pinpoint the bug’s root cause.

This example highlights an interesting and important use case for RTLCheck: it is most directly intended to catch memory ordering bugs, but it is also able to catch bugs
that fall on the boundary between memory consistency bugs and more basic module correctness issues. This is because formal verification of RTL takes into account all signals that may affect the property being checked, whether they are explicitly modeled at the microarchitectural level or not. Thus, any behavior that causes the property to be invalidated for a litmus test will be flagged as a counterexample by a property verifier checking assertions generated by RTLCheck.

### 3.9.2 RTLCheck Runtimes

I ran the properties generated by RTLCheck under the JasperGold commercial RTL verifier for the 56 litmus tests in the suite I used. JasperGold has many configuration options and solver settings. The size of the configuration space precludes an exhaustive discussion, but I present results for two options.

Table 3.1 provides the details of the configurations. Each configuration spends one hour trying to verify tests by finding covering traces for assumptions (see Section 3.6.1), and then runs proof engines on the assertions for the remaining 10 hours. The Hybrid configuration uses a combination of bounded engines (which aim to prove correctness up to a bounded number of cycles) and engines which aim to find full proofs, and also utilizes JasperGold’s autoprover. The second configuration (Full_Proof) uses exclusively full proof engines. These engines can theoretically improve the percentage of proven properties, potentially at the cost of increased runtime.

Figure 3.16 presents the runtime to verification of JasperGold for the 56 litmus tests in the suite. For the 23 tests where assumptions were proven to be unreachable through covering traces, the runtime to verification is simply the time taken to check the assumptions. This time can be quite small, as seen for tests like lb, mp, n4, n5, and safe006, which are verified in under 4 minutes by either configuration. For tests where assumptions were not found to be unreachable, the total runtime is either the time taken to prove all properties, or the maximum runtime of 11 hours per test (if
Figure 3.16: JasperGold runtime for test verification across all 56 tests and both engine configurations.

Figure 3.17: Percentage of fully proven properties (in a max. of 11 hours) across all 56 tests and both engine configurations.
Table 3.1: JasperGold configurations used when verifying Multi-V-scale with RTLCheck.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config</th>
<th>Covering Trace Run</th>
<th>Proof Engine Runs</th>
<th>Memory/Test</th>
<th>Cores/Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>Autoprover (1 hr) K I N AM AD (9 hrs)</td>
<td>64 GB</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full_Proof</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>I N AM AD (10 hrs)</td>
<td>120 GB</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

some properties remained unproven). The average runtime is 6.1 hours per test for the Hybrid configuration and 6.0 hours per test for the Full_Proof configuration. The total CPU time for the Hybrid run is 2080 hours, and that of the Full_Proof run is 2138 hours. Both runs used 5 threads per test.

Figure 3.17 shows the percentage of all assertions generated by RTLCheck that JasperGold was able to find complete proofs for within the time limits provided for the 56 litmus tests. In most cases, the Full_Proof configuration can find complete proofs for an equivalent or higher number of properties than the Hybrid configuration can. However, there are tests where the Hybrid configuration does better, such as n1, n6, and rfi013. On average, the Hybrid configuration was able to completely prove 81% of the properties per test, while the Full_Proof configuration found complete proofs for 90% of the properties per test. Overall, the Hybrid configuration found complete proofs for 81% of all properties, while the Full_Proof configuration found complete proofs for 89% of them. Given that the average runtime of the Full_Proof configuration is slightly lower than that of the Hybrid configuration, using exclusively full proof engines has clear benefits as it can find complete proofs for a larger fraction of the properties.

For properties that were not completely proven, JasperGold provides bounded proofs instead. The average bounds for such properties for the Hybrid and Full_Proof configurations were 44 and 23 cycles respectively. As litmus tests are relatively short programs, many executions of interest fall within these bounds, giving the user considerable confidence that the implementation is correct.
3.10 Related Work on Formal RTL Verification

Aagaard et al. \cite{ACDJ01} propose a framework for microprocessor correctness statements that compares specification and implementation state machines. They also propose a formal verification methodology \cite{AJM00} for datapath-dominated hardware using a combination of lightweight theorem proving and model checking, integrated within the FL functional language.

There has been work in the CAD/CAV communities on assertion-based verification (ABV) \cite{TS08,YL05}. However, there is no prior work (to my knowledge) on using such assertions for multicore MCM verification. In addition, such work focuses on handwritten assertions, in contrast to RTLCheck’s automatic assertion and assumption generation. In that regard, RTLCheck is closer to the ISA-Formal verification methodology created by Reid et al. \cite{RCD16} to verify ARM microprocessors. They use a processor-specific abstraction function (similar to RTLCheck’s node mapping function) which extracts architectural state from microarchitectural state, and check correctness by comparing the difference in the architectural state before and after an instruction executes/commits with what a machine-readable specification says the instruction should do to architectural state. They do not verify the entire design. For instance, the memory subsystem and floating-point units are not verified, and they do not address memory consistency issues.

Pellauer et al. \cite{PLBN05} provide a method for synthesizing SVA into finite state machine hardware modules, which can then check for the desired behavior as the processor runs. Stewart et al. \cite{SGNR14} proposed DOGReL, a language for specifying directed observer graphs (DOGs). These DOGs describe finite state machines of memory system transaction behavior. Users also define an abstractor per interface (similar to RTLCheck’s node mapping function) that interprets signal-level activity as transaction-level events, whose properties can then be verified. DOGReL compiles down to RTL and SVA, similar to RTLCheck. However, RTLCheck specifically focuses
on MCM properties in multiprocessors, which are not discussed in the DOGReL paper. In addition, RTLCheck’s µhb graphs represent executions while DOGs represent finite state machines.

Kami [VCAD15, CVS+17] (Section 2.3.4) enables users to create processor implementations based on labelled transition systems (LTSes) and then manually prove the MCM correctness of such processors across all programs. Kami includes an automated process for extracting a Bluespec hardware implementation from such a proven-correct Kami implementation. To date, Kami proofs of MCM correctness have only been demonstrated for SC. While RTLCheck proves correctness for litmus tests rather than all programs, its methodology is capable of handling arbitrary RTL designs that may implement a variety of ISA-level memory models, not just SC. Furthermore, RTLCheck does not require complicated manual proofs like Kami does, and RTLCheck does not require the design to be written in Bluespec to be synthesizable.

3.11 Chapter Summary

The microarchitectural MCM verification conducted by tools like PipeCheck [LPM14, LSMB16] and PipeProof (Chapter 5) is adept at discovering MCM bugs in early-stage design ordering specifications. Similarly, the herd framework [AMT14] enabled the formal specification and automated formal analysis of ISA-level MCMs (Section 2.3.1). However, the prior disconnection of such techniques from RTL verification impeded the ability of such tools to ensure the correctness of taped-out chips. If constructing a µspec model for an existing processor, there was no way to formally check whether the µspec ordering specification was a sound representation of the underlying RTL. Similarly, if writing RTL for a design whose orderings had previously been specified as a µspec model, there was no way to formally check whether the RTL matched the
ordering requirements of the \( \mu \)spec axioms. Both of these use cases require a way to translate \( \mu \)spec axioms to equivalent RTL properties.

This chapter addresses the above issues by developing RTLCheck, a methodology and tool for the automatic translation (given appropriate mapping functions) of \( \mu \)spec axioms to SVA assertions and assumptions for suites of litmus tests. RTLCheck bridges the gap between the starkly different logics and semantics of \( \mu \)spec and SVA to accomplish its translation. RTLCheck also works around an over-approximation used by SVA verifiers that provides improved performance but makes the translation of \( \mu \)spec to SVA harder. The assertions generated by RTLCheck can be formally verified against an RTL implementation using commercial verifiers like Cadence JasperGold, giving architects and engineers confidence that their RTL and \( \mu \)spec axioms are in agreement. In combination with PipeProof (Chapter 5) which links herd ISA-level MCMs to \( \mu \)spec models, RTLCheck also enables the formal linkage of herd ISA-level MCMs to Verilog RTL.

RTLCheck’s translation enables the MCM verification of processor implementations written in Verilog RTL. Its translation also enables the soundness verification (on a per-test basis) of microarchitectural specifications with respect to the processor implementations that they model. RTLCheck’s linkage of early-stage design ordering specifications to that of RTL implementations helps propagate the early-stage correctness guarantees of tools like PipeCheck and PipeProof to the taped-out chips that are eventually shipped to end users. Furthermore, it enables the post-implementation verification required by a progressive verification flow (Chapter 6) for MCM properties in parallel processors. RTLCheck is open-source (apart from the commercial JasperGold verifier) and is available at github.com/ymanerka/rtlcheck.
Chapter 4

Scalable MCM Verification
Through Modularity\textsuperscript{1}

\textit{The empire, long divided, must unite; long united, must divide. Thus it has ever been.}

—\textsc{Luo Guanzhong (tr. Moss Roberts)}

\textit{Three Kingdoms}

The ISA-level MCM of a processor is enforced by a combination of the processor’s individual components, e.g. its caches, store buffers, pipelines, etc. As such, it makes intuitive sense to conduct hardware MCM verification by reasoning about the orderings enforced by various processor components all at once. However, modern processors are incredibly complex heterogeneous parallel systems, consisting of a vast number of components. Meanwhile, the SAT and SMT solvers used by automated MCM verification approaches like PipeCheck are NP-complete \textsuperscript{[Coo71]}, so once the query provided to the solver grows beyond a certain size, runtime and/or memory usage tends to explode. As such, the monolithic verification of approaches like PipeCheck does not scale to detailed models of commercial designs.

\textsuperscript{1}An earlier version of the work in this chapter was previously published on arXiv \textsuperscript{[MLM20]}. I was first author on the publication.
A related challenge in the MCM verification of commercial designs is that each of the components in such a design may be developed by a distinct team. This makes it hard to write a monolithic specification detailing the orderings enforced by each of the components, as PipeCheck requires. Ideally, ordering specification would be modular, i.e., each team would be able to specify the orderings enforced by their components independently and then connect them together when conducting MCM verification.

To solve the twin challenges of scalability and specification modularity in hardware MCM verification, this chapter presents RealityCheck, a methodology and tool for automated formal MCM verification of modular microarchitectural ordering specifications. RealityCheck allows users to specify their designs as a hierarchy of distinct modules connected to each other rather than a single flat specification. It can then automatically verify litmus test programs against these modular specifications. Most importantly, RealityCheck supports abstracting design modules using interface specifications. This enables scalable verification by breaking up the verification of the entire design into smaller verification problems.

4.1 Introduction

Microprocessors today are complex heterogeneous systems developed by many individuals. Processor development is divided up among different teams, with each team responsible for one or a few components. For instance, one team may be responsible for the pipeline, another for the store buffer, a third for the L1 caches, and a fourth for an accelerator. At the System-on-Chip (SoC) level, components may even be developed by different companies. Nevertheless, a processor or SoC created by the interconnection of various components developed by different teams and companies must function correctly.
The conformance of a processor to its MCM is one measure of its correctness. In prior work, PipeCheck \cite{LPM14,LSMB16} (Section 2.4) enabled automated microarchitectural MCM verification for the first time, using model checking (Section 2.2.1) backed by a custom SMT solver (Section 2.2.1). However, hardware designs are modelled in PipeCheck as a single monolithic specification consisting of all the individual smaller orderings enforced by the processor’s various hardware components. Such monolithic verification will not scale to detailed models of large designs like those of today’s commercial processors due to the NP-completeness of the SAT and SMT solvers used by such approaches \cite{Coo71}.

PipeCheck’s monolithic verification also puts it at odds with the realities of processor development. The distributed nature of the hardware design process makes it difficult for processor design teams to write a single monolithic specification for the entire processor, as PipeCheck requires. Ideally, microarchitectural ordering specifications would be modular, i.e. each team would be able to specify the orderings enforced by their components independently as distinct modules with clearly defined module boundaries. The individual modules would then be connected together when conducting MCM verification.

PipeCheck’s monolithic verification also leads to a prevalence of omniscient or global properties in its design specifications. For example, a property guaranteed by most shared-memory systems today is that of coherence \cite{SHW11}. At an instruction level, coherence requires that there exists a total order on all stores to the same address that is respected by all cores in the system. However, hardware implementations of coherence use distributed protocols where each cache (and often a bus/directory) is responsible for enforcing part of the orderings required. None of the hardware components in such an implementation has omniscient visibility of the entire processor, and none of them can make statements about the global behaviour of the system. Thus, omniscient properties such as the coherence definition above reflect a designer’s
Figure 4.1: Illustration of adding modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction to a flat design specification. The flat design specification in (a) does not incorporate any of the structural modularity and hierarchy present in today’s hardware designs. The addition of modularity in (b) groups individual design components into their own modules, breaking down the specification into multiple pieces. Hierarchy, shown in (c), enables larger modules like MemoryHierarchy to be built out of smaller modules. Finally, (d) demonstrates the use of abstraction by using an interface AtomicMemory to abstract the module MemoryHierarchy. This decouples the specification of MemoryHierarchy’s implementation from the specification of its external behaviour.

As this chapter will show, each of the above problems can be solved by developing an automated microarchitectural MCM verification methodology that incorporates three well-known concepts: modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction. Figure 4.1 shows a graphical depiction of these concepts in relation to hardware MCM verification. PipeCheck provides flat verification (Figure 4.1a). There is no way for users to encapsulate component functionality into a unit whose properties only apply to that unit, or to verify a component independently of the rest of the system. In other words, there is no support for modularity as it is depicted in Figure 4.1b. Similarly, users could not build larger modules from smaller ones as there was no support for hierarchy. Figure 4.1c shows an example of hierarchy where the L1 and Main Memory modules reside within the MemoryHierarchy module.

PipeCheck also has no support for abstraction. In other words, there is no way for users to decouple the specification of their component’s external behaviour from the specification of its implementation. As an example of abstraction, Figure 4.1d repres-
ents the MemoryHierarchy using an abstract interface AtomicMemory. AtomicMemory specifies the external-facing behaviour of the memory hierarchy, but says nothing about the internal implementation, like how many caches there are.

To enable scalable automated microarchitectural MCM verification that is in line with the realities of processor design, this chapter presents RealityCheck, a methodology and tool for automated formal MCM verification which supports modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction. RealityCheck allows users to specify their design as a hierarchy of distinct modules connected to each other (similar to an object-oriented programming language like C++), closely matching the structure of real hardware designs. RealityCheck can then automatically verify whether the composition of the various modules exhibits behaviours forbidden by the ISA-level MCM of the processor through bounded verification for suites of litmus test programs. RealityCheck also lets users write interface specifications of the external behaviour of components; it can then verify component implementation specifications against these interfaces up to a bound. The use of such abstraction in concert with modularity and hierarchy allows a design to be verified piece-by-piece, breaking down verification of the entire design into smaller verification problems. This allows automated microarchitectural MCM verification to scale to large designs like those of commercial processors. Finally, RealityCheck fulfills the requirement for detailed design verification in a progressive verification flow (Chapter 6) for MCM properties in parallel processors.

The only prior hardware MCM verification work that supports modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction is Kami [VCAD15, CVS+17] (Section 2.3.4). While Kami can prove MCM correctness across all possible programs (which RealityCheck cannot), these proofs must be written manually in a framework in the Coq proof assistant (Section 2.2.2). This requires significant manual effort and formal methods knowledge. Thus, Kami is unsuitable for use by typical computer architects, as they do not have
such formal methods expertise. In contrast, RealityCheck is an automated tool that is easy to use while still providing modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 uses a concrete example to illustrate the issues caused by PipeCheck’s lack of modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction. Section 4.3 provides an overview of RealityCheck. Section 4.4 covers abstraction and its benefits in the context of RealityCheck, including how it enables scalable verification when used in combination with modularity and hierarchy. Section 4.5 covers \( \mu \)spec++, a domain-specific language developed as part of RealityCheck to enable the creation of hierarchical modular microarchitectural ordering specifications. \( \mu \)spec++ extends the \( \mu \)spec domain-specific language of PipeCheck \( \text{LSMB16} \) (Section 2.4.2) to incorporate modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction. Section 4.6 covers RealityCheck’s operation, while Section 4.7 provides examples of the different ways in which RealityCheck can be used in hardware design flows. Section 4.8 covers RealityCheck’s methodology and results, and Section 4.9 concludes.

### 4.2 Motivating Example

#### 4.2.1 Flat Verification using PipeCheck

Figure 4.3 shows a \( \mu \)hb graph (Section 2.4.1) depicting the execution of the \texttt{sb} litmus test (Figure 4.2) on the microarchitecture represented by Figure 4.1b (henceforth called \texttt{exampleProc}). Assume that each core has 3-stage in-order pipelines of Fetch (IF), Execute (EX), and Writeback (WB) stages, and that the processor aims to implement SC. As a reminder, in \texttt{sb}, both addresses \( x \) and \( y \) are initially 0 by convention. Core 0
Figure 4.3: Example \( \mu \text{h} \text{b} \) graph for \texttt{sb} litmus test on Figure 4.1’s processor.

Axiom "Read Initial":
\[
\forall \text{microop } i, \forall \text{microop } j, \\
\text{IsAnyRead } i \land \text{DataFromInitialState } i \land \\
\text{IsAnyWrite } j \land \text{SameAddress } i j \\
\Rightarrow \text{AddEdge}((i, L1ViCL_E), (j, L1ViCL_C), "") .
\]

Figure 4.4: Example \( \mu \text{spec} \) axiom.

sets its flag \( x \) and reads the value of core 1’s flag \( y \). Meanwhile, core 1 sets its flag \( y \) and reads the value of core 0’s flag \( x \). Under SC, it is forbidden for both loads to return 0, as there is no total order on all memory operations that would allow this.

The last two rows in the \( \mu \text{h} \text{b} \) graph (\( L1ViCL_\text{C} \) and \( L1ViCL_\text{E} \)) use the ViCL (Value in Cache Lifetime) abstraction [MLPM15] to model cache occupancy and coherence protocol events relevant to MCM verification. Briefly speaking, a ViCL represents the period of time (relative to a single cache or main memory) over which a given cache/memory line provides a specific value for a specific address. The time period referenced by a ViCL begins at a \( \text{ViCL Create} \) event, and ends at a \( \text{ViCL Expire} \) event. A ViCL for a given address in a given cache is created when a cache line for that address is brought into the cache, or when the value of that address is updated in the cache. Similarly, a ViCL for a given address in a given cache expires when the cache line for that address is evicted, or when the value for that address is updated (which results in the creation of a new ViCL to represent the new value).
Figure 4.3 uses L1ViCL_C and L1ViCL_E to refer to ViCL Create and ViCL Expire events respectively, for the L1 caches in exampleProc. CCICheck [MLPM15] provides a formal definition of and further details on ViCLs.

Figure 4.4 shows a µspec axiom (Section 2.4.2) for exampleProc that specifies some of the orderings enforced by the coherence protocol (Section A.5). This axiom enforces that for every microop i (a microop is a single load or store), if it is a load (enforced through the IsAnyRead predicate) that reads from the initial state of memory (DataFromInitialState i), then its L1 ViCL must expire before the creation of L1 ViCLs of any write j to that address, as the write would have caused the invalidation of all other cache lines for that address. The loads i2 and i4 in sb both read from the initial state, so this axiom adds the red edges in Figure 4.3 to enforce the expiration of their ViCLs before the creation of ViCLs for stores i3 and i1 respectively.

4.2.2 Deficiencies of Flat Verification

Lack of Scalable Verification

µspec specifications that reason over a limited number of nodes and edges per instruction, such as the µspec specification for exampleProc, can be verified against a litmus test by PipeCheck in seconds or minutes [LSMB16]. However, commercial processors are far more complex. While PipeCheck has verified designs of commercial processors such as the OpenSparc T2 [LPM14] and a Sandy Bridge design [LSMB16], it did so using high-level organisational models that do not reflect the true complexity of these designs. These models also used omniscient axioms (explained below), which reflect architectural intent rather than what the design is actually doing.

If a user wished to use PipeCheck to verify a more detailed model of e.g., a Sandy Bridge design, the µspec for that model could well deal with hundreds of nodes and edges per instruction. PipeCheck provides no way to break down the verification of a
processor into smaller parts, so its verification of such large $\mu$spec specifications would quickly become infeasible due to the NP-completeness of SMT solving [BSST09].

PipeCheck’s monolithic verification provides no way for users to verify a component independently of the rest of the system. For instance, all verification in Figure 4.3’s $\mu$hb graph for $\text{exampleProc}$ is conducted in terms of instructions, relative to an ISA-level litmus test. There is no way to verify say, the L1 caches individually. Ideally, each design component would have an interface specification that it could be verified against, and it would be possible to verify a design piece-by-piece. This would allow model checking-based approaches for hardware MCM verification to scale to large detailed designs.

**Lack of Modular Specifications**

Writing a detailed $\mu$spec specification for a large processor in PipeCheck is itself difficult. PipeCheck provides no way for users to specify individual hardware components independently of the rest of the system. There is no way to encapsulate a set of $\mu$spec axioms and the nodes and edges they operate on into a single unit that can be instantiated and replicated elsewhere in the design (much like classes and objects in C++ or Verilog RTL modules). For instance, in the case of $\text{exampleProc}$, there is no way to specify an $\text{L1Cache}$ module that details the orderings enforced by a given L1 cache. Instead, the user creates a single monolithic specification containing all the axioms relevant to the design.

PipeCheck’s monolithic specifications will cause difficulties if PipeCheck is used in the design cycle of a commercial processor. This is because processors are designed by a number of distinct teams, with each team responsible for one or a few components. Each team will have detailed knowledge about their component, and will be well placed to write axioms for it. However, they may know very little about components designed by other teams. As PipeCheck specifications are monolithic, users have no way to
specify module boundaries to clearly demarcate the connections between modules. This makes it hard to ensure that the axioms for a given team’s component correctly interface with the axioms for another team’s component. Such incorrect component interactions will result in flawed specifications, causing bugs to be missed (false negatives) or spurious verification failures (false positives). Ideally, each team would write the axioms for their component as a module with clearly defined boundaries, and these modules could be instantiated and connected together inside larger modules. The specification for the overall processor would be created by instantiating and connecting various modules together according to a specific hierarchy (much like how processors are written in Verilog RTL today).

Omniscient Axioms

PipeCheck’s flat verification encourages the use of axioms which exercise an omniscient (or global) view of the entire processor. For instance, Figure 4.4’s axiom adds $\mu$hb edges between ViCLs of Core 0’s L1 and Core 1’s L1 in Figure 4.3 to reflect that the loads must read memory before the stores invalidate their cache lines through the coherence protocol. While this axiom is straightforward to write and would be valid in a coherent memory hierarchy, it does not directly correspond to how the hardware actually works. The ordering in Figure 4.4’s axiom is actually enforced in a distributed manner by a combination of modules, specifically the L1s and (likely) a bus or directory. Each component in a hardware design can only enforce orderings on the events that it sees. For example, in exampleProc, Core 0’s L1 can observe the values in its own cache but it cannot see the values in Core 1’s L1. An architect may surmise that the combination of the orderings enforced by the L1s and bus/directory is sufficient to enforce Figure 4.4’s axiom, but such an assumption must be validated before using the axiom for microarchitectural MCM verification. Otherwise it is possible that the axiom does not hold in the actual hardware design, leading to unsound verification. A better
RealityCheck solves the above problems through its approach to modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction. The next section provides a high-level overview of how it does so.
4.3 RealityCheck Overview

Figure 4.5 shows the high-level block diagram of RealityCheck. RealityCheck can be run in one of two ways: (i) for *litmus test verification* to verify a modular microarchitectural ordering specification against an ISA-level MCM specification for a specific litmus test, or (ii) for *interface verification* to verify the microarchitectural ordering specification of design components against the ordering specification of their abstract interfaces (Section 4.4). The latter use case enables a module to be verified independently of the rest of the design. The five steps in RealityCheck operation (*Microarchitecture Tree Generation, Operation Assignment, Formula Generation, Translation to Z3,* and *Graph Generation*) are common to both litmus test verification and interface verification. The difference between the two cases lies in which modules are checked and which operations they are checked on. Operations represent the instructions or instruction-like quantities that a module operates on. For example, the operations of a core module would be instructions, but the operations of a memory module would be memory transactions. Figure 4.6 provides a high-level graphical depiction of RealityCheck’s basic terms (including operations) for Figure 4.1c’s processor.

Two inputs that are provided to RealityCheck in both litmus test verification and interface verification are the implementation axiom files and the module definition files. These files are specified in the \( \mu \text{spec++} \) language (Section 4.5) developed as part of RealityCheck. The \( \mu \text{spec++} \) language is based on the \( \mu \text{spec} \) language [LSMB16] developed byPipeCheck, but adds support to the language for modularity, hierarchy,
and abstraction, much like C++ does to C. The module definition files (Section 4.5.2) specify $\mu$spec++ modules in a manner similar to a C++ .h file. Meanwhile, each implementation axiom file (Section 4.5.1) specifies the events relevant to a given module as well as orderings on these events, in a manner similar to a C++ .cpp file. $\mu$spec++ prevents users from writing omniscient axioms that violate the visibility constraints of the structure of their design (Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2). It also accomplishes translation from ISA-level litmus tests into the operations of lower-level modules using connection axioms (Section 4.5.2) and appropriate operation assignment (Section 4.6.2).

If verifying a litmus test, the test is provided as input in the .test format from prior work [LSMB16]. Meanwhile, if running interface verification, RealityCheck takes in a list of implementation-interface pairs. Each pair specifies an implementation module to verify against an interface specification, and their corresponding node mappings (Section 4.5.3).

The final input to RealityCheck (which is always provided to the tool) is the bound up to which to conduct verification. Similar to most prior automated hardware MCM verification work [LPM14,MLPM15,LSMB16,TML+17,MLMP17] but unlike PipeProof (Chapter 5), RealityCheck conducts bounded verification; i.e., it explores all possible executions that use up to the specified number of operations (per module). Thus, RealityCheck is excellent for bug-finding, as I show in my case studies in Section 4.8.4.

4.4 Abstraction and its Benefits

In RealityCheck, interfaces can be used to separate the specification of a component’s functional behaviour from the details of its implementation. For example, users may want to abstract the behaviour of their memory hierarchy as a single atomic memory, as shown in Figure 4.7.
The use of interfaces has several benefits. First, any implementation of the interface can be verified against the interface specification independently of the rest of the system. This gives users a method to verify the correctness of a design component without needing to link it to a top-level litmus test. For example, Figure 4.7 shows the verification of the MemoryHierarchy module and its submodules (instances of other modules that exist within MemoryHierarchy) against the AtomicMemory interface. Interface verification enables easy localisation of bugs to a given module based on whether it satisfies its interface. Second, the use of interfaces facilitates sharing of IP blocks between vendors. A vendor can internally verify their implementation against its interface for correctness, and then share their interface with other vendors without having to share their internal implementation specification. Third, interfaces enable scalable verification. Instead of verifying the entire design at once (Figure 4.1c), which will likely result in an SMT formula too large for solvers to handle, interfaces enable verification to be split into multiple steps. Specifically, the design is first verified using the (likely) smaller and simpler interface specification of the component (Figure 4.1d) rather than its implementation. Then, the component implementation is separately verified against the interface specification up to a user-provided bound (Figure 4.7). These two verification queries can be run in parallel, and will likely be smaller SMT formulae than verifying the design all at once. This process can be repeated further down the hierarchy. For instance, if the L1 caches in Figure 4.7 had interfaces, those interfaces could be used when conducting interface verification in Figure 4.7. The L1 implementation could then be separately verified against its interface specification. This splitting of verification queries using interfaces can be done again and again to split verification into smaller problems, thus allowing it to scale.

Finally, interfaces allow implementations to be switched in and out easily. For example, if the user wants to introduce a new memory hierarchy (say, one with an L2 cache) to a previously verified version of Figure 4.1d, then all they need to do to ensure
ModuleID "Core".

DefineEvent 0 "IF".
DefineEvent 1 "EX".
DefineEvent 2 "WB".
DefineEvent External 3 "MemReq".
DefineEvent External 4 "MemResp".

Axiom "PO_Fetch":
forall microop "i1",
forall microop "i2",
ProgramOrder i1 i2 =>
    AddEdge ((i1, IF), (i2, IF), "").

Axiom "Req_Resp_PO":
forall microop "i1",
forall microop "i2",
EdgeExists ((i1, WB), (i2, WB), ") /
NodesExist [(i1, MemResp); (i2, MemReq)] =>
    AddEdge ((i1, MemResp), (i2, MemReq),"").

Figure 4.8: Part of simpleProc's Core module's implementation axiom file.

design correctness is to verify the new memory hierarchy against the AtomicMemory
interface, independently of the rest of the design.

4.5 \(\mu\)spec++ Modular Design Specifications

This section explains the \(\mu\)spec++ domain-specific language using a pedagogical
microarchitecture simpleProc, comprised of 3-stage pipelines connected to a single
main memory.

4.5.1 Implementation Axiom Files

Each implementation axiom file specifies the events relevant to a given module.
Figure 4.8 shows part of the implementation axiom file for a module of type Core.
The file begins with the module's type, and is followed by a list of the types of
events that this module can observe and/or enforce orderings on, denoted using
DefineEvent. The rest of the file details the axioms which enforce various orderings on these events. Figure 4.8 shows two such axioms, PO_Fetch and Req_Resp_PO. These axioms are identical in syntax to the corresponding µspec axioms, but they only enforce orderings on the operations of the module in which they are declared. For example, if evaluating Figure 4.2’s litmus test on a µspec++ design, an instance of the Core module representing Core 0 would only be able to see instructions i1 and i2 rather than all the instructions of the litmus test. In such a case, the forall quantifiers in the PO_Fetch axiom would evaluate to an AND over instructions i1 and i2.

By default, events can only be viewed by the module instance in which they are declared, similar to private member variables in C++. For example, the IF and WB events in an instance of the Core cannot be seen outside that instance. If users write axioms in other modules that reference these events, RealityCheck will flag an error when parsing their specification, since these events are not visible outside the Core module. This capability allows designers to hide events internal to their design component from other modules in the system, just like in a real Verilog design. Since omniscient axioms (Section 4.2.2) by definition look at the internal events of other modules, they are illegal in such a setup. Thus, if users organise their microarchitectural ordering specifications into modules that reflect the structure of their design, RealityCheck will automatically prevent them from writing omniscient axioms that violate this design structure.

Meanwhile, a module’s external events can be viewed by itself as well as by its parent module and any modules it may be connected to (see Section 4.5.2 for further details). Such events are labelled with the External keyword when they are declared in the implementation axiom file. For example, the MemReq and MemResp events in Figure 4.8’s Core module are both external events. Thus, if the Req_Resp_PO axiom adds an edge between the MemResp and MemReq nodes of two instructions, that edge
Module Processor () {
  OperationType none
  Properties { IsCore no }
}

Submodules {
  Core c0 (c : 0)
  Core c1 (c : 1)
  Core c2 (c : 2)
  Core c3 (c : 3)
  Mem mem ()
}

ConnectionAxioms {
  Axiom "instr_has_tran":
    forall microop "i" in "c0;c1;c2;c3",
    NodeExists (i, MemReq) =>
    exists transaction "j" in "mem",
    Mapped i j.
    ...
  Axiom "mapped_effects":
    forall microop "i" in "c0;c1;c2;c3",
    forall transaction "j" in "mem",
    Mapped i j =>
    (SameAddress i j / SameData i j / (IsAnyRead i <=> IsAnyRead j) / (IsAnyWrite i <=> IsAnyWrite j) / SameNode (i, MemReq) (j, Req) / SameNode (i, MemResp) (j, Resp)).
}

Figure 4.9: simpleProc’s Processor module definition.

will be visible outside the instance of the Core module in which the instructions reside. Figure 4.6 shows a graphical depiction of internal and external events/nodes.

4.5.2 Module Definition Files

Figure 4.9 shows the module definition of simpleProc’s top-level Processor module. A module definition file specifies the module’s operation type, properties, submodules, and connection axioms.
Axiom "Mem_Writes_Path":
forall transaction "i",
  NodeExists (i, Req) \ AnyWrite i =>
  AddEdges [((i, Req), (i, ViCL_C), "")],
  ((i, ViCL_C), (i, ViCL_E), "")],
  ((i, ViCL_C), (i, Resp), "")].

Figure 4.10: An implementation axiom of simpleProc's Mem.

Operation Types and Properties

The operations in each module have some type, specified using the OperationType keyword. For example, simpleProc's Core module has an operation type of microop, since it deals with instructions, while the Mem module has an operation type of transaction. Users can add additional operation types. The Processor module in Figure 4.9 has an operation type of none, a special identifier indicating that it has no operations. This is because the Processor module serves only to encapsulate the other modules in the system.

When quantifying over operations, RealityCheck verifies that the operation type used in the quantifier matches that of the operations over which the quantifier is being evaluated. So for instance, if the first forall quantifier in Figure 4.8's PO_Fetch axiom was replaced with forall transaction "i1", RealityCheck would flag a type error.

A module's properties are certain fields that are shared across all instances of the module, similar to static variables of classes in C++. An example of a property is the IsCore property, which can be set to yes or no. RealityCheck uses this property in order to detect which modules are pipeline modules and thus should have litmus test instructions assigned to them when conducting litmus test evaluation.

Submodules

The submodules of a module are instances of other modules that exist within it. Submodules enable hierarchy in RealityCheck, allowing larger modules to be built
Figure 4.11: Effect of connection axioms in simpleProc, assuming 3-stage pipelines. (a) shows two stores in program order from a Core, while (b) shows two transactions from Mem. (c) shows the result when connection axioms merge the MemReq and MemResp nodes of Core with the Req and Resp nodes of Mem. Black nodes are internal nodes while red and blue nodes are external nodes. Dotted nodes and edges are not guaranteed to exist. Merged nodes are concentric circles.

using smaller ones. A module can evaluate µspec++ predicates on the operations of its submodules and observe their external events, but it cannot observe their internal events.

When instantiating a submodule, parameters may be passed to the instance to populate some instance-specific fields (similar to how parameters are passed to a constructor in C++). For example, when the Processor module instantiates Core modules as its submodules, it passes each of them an integer parameter c denoting their core ID. This parameter can then be used in the axioms of that module.
Connection Axioms

Submodules are connected to each other and to their parent module through connection axioms. The bottom of Figure 4.9 shows two example connection axioms. Connection axioms are similar to implementation axioms (Section 4.5.1), but have differences in their visibility. A module’s connection axioms can observe the operations of the module itself and those of its submodules. They can observe all events of their module (both internal and external), but only the external events of any submodules.

Since connection axioms can observe the operations of multiple modules, their quantifiers must specify the domain over which they operate. Each quantifier provides a list of modules whose operations it applies to (this refers to the operations of the module itself). For example, the \texttt{forall} quantifier in the \texttt{instr_has_tran} axiom is evaluated on the operations from modules c0, c1, c2, and c3. Thus, the quantifier evaluates to an AND over all these operations, but does not apply to the operations in the \texttt{mem} module. Likewise, the \texttt{exists} quantifier in \texttt{instr_has_tran} applies only to the operations in the \texttt{mem} module.

Connection axioms are responsible for translating one module’s operations to those of another, and for linking them together. For example, if a core is connected to memory, the core’s instructions need to be translated and mapped to their corresponding memory transactions. Furthermore, there may be multiple possible translations for a given litmus test, e.g. a load may read from the store buffer in one execution (and thus generate no memory transactions), while in another execution it may read from memory, thus generating a memory transaction.

By checking all the different ways the connection axioms could be satisfied, RealityCheck examines all possible translations of operations between modules. For example, the \texttt{instr_has_tran} axiom in Figure 4.9 maps each instruction on the four cores which requests data from memory (signified by the existence of its external \texttt{MemReq} node) to some transaction in \texttt{mem}, denoted by the \texttt{Mapped} predicate. This reflects how
in a real design, an instruction in the pipeline that accesses memory will generate a corresponding memory transaction. Other axioms not shown ensure that the mapping between instructions and memory transactions is 1-1. Mapping schemes other than 1-1 can be used where necessary; for instance, if a 64-bit load instruction is performed using two 32-bit read transactions.

If operations are mapped to each other 1-1, mapped pairs must agree on which addresses, values, etc are being accessed. They must also agree on the timing of their events. For example, the second connection axiom (mapped_effects) in Figure 4.9 enforces some of these orderings. It enforces that if an instruction is mapped to a memory transaction, then they must have the same address and read/write the same data value. It also enforces that load instructions map to read transactions and stores map to write transactions (through the IsAnyRead and IsAnyWrite predicates). In addition, it uses the SameNode predicate to link the MemReq event of the instruction i to the Req event of the transaction j. Likewise, the MemResp event of i is linked to the Resp event of j.

Linking two nodes with SameNode essentially merges the two nodes together, ensuring that they are exactly the same event. In this case, the processor’s request to and response from memory are viewed from the memory side as an arriving request to which it sends a response. Further details about the semantics of SameNode are discussed in Section 4.6.4.

A Graphical Example

Figure 4.11 graphically depicts the effect of connection axioms in simpleProc. Black outlines denote internal nodes. External nodes are outlined in blue (in Core) or red (in Mem). In Figure 4.11a we have two stores i1 and i2 in program order from an instance of Core. Note that the MemResp nodes of i1 and i2 are dotted to indicate that these nodes are not guaranteed to exist. This reflects the fact that a Core cannot
just assume that its memory requests will be responded to. The existence of the \texttt{MemResp} nodes must be enforced by axioms in the \texttt{Mem} module and communicated to \texttt{Core} through connection axioms. The implementation axioms of the \texttt{Core} module in Figure 4.8 obey this convention; for instance, the \texttt{Req\_Resp\_PO} axiom does not add an edge between the \texttt{MemResp} event of \texttt{i1} and the \texttt{MemReq} event of \texttt{i2} unless the \texttt{MemResp} node of \texttt{i1} exists.

Meanwhile, in Figure 4.11b we have two memory transactions \texttt{t1} and \texttt{t2}, governed by the axioms of the \texttt{Mem} module – specifically, the axiom shown in Figure 4.10. This axiom enforces that if a write request is provided to the \texttt{Mem} module, then it is responded to. Note that all the nodes of \texttt{t1} and \texttt{t2} are dotted, indicating that none of them is guaranteed to exist. This reflects the fact that in simpleProc, memory will remain idle unless data is provided to or requested from it. Without connection axioms, no instructions must interact with memory, and so no nodes or edges in \texttt{Mem} are guaranteed to exist.

When the connection axioms in Figure 4.9 are enforced, the result is Figure 4.11c, where instruction \texttt{i1} is mapped to transaction \texttt{t1} and instruction \texttt{i2} is mapped to transaction \texttt{t2}. The \texttt{Req} node of transaction \texttt{t1} is now guaranteed to exist, because it is the same node as \texttt{i1}'s \texttt{MemReq} node (denoted by the concentric blue and red circles), which is guaranteed to exist by \texttt{Core}. Transaction \texttt{t2}'s \texttt{Req} node is similarly guaranteed to exist by \texttt{t2} being mapped to \texttt{i2}. Figure 4.10's axiom now enforces that both transactions are responded to, causing the \texttt{Resp} nodes of \texttt{t1} and \texttt{t2} to exist, and thus also causing the \texttt{MemResp} nodes of \texttt{i1} and \texttt{i2} to exist (since they are now merged with the \texttt{Resp} nodes). Finally, since the \texttt{MemResp} node of \texttt{i1} now exists, the \texttt{Req\_Resp\_PO} axiom of the \texttt{Core} module (Figure 4.8) now enforces (through the orange edge in Figure 4.11) that the \texttt{Core} must receive \texttt{i1}'s response from memory before sending \texttt{i2}'s request to memory.
4.5.3 Interface Specification and Node Mappings

Interfaces are specified in RealityCheck in a manner similar to other modules, but with some additional constraints. They are declared with the keyword `Interface` rather than `Module`. Interfaces cannot have submodules or connection axioms, as their goal is to provide a simple specification of component behaviour that does not delve into implementation details.

When verifying an implementation against an interface, the event types of the implementation must be mapped to those of the interface, so that the interface’s properties can be checked on the implementation. Otherwise the interface and implementation would be referring to different events. For example, if verifying `MemoryHierarchy` against `AtomicMemory` as per Figure 4.7, one might map the request and response events of the memory hierarchy to the corresponding request and response events of the atomic memory. This list of node mappings must be provided along with an interface-implementation pair when it is input to RealityCheck for interface verification.

4.6 RealityCheck Operation

This section covers RealityCheck’s five main steps (Figure 4.5).
4.6.1 Step 1: Microarchitecture Tree Generation

The first step in RealityCheck is **Microarchitecture Tree Generation**, which creates a tree of µspec++ module instances (i.e., copies) according to the module definition files and interface/implementation axiom files. Figure 4.12 shows the microarchitecture tree for the processor from Figure 4.1c. The root of the tree is a user-specified top-level module (in this case, the **Processor** module). The children of the top-level module are its submodules, which may have submodules of their own. To generate the microarchitecture tree for a design, RealityCheck first instantiates a copy of the top-level module, and then recursively instantiates each of its submodules.

4.6.2 Step 2: Operation Assignment

Once the microarchitecture tree is generated, **Operation Assignment** generates and assigns operations to each module. The design’s various axioms are subsequently evaluated over these operations, with the visibility restrictions enforced by µspec++ detailed earlier.

RealityCheck assigns a number of operations to each module equal to the bound specified by the user as input. For instance, if assigning operations to Figure 4.1b’s processor for a bound of 4, there would be 4 operations assigned to each of the 4 cores, each of the L1s, and to main memory, for a total of $16 + 16 + 4 = 36$ operations for the entire design. The bound specified as input to RealityCheck is the *maximum* number of operations per module that can exist in any verified execution, so an execution may use only some of the operations per module. RealityCheck accomplishes this by associating every operation with an implicit **IsNotNull** predicate, and enforcing that axioms only apply to non-null operations. This is the approach used by tools like Alloy [Jac12].

In litmus test verification, the design’s **Core** modules (identified by the **IsCore** property) are assigned the litmus test instructions corresponding to their core. These
litmus test instructions are *concrete*; their type, address, and value are dictated by the litmus test and cannot change. However, as Section 4.5.2 covers, verification of the litmus test must cover all possible translations (up to a bound) of these litmus test instructions to the operations of lower-level modules. RealityCheck accomplishes this translation by having operations in modules other than cores be *symbolic*, and having connection axioms enforce requirements on them based on the instructions they are (directly or indirectly) mapped to. Symbolic operations are abstract operations which can have any type (e.g., read, write, etc), address, or value, as long as the design’s axioms are maintained. For example, if an operation from the mem module is mapped to an instruction from one of the Cores, the connection axioms (Figure 4.9) ensure that the symbolic operation in mem has the same type (read/write), address, and data as the instruction in the Core, effectively translating the Core’s instruction into a memory transaction.

Meanwhile, in interface verification, all operations of involved modules are symbolic. Thus, in that case, RealityCheck verifies that an implementation satisfies its interface for all possible combinations of operations up to the bound.

### 4.6.3 Step 3: Formula Generation

In Formula Generation, RealityCheck takes the conjunction of every module’s implementation axioms and connection axioms, grounding quantifiers by translating foralls into ANDs and exists into ORs over each quantifier’s domain, i.e., the operations being quantified over. RealityCheck conducts some preliminary simplification on the resultant representation, and then converts it (as described below) into an SMT formula checkable by the Z3 SMT solver dMB08.
4.6.4 Steps 4 & 5: Translate to Z3 and Graph Generation

RealityCheck translates AND, OR, and NOT operators to their Z3 equivalents. Each predicate is mapped to a Z3 Boolean variable, except for SameNode (explained below). RealityCheck uses Z3’s Linear Integer Arithmetic (LIA) theory to enforce happens-before orders. Each µhb node has two variables in Z3. The first is a Boolean variable dictating whether or not the node exists. The second is an integer variable denoting the timestamp of the node in the microarchitectural execution. An edge from a node s to a node d is translated to a constraint e_s < e_d where e_s and e_d are the integer variables denoting the timestamps of s and d respectively.

The SameNode predicate requires special handling, as it is not just a Boolean predicate, but also enforces that two nodes be merged together. If the user declares two nodes to be the same node in their µspec++, RealityCheck first creates a bi-implication between their Boolean variables to ensure that if one exists, so does the other (and vice versa). Then, RealityCheck adds a constraint that the integer variables denoting the timestamps of the nodes must have the same value. Together, these two constraints ensure that the two nodes in the SameNode predicate are treated as the same node.

If Z3 finds a satisfying assignment to the generated formula, the assignment represents an acyclic graph where nodes with their Boolean variables set to true exist, and where edges exist between nodes s and d if the integer variable for s is less than the integer variable for d. In such a case, RealityCheck parses the satisfying assignment to generate a µhb graph that the user can view and use for debugging. If Z3 cannot find a satisfying assignment, then no acyclic µhb graph satisfying the constraints exists, and the outcome under consideration is unobservable (up to the user-specified bound).
Chapter 4.7 RealityCheck Usage Flows

RealityCheck may be used to verify a component against its interface in isolation (Section 4.4), independent of the rest of the design. This capability of per-module verification enables RealityCheck to adapt to multiple design flows. If used at early-stage design time, users may first come up with a shallow design specification where all modules are represented by their interfaces, and then progressively replace modules with their submodules and implementations to create a more detailed design over time. Interface verification can be used to check implementations for correctness as the design becomes more detailed in this “outside-in” approach. If interface verification finds bugs, then additional axioms should be added to the implementation until interface verification succeeds. On the other hand, if an implementation (or RTL) already exists, users may favour an “inside-out” approach, where they first model one or a few modules deep in the system, and progressively add more modules and hierarchy to the specification until the entire design is modelled. In either case, some of the module boundaries in the processor may not be decided when engineers begin to write the specification, and may only become evident over time. RealityCheck’s support for modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction ensures that this is not a problem. Engineers can easily add, remove, or replace RealityCheck modules or interfaces with different implementations or combinations of other modules as their design progresses, without needing to overhaul the entire specification each time.

When decomposing a module into submodules, users should try and minimise communication between the submodules. If such decomposition proves difficult, or would result in submodules with minimal internal functionality and large amounts of communication between them, it may be better to leave the module as a single unit, i.e. no submodules. The more internal events one can hide using abstraction, the faster verification will be (generally speaking). So for instance, RealityCheck will be fast for a microarchitecture that has a simple request-response interface to memory where
all other memory functionality is hidden. Likewise, it will be slower for a speculative microarchitecture where coherence invalidations are propagated up to the pipeline. Nevertheless, RealityCheck is still capable of verifying such microarchitectures.

In the case where RTL exists prior to creating a RealityCheck model, users may use a tool like RTLCheck (Chapter 3) to check that the axioms they are writing for modules are sound for suites of litmus tests. RealityCheck’s $\mu$spec++ axioms are a better fit for translation to SVA assertions using a tool like RTLCheck than the $\mu$spec axioms of PipeCheck are. PipeCheck’s $\mu$spec axioms are omniscient (Section 4.2.2) and have no notion of an RTL implementation’s structural modularity. Thus, SVA assertions generated from them must be evaluated over the entire RTL implementation. This greatly limits the scalability of these generated properties, as seen by the lack of complete proofs for some generated properties even for an implementation as small as Multi-V-scale (Section 3.9). Meanwhile, RealityCheck’s $\mu$spec++ axioms are scoped to individual modules, so SVA assertions generated from such $\mu$spec++ axioms will be scoped to individual modules as well. As a result, these generated assertions will not need to be evaluated over the entire RTL implementation, but only over the modules to which the relevant $\mu$spec++ axiom is scoped. This will improve the verification performance of the generated SVA assertions, paving the way for scalable automated MCM verification of RTL in the future.$^2$

$^2$RTLCheck translates $\mu$spec axioms rather than $\mu$spec++ axioms because RTLCheck was developed chronologically before RealityCheck. In fact, the low scalability of RTLCheck’s generated properties when they were run under the JasperGold verifier was a major impetus for the development of RealityCheck.
Table 4.1: Microarchitectures Evaluated Using RealityCheck

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pipelines</th>
<th>Mem. Hierarchy</th>
<th>MCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>simpleProc</td>
<td>inOrderCore</td>
<td>unifiedMem</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cacheProc</td>
<td>inOrderCore</td>
<td>L1Hier</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simpleProcTSO</td>
<td>sbCore</td>
<td>unifiedMem</td>
<td>TSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cacheProcTSO</td>
<td>sbCore</td>
<td>L1Hier</td>
<td>TSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simpleProcRISCV</td>
<td>rvwmoCore</td>
<td>L1Hier</td>
<td>RVWMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cacheProcRISCV</td>
<td>rvwmoCore</td>
<td>L1Hier</td>
<td>RVWMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heteroProcRISCV</td>
<td>2 sbCore-RISCV, 2 rvwmoCore</td>
<td>L1Hier</td>
<td>RVWMO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.8 Methodology and Results

4.8.1 Methodology

RealityCheck is written primarily in Gallina, the functional programming language of Coq [Coq04]. It also includes some OCaml, specifically the code to translate $\mu$spec++ formulae into Z3 using the Z3 OCaml API. RealityCheck builds on PipeCheck’s $\mu$spec parsing and axiom simplification [LSMB16], adding support for the various $\mu$spec++ features discussed in Section 4.5. In contrast to prior work [LSMB16] that used a basic SMT solver written in Gallina that supported $\mu$spec, RealityCheck utilises the state-of-the-art Z3 SMT solver [dMB08] to check its SMT formulae. RealityCheck’s Gallina code is extracted to OCaml using Coq’s built-in extraction functionality, and compiled along with RealityCheck’s native OCaml code and Z3’s OCaml API into a standalone binary that can call into Z3 to solve SMT formulae. Experiments were run on an Ubuntu 18.04 machine with 4 Intel Xeon Gold 6230 processors (80 total cores) and 1 TB of RAM. Each run of RealityCheck only utilises one core at time, but multiple instances of it can be run in parallel.
4.8.2 Verifying Litmus Tests

Table 4.1 lists the 7 microarchitectures (each with 4 cores) on which I ran RealityCheck. The first six microarchitectures are comprised of the possible combinations of three pipelines and two memory hierarchies. The three pipelines are: (i) \texttt{inOrderCore}, an in-order 5-stage pipeline that performs memory operations in program order, (ii) \texttt{sbCore}, an in-order 5-stage pipeline with a store buffer from which it can forward values, and (iii) \texttt{rvwmoCore}, an out-of-order RISC-V pipeline which implements RISC-V’s RVWMO weak memory model \cite{RIS19}. \texttt{sbCore} is capable of reordering writes with subsequent reads, as allowed by TSO (Total Store Order), the consistency model of Intel \cite{Int13} and AMD x86 processors. \texttt{rvwmoCore} is more relaxed; it allows any loads and stores to different addresses to be reordered (in the absence of fences), while preserving address, data, and control dependencies as required by RVWMO.
rvwmoCore supports coalescing of stores in its store buffer, and also supports all 8 of the RISC-V base ISA’s fences for ordering memory loads and stores. The two memory hierarchies I model are unifiedMem, a single unified memory, and L1Hier, which consists of an L1 cache module backed by a module for a unified memory. The L1 cache in L1Hier is a non-blocking cache. It models requests for data from main memory, cache occupancy, and coalescing of stores before writing back to memory.

The final microarchitecture I evaluate RealityCheck on is heteroProcRISCV, a heterogeneous RISC-V processor. heteroProcRISCV has 2 out-of-order rvwmoCore pipelines and 2 in-order sbCore pipelines modified for the RISC-V ISA. To modify sbCore for RISC-V, I changed it to only enforce RISC-V fences that order writes with respect to subsequent reads, and to treat all other fences as nops. This is because the orderings enforced by other RISC-V fence types are already maintained by sbCore by default.

I also created four interfaces: one for each pipeline (inOrderInt, sbInt, and rvwmoInt) and one for the L1Hier memory hierarchy (AtomicMemory).
interfaces like \texttt{inOrderInt} reduce each pipeline module to its requests to and responses from memory (and its dependency orderings, in the case of \texttt{rvwmoInt}). Meanwhile, \texttt{AtomicMemory} abstracts \texttt{L1Hier} as a unified memory. These interfaces help verification scale as discussed below.

\subsection*{SC and TSO Results}

Figure 4.13 shows RealityCheck’s runtimes (as a box-and-whisker plot) for a suite of 95 SC/TSO litmus tests on the four SC and TSO microarchitectures, both with and without interfaces. These results use a bound of up to 11 operations per module. The litmus tests in the SC/TSO suite come from a variety of sources, including existing x86-TSO suites [OSS09] and automatically generated tests from the diy tool [diyl2]. As Figure 4.13 shows, RealityCheck’s verification of litmus tests is quite fast, despite the increased detail of its microarchitectural specifications when compared to PipeCheck. 92 of the 95 tests are verified by all 8 configurations in under 4 minutes each. The three remaining tests (\texttt{co-iriw}, \texttt{n3}, and \texttt{iwp27}) take longer as they have a large number
of instructions (e.g. n3 has 9 instructions) and/or possibilities to consider. However, RealityCheck still verifies them under all configurations in less than 14 minutes each.

Figure 4.13 also shows how the use of interfaces provides significant reductions in overall litmus test verification runtime. Pipeline interfaces and AtomicMemory can be used to abstract away portions of each design for litmus test verification. The use of abstraction reduces the total time to verify all litmus tests by 24.2% for cacheProc, 0.6% for simpleProcTSO, and 29.7% for cacheProcTSO. Meanwhile, the use of abstraction increases runtime for simpleProc by 3.7%, illustrating that interfaces may not reduce verification time for very simple designs. The runtime savings are much higher for cacheProc and cacheProcTSO because they use the AtomicMemory interface to abstract L1Hier. L1Hier is relatively detailed when compared to AtomicMemory, so verification using AtomicMemory takes much less time.

RVWMO Results

Figure 4.14 shows RealityCheck’s runtimes for 98 RVWMO litmus tests on my 3 RVWMO microarchitectures, both with and without interfaces. These results use a bound of up to 11 operations per module. The RVWMO litmus tests used are generated using an automated litmus test synthesis tool [LWPG17]. Given a formal MCM specification, the tool generates all litmus tests (up to a bound) for that MCM that satisfy a minimality criterion: no synchronization mechanism in the test can be weakened without causing new behaviours to become observable. As a result, the generated tests provide excellent coverage of MCM corner cases. The litmus tests I use for RVWMO are the set of litmus tests up to 6 instructions long generated by this tool for the RVWMO MCM.

As Figure 4.14 shows, RealityCheck verifies each litmus test in all 6 configurations in under 4 minutes per test. The maximum time per test is lower under RVWMO than SC or TSO because my largest RVWMO litmus test is 6 instructions long.
Table 4.2: Interface verification times for pipeline modules (bound of 15)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>inOrderCore</th>
<th>tsoCore</th>
<th>riscvCore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 1 sec.</td>
<td>18 sec.</td>
<td>42 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(compared to e.g., the n3 TSO litmus test which has 9 instructions). Similar to the SC and TSO microarchitectures, interfaces reduce verification time by 32.1% for cacheProcRISCV and 30.0% for heteroProcRISCV, while increasing runtime by 1.0% for simpleProcRISCV.

The use of interfaces for abstraction depends on the implementations of those interfaces being verified against the interface specifications. I present results on those next.

4.8.3 Interface Verification

I conducted interface verification of three pipelines (inOrderCore, sbCore, and rvwmoCore) against their respective interfaces. Table 4.2 shows interface verification times for these pipelines (bound of 15). Interface verification of rvwmoCore takes longer than interface verification for the other two pipelines because the RISC-V pipeline is substantially more complicated. Nevertheless, its interface verification completes in 42 minutes.

I also verified the L1Hier memory hierarchy against AtomicMemory. Figure 4.15 shows interface verification runtime for L1Hier against AtomicMemory with varying bounds. MemHier interface verification runtimes at higher bounds are significantly larger than litmus test runtimes. For instance, interface verification of L1Hier at a bound of 10 takes over 14 hours. This is not surprising, as interface verification checks the implementation for all possible combinations of operations up to the user-specified bound. So for example, if verifying L1Hier against AtomicMemory with a bound of 10, one is checking all possible combinations of up to 10 transactions. This is essentially verifying all possible “programs” (from the perspective of memory) of up to
10 operations, which is far more than the possible memory transaction combinations that could result from a single litmus test.

The high runtimes for interface verification of MemHier are not as big an issue as they may initially seem. As Section 4.8.4 below shows, bugs in implementations which cause them to not match their interfaces are detectable at lower bounds, and are found quickly even at higher bounds. Thus, even if interface verification has not terminated, if it does not find a bug quickly, the design is likely to be correct. Furthermore, interface verification can be run in parallel with both litmus test verification and with interface verification of other modules, making it well placed to take advantage of large compute clusters. Finally, interface verification of a module only needs to be run once, not once per litmus test. As the number of litmus tests run increases, the time saved from using interfaces for abstraction will draw closer to the time for interface verification.

4.8.4 Bug Finding

To test how quickly interface verification can find bugs, I performed three case studies where I added a bug to the implementation of a component and then verified it against its interface. The first bug I added was to remove the axiom in L1Hier’s L1 cache which ensured that it could only have one value for a given address at any time. RealityCheck discovered this bug when verifying L1Hier against AtomicMemory at a bound of 3 in less than a second. Even when the bound was increased to 15, RealityCheck still found the bug in under 2 minutes. The second bug I added was to remove the axiom in L1Hier’s L1 cache which prevented it from dropping dirty values without writing them back. RealityCheck discovered this bug during interface verification at a bound of 4 in less than a second. Once again, even when the bound was increased to 15 operations, RealityCheck still caught the bug in less than 2 minutes. The final bug I added was to try and verify sbCore against inOrderInt. This should
fail because inOrderInt requires program order to be preserved, while sbCore relaxes write-read ordering. RealityCheck duly discovered the bug at a bound of 15 in under a second.

4.9 Chapter Summary

Modern processors are complex parallel systems which incorporate components built by many different teams (and possibly multiple vendors), and they require stringent MCM verification to ensure their correctness. In prior work, PipeCheck developed a methodology for automated microarchitectural MCM verification, but its monolithic approach is ill-suited to the verification of large designs (like those of commercial processors) for three reasons. Firstly, PipeCheck’s monolithic verification does not scale to detailed models of large designs due to the NP-completeness of SMT solvers. Secondly, PipeCheck’s specifications are also monolithic, with no capability to explicitly denote component boundaries. This is problematic because processors are usually designed by a combination of distinct teams, where each team is responsible for one or a few design components. Each team will know the details of its own component to write a specification for it, but they may know very little about the components designed by other teams. As a result, it is very hard to write a monolithic specification for the entire processor, as no one individual has detailed knowledge of the entire design. Finally, PipeCheck’s monolithic specifications encourage the use of axioms that exercise a omniscient view of the design. These axioms often reflect architectural intent rather than the reality of what the design does, and can lead to unsound verification if the architectural intent does not match reality. All these problems can be solved through the development of an automated microarchitectural MCM verification approach that incorporates modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction.
In response, this chapter presents RealityCheck, the first methodology and tool for automated formal MCM verification of modular hardware design specifications. The key idea behind RealityCheck is to leverage the structural modularity and hierarchy present in today’s hardware designs to provide scalable automated MCM verification (up to a bound) of microarchitectural orderings. RealityCheck provides support in its novel specification language $\mu$spec++ for modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction. Users of RealityCheck can encapsulate orderings enforced by a component into modules which can be composed with and instantiated inside each other to create larger modules. This makes RealityCheck well-suited to the distributed nature of processor design. It also helps prevent users from writing omniscient axioms that do not reflect what the design is actually doing. Furthermore, RealityCheck enables each component to be verified against its interface specification independently of the rest of the system, and regardless of whether the rest of the design specification exists. This enables verification of the entire design to be split into multiple smaller verification problems, allowing verification to scale. As the results in this chapter demonstrate, RealityCheck is capable of automatically verifying hardware designs across a range of litmus tests, and it can detect bugs extremely quickly. Finally, RealityCheck fulfills the requirement for detailed design verification in a progressive verification flow (Chapter 6) for MCM properties in parallel processors.
Chapter 5

Automated All-Program MCM Verification

That one may smile, and smile, and be a villain;
—William Shakespeare
Hamlet

Chapters 3 and 4 cover how to verify the soundness of microarchitectural ordering models and how to conduct scalable microarchitectural MCM verification respectively. Verification of microarchitectural model soundness and scalable verification procedures are both critical for the MCM verification of real-world processors. Equally important, however, is the issue of MCM verification coverage addressed by this chapter.

A hardware design must obey its MCM for any program that it may run. Thus, to ensure that parallel programs run correctly, verification of hardware MCM implementations would ideally be complete; i.e., verified as being correct across all possible executions of all possible programs. However, no prior automated approach was capable of such complete verification. For instance, PipeCheck \cite{LPM14,LSMB16} (Section 2.4) can only verify one litmus test at a time. Since there is an infinite

\footnote{An earlier version of the work in this chapter was previously published and presented by myself at the MICRO-51 conference \cite{MLMG18}. I was the first author on the publication.}
number of possible programs, PipeCheck is incapable of proving correctness across all programs.

To help fill this verification gap, this chapter presents PipeProof, a methodology and tool for complete MCM verification of an axiomatic microarchitectural ordering specification against an axiomatic ISA-level MCM specification. PipeProof can automatically prove a microarchitecture correct across all programs, or return an indication (often a counterexample) that the microarchitecture could not be verified. To accomplish unbounded verification, I developed the novel Transitive Chain Abstraction to represent microarchitectural executions of an arbitrary number of instructions using only a small, finite number of instructions. With the help of this abstraction, PipeProof proves microarchitectural correctness using an approach based on Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) \cite{CGJ+00}. In addition, to my knowledge, PipeProof is the first ever automated refinement checking methodology and tool for pairs of axiomatic models of executions. PipeProof’s implementation includes algorithmic optimizations which improve runtime by greatly reducing the number of cases considered. As a proof-of-concept study, this chapter includes results for modelling and proving correct simple microarchitectures implementing the SC and TSO MCMs. PipeProof verifies both case studies in under an hour.

\section{Introduction}

A key challenge in parallel hardware design is ensuring that a given microarchitecture (hardware design) obeys its ISA-level MCM. If the hardware does not respect its MCM in all possible cases, then the correct operation of parallel programs on that implementation cannot be guaranteed.

The ramifications of MCM bugs in parallel processors necessitate verifying that the hardware correctly implements its MCM. Such verification would ideally be complete;
i.e., it would cover all possible executions of all possible programs. However, truly complete verification is extremely difficult. The only prior all-program consistency proofs of hardware are implemented in interactive proof assistants [VCAD15, CVS+17] (Section 2.3.4), which require significant manual effort.

Automated approaches make it much easier for microarchitects to verify their designs. However, no prior automated approach was capable of all-program MCM verification. Dynamic verification approaches [HVML04, MS09] (Section 2.3.5) only examine a subset of the possible executions of any program they test, so they are incomplete even for those programs. Formal MCM verification approaches look at all possible executions of the programs they check, but all such approaches that are automated have only been able to conduct verification of implementations for a bounded set of programs. The verified programs in such an approach may be a suite of litmus tests [AMT14, LPM14, MLPM15, LSMB16, TML+17, MLMP17] or all programs smaller than a certain bound (∼10 instructions) [WBSC17].

Critically, litmus test-based or bounded verification only ensures that the implementation will correctly enforce orderings for the verified programs themselves. It does not ensure that the implementation will correctly enforce required orderings for all possible programs. These incomplete approaches have missed important bugs because the set of programs they verified did not exercise those bugs [WBSC17]. This necessitates an automated approach capable of conducting all-program MCM verification of microarchitectural implementations.

To fill this need for all-program microarchitectural MCM verification, this chapter presents PipeProof, a methodology and automated tool for unbounded verification of axiomatic microarchitectural ordering specifications [LSMB16] against axiomatic ISA-level MCM specifications [AMT14]. PipeProof uses an approach based on Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [BSST09] and Counterexample-Guided Abstraction

---

PipeProof is open-source and publicly available at github.com/ymanerka/pipeproof.
Refinement (CEGAR) [CGJ+00]. PipeProof’s unbounded verification covers all possible programs, core counts, addresses, and values. The key to PipeProof’s unbounded verification is its novel Transitive Chain Abstraction, which allows PipeProof to inductively model and verify the infinite set of program executions that must be verified for a given microarchitecture. As its output, PipeProof either provides a guarantee that the microarchitecture is correct, or returns an indication that the microarchitecture could not be verified. In addition, to my knowledge, PipeProof is the first ever automated refinement checking methodology and tool for pairs of axiomatic models of executions. As such, PipeProof makes advances in refinement checking in addition to its contributions to MCM verification.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 covers PipeProof’s procedure for proving microarchitectural correctness. Section 5.3 presents the supporting proofs and modelling techniques leveraged by the microarchitectural correctness proof. Section 5.4 covers optimizations that reduce PipeProof’s runtime, while Section 5.5 discusses methodology and results. Section 5.6 discusses related work, and Section 5.7 summarises this chapter.

5.2 PipeProof Operation

PipeProof’s goal is to prove that a microarchitectural ordering specification satisfies its ISA-level MCM specification across all executions of all programs. Section 2.3.1 provides background on the ISA-level MCM specifications used by PipeProof, while Section 2.4.2 provides background on the microarchitectural specifications PipeProof uses. A very brief refresher is provided below.

In PipeProof, ISA-level and microarchitectural executions are formally defined as follows:
Figure 5.1: Example litmus test, ISA-level execution, and $\mu$hb graph for the mp litmus test.

**Definition 1** (ISA-Level Execution). An ISA-level execution $(\text{Instrs}, \text{Rels})$ is a graph. Nodes $\text{Instrs}$ are instructions, and edges $\text{Rels}$ between nodes represent ISA-level MCM attributes.

**Definition 2** (Microarchitectural Execution). A microarchitectural execution is a $\mu$hb graph $(\text{Instrs}, N, E)$. Nodes $N$ represent individual sub-events in the execution of instructions $\text{Instrs}$. Edges $E$ represent happens-before relationships between nodes.

ISA-level MCM specifications (Section 2.3.1) used by PipeProof are axiomatically defined in terms of the irreflexivity, acyclicity, or emptiness of certain relational patterns. For example, SC can be defined in this framework as $\text{acyclic}(po \cup co \cup rf \cup fr)$. Meanwhile, the microarchitectural ordering specifications used by PipeProof are sets of $\mu$spec axioms (Section 2.4.2). Figure 5.1 shows both the ISA-level execution (Figure 5.1b) and a $\mu$hb graph (Figure 5.1c) that correspond to the non-SC outcome of the mp litmus test (Figure 5.1a). The ISA-level execution has a cycle in the $po$, $rf$, and $fr$ relations.
Figure 5.2: High-level block diagram of PipeProof operation. Components are annotated with the sections in which they are explained.

Figure 5.3: ISA-level relations can be analysed in terms of how a given microarchitecture enforces them. These four $\mu$hb graphs show the $\mu$hb edges between instructions that are enforced (directly or indirectly) by the mappings of ISA-level edges to the simpleSC microarchitecture.

$rf$, and $fr$ relations, and so is forbidden by SC as one would expect. The $\mu$hb graph represents an execution of $mp$ on a simple microarchitecture (henceforth referred to as simpleSC) with 3-stage in-order pipelines. The 3 stages in this pipeline are Fetch (IF), Execute (EX), and Writeback (WB). The corresponding ISA-level cycle (the same one as Figure 5.1b) is shown on top of the $\mu$hb graph. In simpleSC, loads access memory in the Execute stage and stores go to memory during Writeback. The $\mu$hb graph in Figure 5.1c contains a cycle, so the execution represented by it is unobservable on the microarchitecture being modelled, as expected of an SC microarchitecture.
Axiom "Mappings_po":
forall microop "i", forall microop "j",
HasDependency po i j => AddEdge ((i, Fetch), (j, Fetch), "po_arch").

Figure 5.4: Example mapping axiom for po ISA-level edges on simpleSC.

Figure 5.5: A graphical example of the Transitive Chain (TC) Abstraction: all possible ISA-level chains connecting \(i_1\) to \(i_n\) (left) can be abstracted as some \(\mu hb\) edge (the transitive connection) between the nodes of instructions \(i_1\) and \(i_n\) (right). The red \(\mu hb\) edge is the microarchitectural mapping of the \(fr\) edge from \(i_n\) to \(i_1\).

5.2.1 PipeProof Overview

Figure 5.2 shows PipeProof’s high-level block diagram. The inputs to PipeProof are a set of \(\mu spec\) axioms describing microarchitectural orderings, an ISA-level MCM specification, mappings (to link ISA-level and microarchitectural executions), and chain invariants (to abstractly represent repeating ISA-level patterns). As its output, PipeProof will either prove the microarchitecture correct for all possible programs or return an indication that the microarchitecture could not be verified.

PipeProof’s overall operation has three high-level steps:

1. Prove chain invariants correct (Section 5.3.2).

Then for each forbidden ISA-level pattern in the ISA-level MCM specification:

2. Prove Transitive Chain (TC) Abstraction support for the microarchitecture and the ISA-level pattern (Section 5.3.1).

3. Prove Microarchitectural Correctness for the microarchitecture and the ISA-level pattern (covered in the remainder of this section).
The proofs of TC Abstraction support and chain invariants are supporting proofs on which PipeProof’s main *Microarchitectural Correctness Proof* builds. The Microarchitectural Correctness Proof proves Theorem 2 below.

**Theorem 2** (Microarchitectural Correctness). For each ISA-level execution $ISAExec := (Instrs, Rel)$ where $Rel$ exhibits a pattern forbidden by the ISA-level MCM, all microarchitectural executions $(Instrs, N, E)$ corresponding to $ISAExec$ are unobservable (i.e., their $\mu$h graphs are cyclic).

The rest of this section describes the Microarchitectural Correctness Proof in detail, beginning with the structure of the ISA-level executions PipeProof verifies (Section 5.2.2) and their translation to equivalent microarchitectural executions (Section 5.2.3). The Microarchitectural Correctness proof uses an abstraction refinement approach that leverages the TC Abstraction (Section 5.2.4) to model executions. PipeProof’s refinement process involves examining abstract counterexamples (Section 5.2.5) and refining the abstraction through concretization and decomposition (Section 5.2.6). The section concludes by explaining when PipeProof’s algorithm is able to terminate (Section 5.2.7).

### 5.2.2 Symbolic ISA-Level Executions

PipeProof works with ISA-level executions that are similar to the ISA-level execution of mp in Figure 5.1b but it uses *symbolic* instructions. In other words, the instructions in such ISA-level executions do not have specific addresses or values. The symbolic version of the ISA-level execution in Figure 5.1b would consist of four instructions $i_1$, $i_2$, $i_3$, and $i_4$, connected by the $po$, $rf$, and $fr$ edges as shown, but nothing more would be known about the four instructions beyond the constraints enforced by the ISA-level relations. For instance, the instructions connected by $po$ would be known to be on the same core, and the $rf$ edge between $i_2$ and $i_3$ would enforce that $i_2$ and $i_3$
had the same address and value. However, the specific address and value of \( i2 \) and \( i3 \) could be anything. Such a symbolic ISA-level execution represents not only the ISA-level execution of \( mp \) in Figure 5.1b, but \textit{any} ISA-level execution comprised of the cycle \( po; rf; po; fr \). Thus, verifying such a symbolic ISA-level execution checks the instance of the ISA-level pattern in that execution across all possible addresses and values, as required for complete verification.

### 5.2.3 Mapping ISA-level Executions to Microarchitecture

To verify that a forbidden ISA-level execution is microarchitecturally unobservable, one needs to translate the ISA-level execution to its corresponding microarchitectural executions\(^4\). PipeProof’s complete verification requires such translation for any arbitrary ISA-level execution, not just a particular program instance. PipeProof’s microarchitectural executions are similar to the \( \mu \text{hb} \) graph in Figure 5.1c, but like PipeProof’s ISA-level executions, they operate on symbolic instructions which do not have specific addresses and values.

An ISA-level execution’s instructions can be translated by instantiating the \( \mu \text{spec} \) microarchitectural axioms for those instructions. Translating ISA-level relations to microarchitecture is harder because the microarchitectural constraints implied by an ISA-level relation differ between microarchitectures. Thus, PipeProof requires user-provided \textit{mappings} to translate individual ISA-level edges to their corresponding microarchitectural constraints. These mappings are additional \( \mu \text{spec} \) axioms that restrict the executions examined by PipeProof’s solver to the microarchitectural executions where the mapped ISA-level edge exists between its source and destination instructions.

\[^3\]A semicolon (;) denotes relational composition. For example, \( r_1; r_2 \) denotes a sequence of two ISA-level edges \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) where the destination instruction of \( r_1 \) is the source instruction of \( r_2 \).

\[^4\]There are usually multiple microarchitectural executions corresponding to a single ISA-level execution.
Figure 5.3 shows the µhb edges enforced by mappings of the ISA-level edges \( fr, rf, po, \) and \( co \) on \texttt{simpleSC}. Figure 5.4 shows the mapping axiom for po edges on \texttt{simpleSC}, which translates a po edge between instructions \( i \) and \( j \) to a µhb edge between the Fetch stages of those instructions. Such an edge can be seen between \( i_1 \) and \( i_2 \) in the po case of Figure 5.3. This edge between the Fetch stages indirectly induces edges between the Execute and Writeback stages of the instructions as well, through other axioms from \texttt{simpleSC}'s \( \mu \text{spec} \). These µhb edges are also shown in Figure 5.3 and reflect the in-order nature of \texttt{simpleSC}'s pipeline.

5.2.4 The TC Abstraction: Representing Infinite ISA-level Chains

Symbolic analysis and the use of mappings for ISA-level edges allow a single ISA-level cycle to be translated to the microarchitectural level for all possible addresses and values. However, there are an infinite number of possible ISA-level cycles that match a forbidden ISA-level pattern like \( \text{cyclic}(\text{po} \cup \text{co} \cup \text{rf} \cup \text{fr}) \) (which are the executions forbidden by SC). Conceptually, all of these ISA-level cycles need to be verified as being unobservable in order to ensure that the microarchitecture is correct across all possible programs. Such unbounded verification is made possible by using inductive approaches. PipeProof achieves unbounded verification by inductively modelling executions using a novel Transitive Chain (TC) Abstraction.\footnote{This abstraction is conceptually similar but completely distinct from the module-based abstraction covered in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, my work uses interfaces to abstract away portions of the design specification to enable scalable verification. In this chapter, my work uses the Transitive Chain Abstraction to abstractly represent portions of microarchitectural executions, enabling all-program verification.}

Specifically, PipeProof uses the TC Abstraction to efficiently represent ISA-level chains (defined below):

\textbf{Definition 3.} An ISA-level \textit{chain} is an acyclic sequence of ISA-level relations \( r_1; r_2; r_3; \ldots; r_n \). An example ISA-level chain is \( \text{po}; \text{rf}; \text{po} \) from Figure 5.1b.
Figure 5.6: PipeProof checking that non-unary ISA-level cycles forbidden by SC are unobservable on simpleSC with the help of the Transitive Chain Abstraction. This figure focuses on the cycles containing fr edges. Acyclic graphs like AbsCex are abstract counterexamples: they may be concretized into real counterexamples or broken down into possible decompositions which are each checked in turn. Decompositions A and B are valid decompositions (subsets) of AbsCex, because they guarantee the edge from p to q in AbsCex. Decomposition C does not guarantee this edge, and is thus invalid and not considered further. Decomposition A strengthens the TC Abstraction enough to make the graph cyclic (and thus unobservable) as required. Decomposition B is valid but acyclic, so its abstraction needs to be refined further.
The TC Abstraction is the representation of an ISA-level chain of arbitrary length between two instructions \( i_1 \) and \( i_n \) as a single \( \mu \)hb edge between \( i_1 \) and \( i_n \) at the microarchitecture level. None of the intermediate instructions in the chain are explicitly modelled. Abstract executions are those executions where the TC Abstraction is used to represent an ISA-level chain. Meanwhile, concrete executions are those executions where all instructions and ISA-level edges are explicitly modelled; that is, where nothing is abstracted using the TC Abstraction. (Instructions in concrete executions are still symbolic.)

Figure 5.5 illustrates the TC Abstraction for ISA-level cycles containing the \( fr \) edge. The left of the figure represents all possible non-unary ISA-level cycles (i.e., the cycles containing more than one instruction\(^6\)) that contain an \( fr \) edge. In these cycles, \( i_1 \) may be connected to \( i_n \) by a single ISA-level edge or by a chain of multiple ISA-level edges (the transitive chain). These cycles include the ISA-level cycle \( po; rf; po; fr \) from Figure 5.1b (since it contains an \( fr \) edge), as well as an infinite number of other cycles containing \( fr \). Using the TC Abstraction, any microarchitectural execution (as seen on the right) corresponding to such an ISA-level cycle represents the chain between \( i_1 \) and \( i_n \) by some \( \mu \)hb edge (the transitive connection) from a node of \( i_1 \) to a node of \( i_n \). (The red \( \mu \)hb edge from \( i_n \) to \( i_1 \) is the mapping of the \( fr \) edge to the microarchitecture.) Thus, if the \( \mu \)hb graph on the right is verified to be unobservable for all possible transitive connections from \( i_1 \) to \( i_n \), then the microarchitecture is guaranteed to be correct for all possible ISA-level cycles containing the \( fr \) edge. PipeProof automatically checks that the microarchitecture and ISA-level pattern support the TC Abstraction (Section 5.3.1) before using it to prove microarchitectural correctness.

\(^6\)The number of unary cycles (those where an instruction is related to itself) is small, so PipeProof explicitly enumerates and checks them separately.
representation allows PipeProof to conduct unbounded verification while only explicitly modelling as many instructions as needed to prove microarchitectural correctness. The transitive connection models the effects of intermediate instructions in the ISA-level chain without explicitly modelling the instructions themselves, allowing for efficient modelling and verification of all possible ISA-level cycles. The TC Abstraction is both weak enough to apply to a variety of microarchitectures and also strong enough (with appropriate refinements discussed below) to prove microarchitectural MCM correctness.

5.2.5 Abstract Counterexamples

The TC Abstraction guarantees the presence of some $\mu_{hb}$ edge between the start and end of an ISA-level chain, such as that between $i_1$ and $i_n$ in Figure 5.5. To prove microarchitectural correctness using the TC Abstraction, PipeProof must show that for each possible transitive connection between $i_1$ and $i_n$, all possible microarchitectural executions corresponding to the ISA-level cycles being checked are unobservable.

Figure 5.6 shows PipeProof’s procedure for proving Theorem 2 on simpleSC. The figure focuses on the verification of ISA-level cycles containing at least one $fr$ edge; the process is repeated for other types of cycles in the pattern (for SC, this equates to cycles containing $po$, $co$, or $rf$ edges). For some transitive connections, like the one in the NoDecomp case, the initial $\mu_{hb}$ graph of the abstract execution is cyclic. This proves the unobservability of all concrete executions represented by NoDecomp, as required for microarchitectural correctness.

In most cases, however, the initial abstract execution graphs will be acyclic, as is the case for AbsCex in Figure 5.6. This is because the TC Abstraction’s guarantee of a single $\mu_{hb}$ edge (the transitive connection) between the start and end of an ISA-level chain is necessarily rather weak in order to be general across all possible ISA-level chains that match a forbidden ISA-level pattern. The weakness of the guarantee is
also necessary in order for the TC Abstraction to be general enough to support a variety of microarchitectures.

In abstraction refinement [CGJ+00], cases such as AbsCex that appear to violate the property being checked but contain an abstraction are called abstract counterexamples. They may correspond to concrete (real) counterexamples. They may also be spurious. When spurious, all concrete cases represented by the abstract counterexample are in fact correct.

In PipeProof, an abstract counterexample such as AbsCex represents two types of concrete executions. First, \(i_1\) and \(i_n\) may be connected by a single ISA-level edge. On the other hand, \(i_1\) and \(i_n\) may be connected by a chain of multiple ISA-level edges. To check whether an abstract counterexample is spurious or not, PipeProof conducts concretization and decomposition (the refinement loop) to handle the aforementioned two cases.

5.2.6 Concretization and Decomposition: The Refinement Loop

In the concretization step, PipeProof checks the case where \(i_1\) is connected to \(i_n\) by a single ISA-level edge. PipeProof does so by replacing the transitive connection between \(i_1\) and \(i_n\) with a single ISA-level edge that causes the resultant ISA-level cycle to match the forbidden ISA-level pattern. This concrete execution must be microarchitecturally unobservable. For example, when trying to concretize AbsCex in Figure 5.6, PipeProof checks the ISA-level cycle \(po; fr\), then \(co; fr\), then \(rf; fr\), and finally \(fr; fr\), since each of these are ISA-level cycles forbidden by SC that arise from replacing the transitive connection of AbsCex with a single ISA-level edge. If any of these concrete executions is found to be observable, then the microarchitecture is buggy and PipeProof returns the observable ISA-level cycle as a counterexample.
If executions where the transitive connection is replaced by a single ISA-level edge are found to be unobservable, PipeProof then inductively checks the case where $i_1$ is connected to $i_n$ by a chain of multiple ISA-level edges through decomposition. PipeProof decomposes the transitive chain of $n - 1$ ISA-level edges into a transitive chain of $n - 2$ ISA-level edges represented by a transitive connection, and a single concrete ISA-level edge. This also results in the explicit modelling of an additional instruction. The concrete ISA-level edge and instruction added by the decomposition are “peeled off” the transitive chain. The key idea behind decomposition of the transitive chain is that the explicit modelling of an additional instruction and ISA-level edge enforces additional microarchitectural constraints that may be enough to create a cycle in the graph. If a cycle is created, the decomposition is unobservable, completing the correctness proof for that case. If all possible decompositions of an abstract counterexample are found to be cyclic (unobservable), then the abstract counterexample is spurious and can be ignored. If any decomposition is found to be acyclic, then that decomposition constitutes an abstract counterexample itself, and concretization and decomposition are repeated for it. Decomposing the chain one instruction at a time improves efficiency by ensuring that PipeProof does not explicitly model more instructions than needed to prove microarchitectural correctness.

Figure 5.6 shows three (of many) possible decompositions of AbsCex. In Decomposition A, an rf edge has been peeled off the right end of the transitive chain. Peeling off the rf edge strengthens the abstraction by connecting node $p$ to node $r$ (an edge not present in AbsCex). This creates a cycle in the $\mu$hb graph, rendering the execution unobservable. This completes the correctness proof for this decomposition.

Decomposition B in Figure 5.6 shows a case where a co edge (rather than an rf edge) is peeled off the transitive chain. Furthermore, the co edge is peeled off the left end of the transitive chain rather than the right. Peeling off the co edge refines

---

7Here, $n$ is an abstract parameter used for induction. It has no concrete value.
the abstraction, but this is still not enough to create a cycle in the \( \mu hb \) graph. Thus, Decomposition B is itself an abstract counterexample, and the process of concretization and decomposition will be repeated for it.

To ensure completeness of verification when decomposing transitive chains, PipeProof enumerates all possibilities for the concrete ISA-level edge that could be peeled off (using the procedure from Section 5.3.5) and for the transitive connection representing the remaining chain of length \( n - 2 \). Verifying a single decomposition is equivalent to verifying a subset of the executions of its parent abstract counterexample. As such, any valid decomposition must guarantee the transitive connections of its parent abstract counterexamples. Decompositions that violate this requirement do not represent executions that are modelled by their parent abstract counterexamples, and hence they are discarded.

For example, Decomposition C in Figure 5.6 is an invalid decomposition of \( AbsCex \) because it does not guarantee the transitive connection of its parent \( AbsCex \) (a \( \mu hb \) edge between nodes \( p \) and \( q \)) as Decompositions A and B do. PipeProof filters out any such decompositions that do not guarantee the transitive connections of their parent abstract counterexamples; it does not consider them further.

PipeProof alternates between peeling from the left and peeling from the right when inductively decomposing transitive chains. For example, Decomposition B was created by peeling from the left of \( AbsCex \), so when concretization and decomposition is rerun for Decomposition B, the next ISA-level edge will be peeled from the right. PipeProof alternates in this manner because creating a cycle in the graph through decomposition often requires connecting more nodes to either side of the transitive connection.

### 5.2.7 Termination of the PipeProof Algorithm

In many cases, repeatedly peeling off instructions from the transitive chain strengthens the TC Abstraction enough to prove microarchitectural correctness. For the remaining
If \( r_n \in (\text{po}, \text{co}, \text{rf}, \text{fr}) \), show that

---

Figure 5.7: Graphical depiction of the inductive case of the TC Abstraction support proof for simpleSC. Extending a transitive chain by an additional instruction and ISA-level edge \( r_n \) should extend the transitive connection to the new instruction as well.

cases, PipeProof may be able to utilise user-provided \textit{chain invariants} (Section 5.3.2) to abstractly represent infinite repeated peelings of a specific pattern of ISA-level edges and ensure termination of the refinement loop. For the SC and TSO case studies detailed in Section 5.5, peeling off a maximum of 9 instructions from the transitive chain was sufficient (along with chain invariants) to prove correctness of the microarchitectures.

PipeProof is not guaranteed to terminate in the general case, since it attempts to prove correctness across an infinite state-space (all possible programs). Prior work on enabling CEGAR for infinite-state systems also developed an algorithm that was not guaranteed to terminate \cite{CFH03}. Thus, the absence of a termination guarantee in PipeProof is not unusual.

### 5.3 Supporting Proofs and Techniques

PipeProof’s Microarchitectural Correctness proof relies on a number of supporting proofs and modelling techniques in order to prove correctness. This section explains these proofs and techniques, beginning with the TC Abstraction support proof (Section 5.3.1). This proof ensures that a microarchitecture and ISA-level pattern support the TC Abstraction, enabling it to be used in the Microarchitectural Correctness proof. Meanwhile, chain invariants (Section 5.3.2) are often required to ensure the termina-
Figure 5.8: Peeling off edges from abstract counterexamples like (a) may cause repetitions of the same pattern, like po in (b). Naively continuing to peel off repeated edges in this manner may prevent the refinement loop from terminating. *Chain invariants* efficiently represent an arbitrary number of repetitions of such ISA-level patterns, as shown by po_plus in (c), allowing PipeProof’s refinement loop to terminate.

**Axiom "Invariant_poplus":**

\[
\forall \text{microop } "i", \forall \text{microop } "j", \\
\text{HasDependency } po\_plus i j \Rightarrow \text{AddEdge}((i,\text{Fetch}),(j,\text{Fetch}),"") \land \text{SameCore } i j.
\]

Figure 5.9: Chain invariant for repeated po edges (i.e., po_plus) on the simpleSC microarchitecture.

5.3.1 Ensuring Microarchitectural TC Abstraction Support

As discussed in Section 5.2.4, PipeProof uses the Transitive Chain (TC) Abstraction to represent the infinite set of ISA-level cycles that match a pattern like \(cyclic(po \cup co \cup rf \cup fr)\). The TC Abstraction enables PipeProof to abstract away most of the instructions and ISA-level relations in these ISA-level cycles and represent them with a single \(\mu\)hb edge (the transitive connection) at the microarchitecture level.

The TC Abstraction is key to PipeProof’s complete verification. However, to use the TC Abstraction in its Microarchitectural Correctness proof (Section 5.2),...
PipeProof must first ensure that the microarchitecture and ISA-level pattern being verified support the TC Abstraction. If the TC Abstraction cannot be proven to hold for a given microarchitecture, then PipeProof cannot prove the microarchitecture correct. PipeProof’s verification is sound; it will never falsely claim that the TC Abstraction holds without proving it.

The theorem for microarchitectural TC Abstraction support is provided below, following the definition of an ISA-level subchain:

**Definition 4.** An ISA-level chain \( r'_1; r'_2; r'_3; \ldots; r'_k \) is a subchain of an ISA-level cycle or chain \( r_1; r_2; r_3; \ldots; r_n \) if \( k < n \) and \( r_i = r'_i \) for \( i = 1 \) to \( k \). In other words, the subchain is the first \( k \) edges of the chain. For example, in Figure 5.1b, \( po; rf; po \) is a subchain of the cycle \( po; rf; po; fr \).

**Theorem 3.** If instructions \( i_A \) and \( i_B \) are connected by a transitive chain (i.e., a subchain of a forbidden ISA-level cycle), then there exists at least one \( \mu hb \) edge (the transitive connection) from a node of \( i_A \) to a node of \( i_B \) in all microarchitectural executions in which that subchain is present.

PipeProof tries to automatically prove Theorem 3 inductively for each microarchitecture and ISA-level pattern for which the TC Abstraction is used.

**Base Case:** In the base case, we need to show that any single ISA-level edge \( isaEdge \) that could be the start of the ISA-level chain to be abstracted guarantees a \( \mu hb \) edge between its source and destination instructions \( i_1 \) and \( i_2 \). For example, for simpleSC, PipeProof checks whether a \( po, co, rf, \) or \( fr \) edge between instructions \( i_1 \) and \( i_2 \) guarantees a \( \mu hb \) edge between them. As Figure 5.3 shows, the microarchitectural mappings of these ISA-level edges do indeed guarantee edges from \( i_1 \) to \( i_2 \) for simpleSC, so the base case passes.

**Inductive Case:** Figure 5.7 illustrates the inductive case for simpleSC. Given an ISA-level transitive chain between \( i_1 \) and \( i_n \) that implies a \( \mu hb \) transitive connection
from $i_1$ to $i_n$, the inductive case must show that extending the transitive chain with an additional instruction $i_{n+1}$ and ISA-level edge $r_n$ matching the forbidden pattern extends the transitive connection. In other words, the inductive case must show that a $\mu$hb edge from some node of $i_1$ to some node of $i_{n+1}$ exists.

If the combination of a transitive connection from $i_1$ to $i_n$ and the microarchitectural mapping of $r_n$ is not enough to guarantee a transitive connection from $i_1$ to $i_{n+1}$, this constitutes an abstract counterexample to Theorem 3. PipeProof then attempts to concretize and decompose the transitive chain between $i_1$ and $i_n$ (as explained in Section 5.2.6) to discover whether the abstract counterexample is spurious or whether a concrete ISA-level chain violating Theorem 3 exists. ISA-level chains that fail Theorem 3 are henceforth referred to as failing fragments.

As in the Microarchitectural Correctness proof (Section 5.2), chain invariants (Section 5.3.2) are used to abstractly represent cases where an infinite number of edges could be peeled off without terminating. The abstraction refinement through decomposition continues until either the abstraction is strong enough to guarantee a transitive connection between $i_1$ and $i_{n+1}$ in all cases (thus proving Theorem 3), or a failing fragment is found and returned to the user as failing the proof of Theorem 3.

**Strength of Theorem 3**: Theorem 3 is *stronger* than what the Microarchitectural Correctness proof (Section 5.2) needs. Theorem 3 requires the transitive chain to guarantee a transitive connection both when the transitive chain is part of a forbidden ISA-level cycle in the overall execution (as the Microarchitectural Correctness proof requires) *and* when it is not part of such an ISA-level cycle (as seen in Figure 5.7). This enables Theorem 3 to be proven by induction. As Figure 5.7 shows, the inductive case consists of adding an extra instruction and ISA-level edge to the case guaranteed by the induction hypothesis, resulting in a proof by induction.

On the other hand, proving the existence of a transitive connection only in the presence of a forbidden ISA-level cycle is not as straightforward. In the inductive case
of such a proof, the induction hypothesis would guarantee a transitive connection for a chain between instructions \( i_1 \) and \( i_n \) only if the chain is part of a forbidden ISA-level cycle, similar to Figure 5.5. Extending this chain of length \( n - 1 \) to a chain of length \( n \) (as required for an inductive proof) involves removal of one of the “loopback” edges connecting \( i_n \) to \( i_1 \) (fr in Figure 5.5). This is because a loopback edge connecting \( i_n \) to \( i_1 \) may not exist in arbitrary forbidden ISA-level cycles containing the extended transitive chain. If a loopback edge is removed, the induction hypothesis no longer guarantees a transitive connection between \( i_1 \) and \( i_n \), and the proof cannot build on the guarantees for the chain of length \( n - 1 \). In a nutshell, the induction hypothesis for such a proof is quite weak, so PipeProof cannot currently prove the necessary property, and attempts to prove the stronger Theorem 3 instead. This also means that some correct microarchitectures that do not satisfy Theorem 3 cannot be proven correct by PipeProof at present.

As a result of Theorem 3 being stronger than required, if a failing fragment is found, the microarchitecture may or may not be buggy. If the microarchitecture is buggy, PipeProof can generate an ISA-level cycle that exhibits the bug as a counterexample through its Cyclic Counterexample Generation procedure. This procedure checks all possible forbidden ISA-level cycles of length 1, then length 2, and so on for microarchitectural observability. At each iteration, if any of the cycles are microarchitecturally observable, the observable cycle is returned to the user as a counterexample. Otherwise, the procedure increases the size of the examined cycles by 1 and repeats the process.

5.3.2 The Need for Chain Invariants and their Proofs

When decomposing TC Abstractions instruction-by-instruction as outlined in Section 5.2.6, it is possible to peel off concrete ISA-level edges that match a repeating pattern, but for the abstraction to \textit{never} be strong enough to prove the required prop-
erty (Theorem 2 or 3). For example, Figure 5.8a shows an abstract counterexample to Theorem 3 on simpleSC where there is no \( \mu \text{hb} \) connection between instructions \( i_1 \) and \( i_5 \). When decomposing this abstract counterexample, it is possible to peel off a \( po \) edge from the transitive chain, as shown in Figure 5.8b, and still have no \( \mu \text{hb} \) connection between \( i_1 \) and \( i_5 \). In fact, one can continue peeling off \( po \) edges in this manner \textit{ad infinitum}, while never being able to guarantee a \( \mu \text{hb} \) edge between \( i_1 \) and \( i_5 \). Such a case will result in the refinement loop of the Microarchitectural Correctness proof or TC Abstraction support proof being unable to terminate.

For refinement loops to terminate in such cases, PipeProof needs a way to efficiently represent such repeating patterns. To do so, PipeProof utilises user-provided\(^8\) \textit{chain invariants}. These chain invariants are additional \( \mu \text{spec} \) axioms which specify microarchitectural guarantees about repeated ISA-level edge patterns. Users can examine PipeProof’s status updates to detect when the peeling off of repeated edge patterns is preventing termination of a refinement loop. This is a sign that the user needs to provide PipeProof with a chain invariant for the repeated edge pattern in question.

Figure 5.9 shows an example chain invariant for simpleSC that abstracts a chain of successive \( po \) edges as a single \( po_{\text{plus}} \) edge. This invariant states that if two instructions \( i \) and \( j \) are connected by a chain of \( po \) edges of arbitrary length, then at the \( \mu \text{hb} \) level, \( i \) and \( j \) are guaranteed to be on the same core and to have a edge between their Fetch stages (which in turn implies edges between their Execute and Writeback stages due to the in-order simpleSC pipeline). An ISA-level chain of successive \( po \) edges of arbitrary length on simpleSC can then be abstractly represented by a single \( po_{\text{plus}} \) edge (and the guarantees of its invariant), as seen in Figure 5.8:

\(^8\)Future work could also use known invariant generation techniques to automatically discover invariants for a given concrete repeating ISA-level pattern. The search space of possible chain invariants is relatively small, and can be reduced further by restricting the search to specific invariant templates.

\(^9\)The \textit{plus} in \textit{po_{plus}} is from Kleene plus (+).
PipeProof automatically searches for concrete ISA-level patterns that can be abstracted by user-provided invariants in each iteration of the refinement loop. The search for patterns matching available invariants is conducted edge by edge, similar to regex matching. Supported invariant patterns are repeated single edges (e.g., po) or repeated chains (e.g., po; rf). If PipeProof finds a concrete ISA-level pattern matching an invariant, it replaces the pattern with its invariant version. On subsequent decompositions, PipeProof’s ISA Edge Generation procedure (Section 5.3.5) restricts the ISA-level edges that can be peeled off to those that cannot be subsumed within an adjacent chain invariant. For example, any edge peeled off from the right of the transitive chain in Figure 5.8c cannot be a po edge, as any such po edge is already subsumed within the po_plus edge between i2 and i4. This prevents edges matching an invariant pattern from being peeled off a transitive chain endlessly, allowing the refinement loop to terminate in such cases.

To help ensure verification soundness, PipeProof proves chain invariants inductively before using them in its proofs. If the proof of any chain invariant fails, PipeProof informs the user of the failure and does not proceed further. As an example of a chain invariant proof, consider Figure 5.9’s invariant. PipeProof first checks the base case—whether a single po edge between two instructions i and j guarantees that they will be on the same core and have an edge between their Fetch stages. The po edge mapping and theory lemmas (Section 5.3.3) guarantee this. For the inductive case, PipeProof assumes that i and j are connected by a chain of a single po edge followed by a po_plus edge (i.e., a po-chain of arbitrary length), and that the invariant holds for the po_plus portion of the chain. It then checks if i and j are on the same core and have an edge between their Fetch stages. This property is guaranteed by the po edge mapping, theory lemmas, and the invariant from the induction hypothesis, completing the proof.
Figure 5.10: The load $i_2$ in SubsetExec cannot read its value from the explicitly modelled stores $i_1$ or $i_3$ without adding one of the dotted edges and making the graph cyclic. This appears to make the execution unobservable. However, as shown in SubsetWithExternal, another instruction $i_4$ outside the ISA-level cycle can source $i_2$ while keeping the graph acyclic, making SubsetWithExternal an abstract counter-example. PipeProof must over-approximate microarchitectural constraints to account for instructions like $i_4$ that are not explicitly modelled.

### 5.3.3 Theory Lemmas

The symbolic analysis conducted by PipeProof can allow inconsistent assignments to $\mu$spec predicates that are incompatible with any microarchitectural execution. For example, in any execution containing three instructions $i$, $j$, and $k$, if $i$ and $j$ have the same data ($\text{SameData } i \ j$ is true) and $j$ and $k$ have the same data ($\text{SameData } j \ k$ is true), then logically $i$ and $k$ must have the same data ($\text{SameData } i \ k$ must be true). In other words, the $\text{SameData}$ predicate is transitive. However, naive symbolic analysis will not require $\text{SameData } i \ k$ to be true in such a case. Thus, to enforce such constraints, PipeProof provides a set of Theory Lemmas\textsuperscript{10} for $\mu$spec predicates that is included in every call to PipeProof’s solver. These constraints enforce universal rules (like the transitivity of $\text{SameData}$) that must be respected by every microarchitectural execution.

### 5.3.4 Over-Approximating to Ensure an Adequate Model

PipeProof verifies executions of an arbitrary number of instructions while only modelling a small subset of those instructions and their constraints on the execution. Some of the instructions in an ISA-level cycle may be abstractly represented using the TC

\textsuperscript{10}These lemmas are very similar to the lemmas produced by a theory solver in an SMT setup.
Abstraction or chain invariants, while other instructions in the execution that are not part of the ISA-level cycle are also not explicitly modelled. For its verification to be sound, PipeProof must ensure that the subset of an execution’s constraints that it models is *adequate*: the subset must be an over-approximation of the constraints on the entire execution. In other words, it should never be the case that an execution is deemed to be unobservable when modelling only the subset of its constraints, but the execution is in fact observable.

For example, consider the abstract execution `SubsetExec` on `simpleSC` in Figure 5.10, where an ISA-level cycle is abstractly represented with the help of the TC Abstraction. Consider also the constraint (henceforth called `LoadSource`) on every ISA-level execution that for every load `l` which does not read the initial value of memory, there exists a store `s` for which `s \rightarrow l`, corresponding to `s` being the store from which `l` reads its value. Instruction `i_2` in `SubsetExec` is a load (since it is the source of an `rf` edge), and so must satisfy the `LoadSource` constraint. If PipeProof attempted to satisfy `LoadSource` for `i_2` using only the explicitly modelled instructions, `i_2` could be sourced either from `i_1` (i.e., `i_1 \rightarrow i_2`) or from `i_3` (`i_3 \rightarrow i_2`). If sourcing from `i_1`, the microarchitectural mapping of the `rf` edge adds a `µhb` edge from node `t` to node `u`, giving us a cycle in the `µhb` graph. Likewise, if `i_3` is used as the source, `i_3 \rightarrow i_2` maps to a `µhb` edge from node `v` to node `u`, once again creating a cycle in the graph. Thus, if the analysis only considered explicitly modelled instructions, it would deduce that all graphs for this case are cyclic (i.e., unobservable), and that this case need not be concretized and decomposed.

However, this reasoning would be incorrect. For instance, it is perfectly valid for an execution containing the ISA-level cycle from `SubsetExec` to have an additional instruction `i_4` that is not part of the ISA-level cycle but sources the value of `i_2` (i.e., `i_4 \rightarrow i_2`). Figure 5.10 depicts this variant as `SubsetWithExternal`, which satisfies `LoadSource` while maintaining an acyclic graph. This indicates (correctly) that the
ISA-level cycle from \textit{SubsetExec} is actually an abstract counterexample and must be concretized and decomposed.

To avoid unsoundly flagging executions such as \textit{SubsetExec} as unobservable, PipeProof conservatively over-approximates by replacing every \texttt{exists} clause in the \texttt{μspec} with a Boolean \texttt{true}. This suffices to guarantee an adequate model, since \texttt{exists} clauses are the only \texttt{μspec} clauses whose evaluation can change from \texttt{false} to \texttt{true} when an additional instruction is explicitly modelled. In the case of \textit{SubsetExec}, the over-approximation results in \texttt{LoadSource} always evaluating to true, ensuring that \textit{SubsetExec} is treated as an abstract counterexample as required for soundness.

This over-approximation forces PipeProof to work only with a subset of the overall true microarchitectural ordering constraints; these may or may not be sufficient to prove the design correct. There exist microarchitectures for which this subset is not sufficient, and PipeProof currently cannot prove the correctness of those designs. However, the over-approximation of microarchitectural constraints is sufficient to prove the correctness of the designs in this chapter.

\subsection*{5.3.5 Inductive ISA Edge Generation}

There are often an infinite number of ISA-level executions that can match a forbidden ISA-level pattern. Thus, PipeProof must reason about these ISA-level executions inductively to make verification feasible. PipeProof’s refinement loop inductively models additional instructions through concretization and decomposition (Section 5.2.6 and Figure 5.6). As such, PipeProof must also inductively generate the possible ISA-level relations that could connect these modelled instructions such that the overall execution matches the forbidden ISA-level pattern being checked.

Given an ISA-level pattern \texttt{pat}, PipeProof’s ISA Edge Generation procedure returns all possible choices \texttt{(edge, remain)}, where \texttt{edge} is a possible initial or final edge of \texttt{pat}, and \texttt{remain} is the part of \texttt{pat} that did not match \texttt{edge}. If peeling from
the left of a transitive chain, the procedure returns cases where edge is an initial edge. If peeling from the right, the procedure returns cases where edge is a final edge.

For example, if decomposing a transitive chain representing the pattern \((po \cup co); rf; fr\), the ISA Edge Generation procedure would return \((po, (rf; fr))\) and \((co, (rf; fr))\) if peeling from the left, so either po or co could be peeled off. Likewise, if peeling from the right, the procedure would return \((fr, ((po \cup co); rf))\), so only fr could be peeled off.

5.4 PipeProof Optimizations

To improve PipeProof’s verification performance and make its verification feasible for more designs, I implemented two optimizations: the Covering Sets Optimization and Memoization. This section explains these optimizations.

5.4.1 Covering Sets Optimization

The TC Abstraction guarantees at least one transitive connection between the start and end of an ISA-level chain that it represents. Thus, PipeProof needs to verify correctness for each possible transitive connection when using the TC Abstraction to represent an ISA-level chain. As seen in Figure 5.6, a new set of transitive connections comes into existence each time a transitive chain is decomposed. This can quickly lead to a large number of cases to consider. Even the simpleSC microarchitecture has 9 possibilities (3 nodes \(\times\) 3 nodes) for transitive connections between any two instructions. To mitigate this case explosion, I developed the Covering Sets Optimization to eliminate redundant transitive connections.

The key idea behind the Covering Sets Optimization is that if in a given scenario, \(a\) and \(b\) are possible transitive connections, and every \(\mu hb\) graph containing \(a\) also contains \(b\), then it is sufficient to just check correctness when \(b\) is the transitive
connection. In other words, \( b \) covers \( a \). For example, \( \text{AbsCex} \) in Figure 5.6 has a transitive connection between nodes \( p \) and \( q \). This transitive connection covers other possible transitive connections such as the one from \( p \) to \( r \) used in \( \text{NoDecomp} \). This is because there is no possible \( \mu \text{hb} \) graph satisfying the microarchitectural axioms that contains an edge from \( p \) to \( r \) without also having an edge from \( p \) to \( q \) (by transitivity).

Given a set of transitive connections \( \text{conns} \) for a given scenario along with all other scenario constraints, the Covering Sets Optimization eliminates transitive connections in \( \text{conns} \) that are covered by other transitive connections in the set. This optimization significantly improves PipeProof runtime (details in Section 5.5).

### 5.4.2 Eliminating Redundant Work Using Memoization

Figure 5.6 shows PipeProof’s procedure for proving that \( \text{simpleSC} \) is a correct implementation of SC. PipeProof first checks that all ISA-level cycles containing \( fr \) are microarchitecturally unobservable, and then does the same for cycles containing \( rf \), \( po \), and \( co \). However, there is notable overlap between these four cases. For example, the ISA-level cycle \( po; rf; po; fr \) from Figure 5.1b contains \( po, rf \), and \( fr \) edges. A naive PipeProof implementation would verify this cycle (directly or indirectly through the TC Abstraction) at least 3 times: once as a cycle containing \( po \), once as a cycle containing \( rf \), and once as a cycle containing \( fr \). The redundant second and third checks of the cycle can be eliminated.

PipeProof filters out cases that have already been verified by restricting the edges that can be peeled off during decomposition. For example, if all ISA-level cycles containing \( fr \) have been verified for \( \text{simpleSC} \), then when checking all ISA-level cycles containing \( po, fr \) edges should be excluded from the choices of edges to peel off. This is because peeling off an \( fr \) edge would turn the ISA-level cycle being considered into a cycle containing \( fr \) (which has already been verified).
Stated formally, given an ISA-level MCM property $acyclic(r_1 \cup r_2 \cup \ldots \cup r_n)$, if all ISA-level cycles containing $r_i$ have been verified $\forall i < j$, then the only choices for edges to peel off when verifying cycles containing $r_j$ should be $\{r_j, r_{j+1}, \ldots, r_n\}$. This optimization enables my TSO case study (Section 5.5) to be verified in under an hour.

5.5 Methodology, Results, and Discussion

PipeProof is written in Gallina, the functional programming language of Coq [Coq04]. PipeProof reuses PipeCheck’s $\mu$spec parsing and axiom simplification [LSMB16], and extends PipeCheck’s solver to be able to model and verify executions of symbolic instructions. PipeProof’s Gallina code is extracted to OCaml using Coq’s built-in extraction functionality. This OCaml code is then compiled into a standalone PipeProof binary that can be run by a user.

I ran PipeProof on two microarchitectures. The simpleSC microarchitecture has a 3-stage in-order pipeline and Store\(\rightarrow\)Load ordering enforced. The simpleTSO microarchitecture is simpleSC with Store\(\rightarrow\)Load ordering relaxed for different addresses. I verified simpleSC against the SC ISA-level MCM, while simpleTSO was verified against the TSO ISA-level MCM. The overall specification of TSO consists of two properties: $acyclic(po_{loc} \cup co \cup rf \cup fr)$ and $acyclic(ppo \cup co \cup rfe \cup fr \cup fence)$ [AMT14]. The $po_{loc}$ relation models same-address program order, while $ppo$ (preserved program order) relates instructions in program order except for Store\(\rightarrow\)Load pairs (which can be reordered under TSO). The $rfe$ (reads-from external) edge represents when a store sources a load on another (“external”) core, and $fence$ relates instructions separated by a fence in program order. In the case of TSO, fences modelled by the $fence$ relation enforce ordering between stores before the fence in program order and loads after the fence in program order.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>simpleSC</th>
<th>simpleSC</th>
<th>simpleSC</th>
<th>simpleTSO</th>
<th>simpleTSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(w/ Covering Sets)</td>
<td>(w/ Covering Sets + Memoization)</td>
<td>(w/ Covering Sets)</td>
<td>(w/ Covering Sets + Memoization)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain Invariant Proofs</td>
<td>0.008 sec</td>
<td>0.01 sec</td>
<td>0.008 sec</td>
<td>0.5 sec</td>
<td>0.5 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC Abstraction Support Proofs</td>
<td>2.8 sec</td>
<td>0.9 sec</td>
<td>0.9 sec</td>
<td>71.1 sec</td>
<td>67.3 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microarch. Correctness Proofs</td>
<td>223.1 sec</td>
<td>35.5 sec</td>
<td>18.2 sec</td>
<td>19813.8 sec</td>
<td>2379.5 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Time</td>
<td>225.9 sec</td>
<td>36.4 sec</td>
<td>19.1 sec</td>
<td>19885.4 sec</td>
<td>2449.7 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: PipeProof runtimes for simpleSC and simpleTSO with and without Covering Sets and Memoization.
Experiments were run on an Ubuntu 16.04 machine with an Intel Core i7-4870HQ processor. Table 5.1 breaks down PipeProof runtimes for five cases. For simpleSC, the evaluated configurations are: (i) using vanilla PipeProof algorithms, (ii) with the Covering Sets Optimization (Section 5.4.1), and (iii) with Covering Sets and Memoization (Section 5.4.2). For simpleTSO, the evaluated configurations are: (iv) using Covering Sets, and (v) with Covering Sets and Memoization. (simpleTSO was infeasible without the Covering Sets Optimization.) PipeProof proves the correctness of simpleSC in under four minutes using vanilla PipeProof algorithms. The Covering Sets Optimization brings runtime down to under a minute, and Memoization reduces runtime further to under 20 seconds. Meanwhile, proving that simpleTSO correctly implements TSO takes just over five and a half hours with the Covering Sets Optimization. With the addition of Memoization, simpleTSO is verified in under 41 minutes.

While runtimes under an hour are quite acceptable, the verification of simpleTSO takes more time than the verification of simpleSC because TSO’s additional relations increase the number of possibilities for ISA-level edges that can be peeled off a transitive chain. This has a multiplicative effect on the number of cases that need to be verified; each peeled-off instruction may require verification across many transitive connections, each of which may require further instructions to be peeled off. Nevertheless, with the help of its optimizations, PipeProof’s verification of simpleTSO in under an hour shows that complete automated MCM verification of microarchitectures can indeed be tractable.

With regard to chain invariants, verifying simpleSC required one invariant (po_plus) to be provided to model repeated po edges. Meanwhile, verifying simpleTSO required five invariants, for repetitions of ppo, fence, po_loc, ppo followed by fence, and fence followed by ppo.
PipeProof’s detection of microarchitectural bugs was quite fast. As an example, I introduced a flaw into \texttt{simpleSC} relaxing \texttt{Store}→\texttt{Load} ordering. PipeProof produced a counterexample to that flaw in under a second (both with and without the Covering Sets optimization). Similarly, if \texttt{Store}→\texttt{Load} ordering for the same address was relaxed on \texttt{simpleTSO}, the bug was detected in under 2 seconds from the beginning of the check of the relevant ISA-level pattern.

To scale verification performance to more complicated microarchitectures, the implementation of PipeProof’s algorithm (Section 5.2) can be parallelised. The only dependency in the algorithm is that a given abstract execution (such as AbsCex from Figure 5.6) must be checked before any concretizations or decompositions of it are checked. Apart from this dependency, each abstract or concrete execution can be checked independently of the others, making the algorithm \textit{highly} parallelizable and well-suited to the use of multicore machines and clusters to improve performance. Adding RealityCheck’s support for modularity to PipeProof would also improve its scalability.

5.6 Related Work

Mador-Haim et al. \cite{MHAM11} established a bound on litmus test completeness when comparing certain consistency \textit{models}, but it is still unknown how to detect whether a test suite is complete with respect to a given parallel system \textit{implementation}. As such, there is no way to tell whether passing a suite of litmus tests means that a design is correct for all programs. PipeProof sidesteps this problem by conducting complete verification of all possible programs on a microarchitecture without using litmus tests at all.

Chatterjee et al. \cite{CSG02} verify operational models of processor implementations against operationally specified ISA-level MCMs. Their approach has two main steps.
The first step creates an abstract model of the microarchitectural implementation by abstracting away the external memory hierarchy, and verifies it by checking a refinement relation between the two models using model checking. The second step verifies this abstract model against an ISA-level MCM specification using theorem-proving. They only verify small instances (restricted to two processors, addresses, and values), while PipeProof’s verification is complete across different core counts, addresses, and values. They also target verification of operational models, while PipeProof targets axiomatic models. Finally, they handle visibility order specifications, whereas PipeProof uses more general MCM specifications such as the acyclicity of certain ISA-level edge patterns.

The only complete proofs of microarchitectural MCM correctness that have been conducted in prior work are those of the Kami project [VCAD15, CVS+17]. However, Kami utilises the Coq interactive theorem prover [Coq04] for its proofs, which requires designers to know proof techniques and requires manual effort. This is not amenable for many computer architects. In contrast, PipeProof automatically proves microarchitectural MCM correctness when provided with an ISA-level MCM specification, μspec axioms, mappings, and invariants. My development of PipeProof thus opens up how and by whom such techniques can be used.

Prior work on automated refinement checking (e.g. Burch and Dill [BD94], Chatterjee et al. [CSG02]) has used operational models. In contrast, PipeProof uses axiomatic models. To my knowledge, PipeProof is the first ever automated refinement checking methodology and tool for pairs of axiomatic models of executions. As such, PipeProof furthers the state of the art in refinement checking in addition to its contributions to MCM verification.
5.7 Chapter Summary

The MCM verification of a hardware design must be complete (i.e., must verify across all possible programs) in order to guarantee the correct execution of parallel programs on that hardware. However, prior microarchitectural MCM verification approaches either required manual proofs or only conducted bounded or litmus-test-based verification.

In response, this chapter presents PipeProof, the first methodology and tool for automated all-program verification of axiomatic microarchitectural ordering specifications with respect to axiomatic ISA-level MCM specifications. PipeProof can either automatically prove a specified microarchitecture correct with respect to its ISA-level MCM or it can inform the user that that the microarchitecture could not be verified, often providing a counterexample to illustrate the relevant bug in the microarchitecture. Furthermore, to my knowledge, PipeProof is the first ever automated refinement checking methodology and tool for pairs of axiomatic models of executions, so it makes advances in refinement checking as well.

PipeProof’s novel Transitive Chain Abstraction allows it to inductively model and verify all microarchitectural executions of all possible programs. This enables efficient yet complete microarchitectural MCM verification; PipeProof is able to prove the correctness of microarchitectures implementing SC and TSO in under an hour. With PipeProof, architects no longer have to restrict themselves to manual proofs of correctness of their designs in interactive proof assistants to achieve all-program MCM verification. Instead, they can use PipeProof to automatically prove microarchitectural MCM correctness for all possible programs, addresses, and values.
Chapter 6

Progressive Automated Formal Verification

*And one man in his time plays many parts,*
*His acts being seven ages.*

—William Shakespeare

*As You Like It*

Validation\(^1\) of a computing system is essential to ensuring its correctness, and can form a substantial part of the time spent developing the system. Traditionally, validation is conducted after the implementation of a component or system has been completed, and is carried out using testing-based methods. However, conducting formal verification earlier in the development timeline can have important benefits, including the ability to detect bugs earlier. At the same time, early-stage verification is not sufficient on its own to ensure system correctness. Engineers may still make mistakes when implementing a verified early-stage design, and post-implementation verification is necessary to catch these bugs. Furthermore, linking early-stage verification methodologies to post-implementation verification efforts can decrease verification overhead, thus reducing overall verification time. Verification methodologies for inter-

\(^1\)Recall that in this dissertation, I use the term *validation* to refer to techniques for checking or ensuring the correctness of a system, including both testing-based methods and formal verification. Meanwhile, I use the term *verification* to refer to verification using formal methods.
mediate points in the development timeline may be necessary to aid in this linkage, as early-stage and post-implementation verification methodologies are often very different and hard to connect to each other.

This chapter presents a verification flow called Progressive Automated Formal Verification\textsuperscript{2} which advocates conducting verification at multiple points in the development timeline and linking the verification methods at each stage together. Progressive verification has multiple benefits, including earlier detection of bugs, reduced verification overhead, and reduced overall development time. The work in Chapters \[3\ 4\] and \[5\] can be combined to form a Progressive Automated Formal Verification flow for MCM properties in parallel processors.

This chapter begins by covering verification in a traditional development flow (Section \[6.1\]). It then covers verification approaches for early-stage designs (Section \[6.2\]), post-implementation verification approaches (Section \[6.3\]), and verification approaches for evolving and detailed designs (Section \[6.4\]). This is followed by an explanation of the Progressive Automated Formal Verification flow (Section \[6.5\]), which utilises all three of these verification approaches. Section \[6.5\]'s explanation uses the work in Chapters \[3\ 4\] and \[5\] as an example progressive verification flow. Section \[6.6\] then summarises the chapter.

### 6.1 Testing and Verification in a Traditional Development Flow

Figure \[6.1\] shows a traditional development flow for a hardware or software system. The system is first designed, then implemented, and subsequently tested and/or formally verified. Testing is the dominant validation technique in industry today, although industry usage of formal methods is increasing \[\text{RCD}^{16}\  \text{NRZ}^{15}\]. Formal

\textsuperscript{2}Sometimes shortened to “progressive verification” for brevity.
methods are superior to testing-based methods as they are adept at checking all possibilities for a given scenario, e.g., PipeProof can prove microarchitectural MCM correctness across all executions of all programs. Bounded verification methods cannot guarantee correctness in all possible scenarios, but are complete for the scenarios that they do check. For example, PipeCheck can prove microarchitectural MCM correctness for a suite of litmus tests. Meanwhile, testing-based methods cannot guarantee verification across all programs, or even across all executions for a single program on nondeterministic systems like today’s multiprocessors.

The design of a system may have multiple phases. For instance, design of a processor may begin with a high-level design that becomes more detailed as development continues. The initial high-level design might include data like the number of pipeline stages, whether they are in-order or out-of-order, and the number and size of caches. A subsequent detailed design would delve deeper into the inner workings of the various components, including the protocol for memory transactions between processors, caches, and main memory, as well as the input/output behaviour of queues and buffers. The detailed design would also include a fine-grained structure for each pipeline stage.

Once a design is fleshed out, the hardware or software system is implemented according to that design. This is followed by testing and/or verification of the implementation. Continuing with the processor example, a processor is usually first
implemented in RTL like Verilog, which is where testing and/or verification typically begins. Once the processor’s RTL has been written, it is tested and/or verified. Engineers then progress to the lower-level details of implementation, like how the transistors comprising the processor will be laid out on the chip.

The key takeaway here is that in traditional development flows like Figure 6.1, verification typically does not begin until implementation has been at least partially completed. However, beginning verification earlier in the development timeline can have several benefits, as discussed next.

### 6.2 The Benefits of Early-Stage Design-Time Verification

Bugs in systems can arise in their designs, their implementations, or even their high-level specifications. Design bugs are cases where a system’s design is incorrect and does not correspond to the high-level specification’s requirements. If a design bug exists, the system will not function correctly with respect to higher-level requirements even if the implementation faithfully implements the design. An example design bug would be the use of an out-of-order pipeline (without enforcing ordering through an alternative mechanism) in a processor design that has an MCM of SC. (The ISA-level MCM functions as the high-level specification in this example.) Meanwhile, implementation bugs occur when engineers unintentionally introduce flaws during system implementation, causing the implementation to not match the design. For instance, if the RTL of a cache only returns the lower 30 bits at a memory address in response to a processor’s 32-bit load operation, this would constitute an implementation bug.

Bugs may also occur in high-level specifications themselves. For instance, designers may choose an ISA-level MCM for their processor that they believe allows the mi-
croarchitectural optimizations they wish to include. However, subsequent verification may discover that the MCM is too strong and forbids some of their optimizations. The MCM may also be too weak to interface with high-level languages. If the ISA for the processor has not yet been released, the designers may decide to change its MCM to fix these issues, rather than modify their designs. Thus, a given issue may be classified as a design bug or a high-level specification bug depending on designer intent, provided that the high-level specification has not been set in stone.

While implementation bugs can only be caught during or after implementation, design bugs and high-level specification bugs can be caught during the design phase itself. Validation approaches based on dynamic testing require an implementation in order to validate a system, and so are not a good fit for design-time validation. However, formal verification can be conducted on a model of the design and so is well-suited for this purpose. For instance, PipeCheck [LPM14,LSMB16] (Section 2.4) and PipeProof (Chapter 5) are examples of early-stage verification tools for MCM properties in hardware designs. Likewise, CheckMate [TLM18a] is an example of an early-stage verification tool for hardware security properties. Early-stage verification has generally not been conducted for hardware designs in prior work, except for a few specific types of features like cache coherence protocols [PNAD95,ZLS10,ZBES14]. (The work of Vijayaraghavan et al. [VCAD15] is a notable exception to this rule, and is covered in Section 2.3.4.) Early-stage verification is more prominent for software systems, e.g., Memalloy [WBSC17] and distributed protocol verification [PLSS17].

In a traditional development flow like Figure 6.1 design bugs, implementation bugs, and sometimes even high-level specification bugs are discovered during post-implementation verification. Thus, if the design or high-level specification contained a bug, engineers would spend time and effort implementing the buggy design, only...
to have to re-implement the relevant parts of the system once a re-design fixed the
design or high-level specification bug. The development time spent creating the
implementation of the incorrect design (which may be a significant duration) is thus
wasted. Alternatively, engineers may eschew a re-design and implement a heavy-
handed fix that notably reduces the capabilities of the system. In either case, the
outcome is undesirable.

Using approaches like PipeCheck, PipeProof, and CheckMate for early-stage
verification helps catch design and high-level specification bugs right at design time,
so they can be fixed before implementation commences. This eliminates the time that
would otherwise be spent creating implementations of incorrect designs, thus reducing
overall development time.

In addition, early-stage verification can reduce the overhead of post-implementation
verification (Section 6.3) if the two approaches are linked to each other. For example,
if a $\mu$spec model of a design is verified through PipeProof as correctly implementing
its MCM, then the eventual RTL implementation of that design need only ensure
that it satisfies the individual axioms of the $\mu$spec model to ensure MCM correctness.
RTLCheck (Chapter 3) enables such post-implementation verification for litmus tests.
In this scenario, the low-level RTL implementation no longer needs to be verified
against the ISA-level MCM directly. Such verification would be harder than verifying
against $\mu$spec axioms, as the ISA-level MCM is a high-level property which is quite
far removed from the low-level details of an RTL implementation.

Despite its advantages, design-time verification is not a panacea. Even if a design
has been formally verified, engineers may introduce implementation bugs as they
implement and refine the design. Post-implementation verification (discussed next) is
essential to ensure the system’s correctness before its release to the end user.
6.3 The Need for Post-Implementation Verification

Post-implementation validation is the traditional method of ensuring hardware and software system correctness today. Such validation is critical to ensuring that the implementation released to end users is in fact correct. There has been a plethora of work on post-implementation formal verification. Some of this work uses automated approaches like model checking, e.g., CBMC [CKL04] for checking properties of C programs. Other approaches may include manually proving system correctness in a proof assistant like Coq and then extracting an implementation, e.g., Kami [CVS+17] for hardware verification (Section 2.3.4). Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.4, and 3.10 cover the prior work on post-implementation verification that is most relevant to this dissertation. RTLCheck (Chapter 3) is a methodology and tool for automated post-implementation MCM verification.

While industry usage of formal methods is increasing [RCD+16, NRZ+15], testing-based methods remain the primary method of post-implementation validation in industry today. These testing-based methods cannot ensure comprehensive verification coverage, and lead to bugs slipping through validation into the released product. Such bugs can have serious consequences, including Internet outages [Str19] and car crashes [Lee19]. Current industry practices have proven insufficient for catching bugs in recent years, ranging from security vulnerabilities like Meltdown [LSG+18] and Spectre [KHF+19] to network errors [BGMW17] to MCM issues [ARM11].

While software is relatively easy to patch when bugs are found, hardware implementations are difficult or impossible to modify after their release. As a result, post-release fixes for hardware bugs are often heavy-handed and can notably impact processor performance. One such bug was a TLB\textsuperscript{4} issue (Erratum #298) in AMD

\footnotetext[4]{Translation Lookaside Buffer, a cache for virtual to physical page mappings.}
Phenom processors [AMD12] that could lead to data corruption and loss of coherence. AMD initially [Shi08] had to fix this bug with a BIOS patch that prevented TLBs from looking in the cache for page table entries, which caused a slowdown of about 10%. Likewise, the transactional memory functionality in Intel Haswell processors was found to be buggy after their release [Hac14]. To work around the issue, Intel disabled the transactional memory functionality in Haswell processors, reducing their capabilities.

Post-implementation verification should use formal methods as much as possible in order to ensure better verification coverage, thus reducing or eliminating bugs in the released product. This is especially important for hardware due to its inability to be modified after release. In addition, the formal methods used should be automated approaches like model checking (Section 2.2.1). This will allow hardware and software engineers who do not have deep formal methods expertise to verify the systems by themselves, rather than having to rely on the relatively small number of formal methods experts. For these reasons, the Progressive Automated Formal Verification flow (Section 6.5) proposed by this dissertation recommends the use of automated formal verification.

6.4 Verification at Intermediate Points in the Development Timeline

Early-stage design-time verification and post-implementation verification are both key to ensuring a system’s correctness. However, a system evolves significantly as it progresses from early-stage design through to a final detailed design. Design bugs may be introduced at any point in this evolution. It is important to detect these bugs as early as possible so as to minimise the time that engineers spend creating

---

5 A subsequent stepping of the Phenom processor included a hardware fix for the issue [AMD12, Shi08].
implementations of incorrect designs. This necessitates the continued verification of designs as they evolve and become more detailed.

Early-stage verification tools may not be a good fit for verifying evolving designs, necessitating the creation of verification tools specifically for such evolving designs. For instance, as Section 4.2.2 covers, the monolithic MCM verification of early-stage verification tools like PipeCheck and PipeProof does not scale to detailed models of large designs. Furthermore, their monolithic specification format is a bad fit for the distributed nature of processor design. Monolithic specifications also make it hard to replace pieces of the design specification over time as the design evolves. As a result, these tools are insufficient for MCM verification of evolving and detailed designs. RealityCheck (Chapter 4) was created specifically to be capable of efficiently verifying designs as they evolve and become more detailed.

Verification tools for intermediate points in the development timeline can also facilitate the linkage of early-stage verification to post-implementation verification. As Section 6.2 covers, the linkage of early-stage verification to post-implementation verification can reduce the overhead of post-implementation verification. However, early-stage designs are quite far removed from the low-level realities of implementations, making them hard to link to each other. For instance, the early-stage MCM verification of a tool like PipeProof is based on omniscient \( \mu \text{spec} \) axioms (Section 4.2.2) that do not reflect the structural modularity of RTL implementations. As Section 4.7 covers, SVA assertions generated from such omniscient \( \mu \text{spec} \) axioms using a tool like RTLCheck (Chapter 3) are limited in their scalability because they must be evaluated over the entire RTL implementation. On the other hand, RealityCheck’s \( \mu \text{spec}++ \) axioms take into account the design’s structural modularity and are scoped to individual modules. As a result, SVA assertions generated from these \( \mu \text{spec}++ \) axioms will be scoped to individual modules as well. These generated assertions will thus only need
Figure 6.2: An idealised version of the Progressive Automated Formal Verification flow. Verification is conducted at multiple points in the development of the system (starting at early-stage design), and the verification methods at each stage are linked to each other. The flow can have more or fewer stages depending on the needs of the system and the choices of the engineers involved. Progressive verification provides earlier detection of bugs, reductions in development time and verification overhead, and the strong correctness guarantees of formal verification.

Figure 6.3: A Progressive Automated Formal Verification flow for MCM properties in parallel processors. PipeProof (Chapter 5) provides MCM verification of early-stage designs, RealityCheck (Chapter 4) provides MCM verification of detailed designs, and RTLCheck (Chapter 3) provides post-implementation MCM verification.

to be evaluated over part of the RTL implementation, significantly improving their scalability.

6.5 Progressive Automated Formal Verification

Early-stage, intermediate, and post-implementation verification all have their own advantages and disadvantages. If all of these verification methodologies could be used in concert with each other and linked together, it would make system verification
more thorough and efficient. This is the key idea underlying *Progressive Automated Formal Verification*, a verification flow proposed by this dissertation. The rest of this section explains the details of Progressive Automated Formal Verification.

Figure 6.2 shows an idealised flow for Progressive Automated Formal Verification. Meanwhile, Figure 6.3 shows the specific instance of the progressive verification flow that applies to MCM properties in parallel processors. This instance of the flow utilises the work in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, i.e., the RTLCheck, RealityCheck, and PipeProof tools respectively.

As Figure 6.2 shows, progressive verification begins verification right at the point of early-stage design, in contrast to traditional verification (Figure 6.1). During early-stage design, formal models of the system are created and automatically verified against higher-level requirements. For example, if verifying hardware MCM properties, the verification task at this stage would be to create a µspec model of the processor and verify it against the ISA-level MCM using PipeProof (Chapter 5), as shown in Figure 6.3.

As the design evolves and becomes more detailed, progressive verification requires that the formal model evolve along with it to reflect such detail, as shown in Figure 6.2. The evolution of the design will likely also coincide with more people being involved with it, making the formal model something that a large number of individuals will be involved with editing. Verification should continue to be conducted as the design (and its model) evolve to ensure that bugs are not introduced while adding the additional detail. The detailed design can be verified either against the early-stage design or against the higher-level properties being verified, depending on the preference of the engineers and the relative difficulty of the two verification tasks. The modelling and verification frameworks used should facilitate the evolution of the design as it progresses.
In the case of MCM verification, the RealityCheck framework (Chapter 4) fulfills the requirements of modelling and verification for evolving and detailed designs, as seen in Figure 6.3. Initially, users can create a coarse-grained $\mu$spec++ model of the processor in RealityCheck and compare it (up to a bound) to the model verified using PipeProof. They may also verify it directly against ISA-level litmus tests, as Figure 6.3 shows (and as explained in Chapter 4). Then, as the design of various components is fleshed out, the specifications for those components can be replaced with their more detailed versions. Interface verification (Section 4.4) can be used to ensure that the detailed specification is correct with respect to the component’s requirements. The modularity of RealityCheck also allows different teams to modify or replace the specification of their components (and verify them against their interfaces) independently of other teams. This ensures that the distributed nature of the hardware design process is not impeded by the use of RealityCheck.

In a progressive verification flow, early-stage and intermediate-stage verification reduce the verification load on post-implementation verification. Instead of having to verify the implementation directly against higher-level properties, engineers and developers only need to verify their implementations against the formal specifications whose correctness has been checked by verification at earlier stages. In the case of progressive MCM verification (Figure 6.3), RTLCheck provides post-implementation verification. Using RTLCheck, the processor’s Verilog is formally verified against $\mu$spec axioms (on a per-test basis) whose composition would ideally have been previously proven correct using PipeProof. This is notably easier than trying to verify the low-level Verilog directly against the high-level ISA MCM specification, as they are quite far removed from each other.

Ideally, the Verilog would be checked against SVA properties translated from a RealityCheck $\mu$spec++ model, as the $\mu$spec++ would be more detailed and easier to relate to RTL. Furthermore, the modularity of $\mu$spec++ axioms would enable
scalable per-component verification of the RTL. Section 4.7 provides further details. The linkage of RTLCheck directly to μspec axioms rather than to μspec++ axioms from a RealityCheck model is due to RealityCheck being developed chronologically after RTLCheck.

Progressive verification has a number of benefits, as listed below:

• **Earlier Detection of Bugs:** Progressive verification begins verification right at the point of early-stage design, and continues to verify the design as it evolves. Thus, design bugs and high-level specification bugs are caught under progressive verification before implementation begins, in contrast to traditional verification (Figure 6.1) where they are caught post-implementation.

• **Reduced Overall Development Time:** Progressive verification’s early detection of design bugs and high-level specification bugs means that engineers do not spend time creating implementations of incorrect designs. This can reduce overall development time when compared to a traditional development flow.

• **Reduced Verification Overhead:** Many properties are easier to verify at a higher level of abstraction than at a lower level. For instance, RTLCheck runtimes (Section 3.9) far exceed those of PipeProof (Section 5.5) for similar designs. This is despite PipeProof verifying MCM properties for microarchitectural designs across all programs and RTLCheck only verifying μspec axioms for litmus tests. Thus, verifying properties at a higher level of abstraction when possible will reduce the overhead of verification. This is especially critical for hardware design, where verification costs now dominate total hardware design cost [Fos15]. Progressive verification begins verification at early-stage design, ensuring that as much verification as possible is conducted at high levels of abstraction and thus at lower overhead.
• **Strong Correctness Guarantees:** The formal methods utilised at each stage of progressive verification ensure thorough verification of a system’s design and implementation for the properties being verified. The formal nature of the verification enables engineers to provide strong correctness guarantees about the systems they build, as opposed to the weaker guarantees of testing-based methods. Systems verified using a progressive flow will be released to users with minimal or no bugs.

The work in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 can be combined to create a concrete instance of the progressive verification flow for MCM properties in parallel processors, as Figure 6.3 shows. This dissertation thus serves as a reference point for the future development of progressive verification flows for other types of properties and systems, such as for hardware security verification or compiler verification (see Section 7.3.3).

The verification methodologies used in a progressive flow would ideally be complete, i.e., they would verify across all possible programs. In the absence of automated all-program verification approaches for a given point in the development timeline, bounded verification approaches can be used instead. In the case of progressive MCM verification (Figure 6.3), PipeProof accomplishes all-program verification for early-stage verification. Meanwhile, RealityCheck and RTLCheck are the first methodologies and tools to provide automated intermediate-stage and post-implementation MCM verification for parallel processors, but they cannot verify across all programs. Building on RealityCheck and RTLCheck to develop methodologies capable of verifying MCM properties on detailed designs and RTL across all programs is an avenue of future work (Section 7.3.1). It should be possible to use RealityCheck and RTLCheck as a base for such all-program verification, given that PipeProof built on PipeCheck to do the same for early-stage designs.

A progressive verification flow need not have exactly three stages. Depending on how far removed early-stage design is from the eventual implementation of the
system in question, engineers may choose to have more than one stage of intermediate verification between early-stage verification and post-implementation verification. On the other hand, if the system is simple enough that early-stage designs can be easily linked to low-level implementations, a distinct intermediate verification stage may not be necessary. The key idea is to conduct verification throughout the development timeline (as opposed to just post-implementation) and to link the verification methods at each stage together.

6.6 Chapter Summary

Validation of a system is crucial to ensure its correctness before it is released to the end user. In conventional development flows, validation generally takes place post-implementation and uses primarily testing-based methods. Beginning validation this late in development leads to design bugs and sometimes even high-level specification bugs not being discovered until after the design has been implemented. Furthermore, testing-based methods can easily miss bugs and are insufficient for ensuring system correctness.

In response, this chapter proposes a verification flow called Progressive Automated Formal Verification, which advocates for automated verification at multiple points in the development timeline, beginning with the verification of early-stage designs. Design-time verification detects design bugs and high-level specification bugs earlier than traditional practices, and can help eliminate certain classes of bugs before implementation commences. This reduces or eliminates the amount of time engineers spend creating implementations of incorrect designs, thus reducing overall development time.

Progressive verification also recommends linking the verification methods at different stages to each other. The linkage of early-stage verification methodologies to
post-implementation verification can reduce overall verification overhead by verifying design properties at a higher level of abstraction. This linkage may be facilitated by the appropriate use of modelling and verification at an intermediate point in the development timeline. The formal nature of the verification in a progressive flow provides the strong correctness guarantees necessary for today’s systems. The automation of the verification allows hardware and software engineers to formally verify their systems by themselves, without needing to rely on formal methods experts.

In addition to proposing the philosophy of progressive verification, this dissertation also enables the progressive verification of MCM properties in parallel processors. The work in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 when combined, forms a progressive verification flow for hardware MCM properties. The progressive verification flow itself is applicable to other domains beyond MCM verification, including hardware security verification and compiler verification.
Chapter 7

Retrospective, Future Directions, and Conclusion

“This isn’t the end. There is no end.”
—HOTTA YUMI (TRANSLATED)
Hikaru No Go

This chapter begins (Section 7.1) by situating the work in this dissertation in the context of the hardware/software stack. Specifically, all the work in this dissertation is part of the “Check suite”, a set of methodologies and tools for MCM verification from high-level languages down to RTL. Section 7.2 then examines lessons learned retrospectively from doing the research presented in this dissertation. Section 7.3 then outlines avenues of future work that can build on the advances in this dissertation. The chapter ends with the conclusions of the dissertation (Section 7.4).

7.1 Zooming Out: The Check Suite for MCM Verification

The Check suite [LPM14,MLPM15,LSMB16,TML+17,MLMP17,MLMG18,MLM20] comprises a set of methodologies and tools developed at Princeton for automated MCM
verification across the hardware/software stack, from high-level languages (HLLs) to RTL. Figure 7.1 depicts all the tools in the Check suite, shown according to the layers of the hardware/software stack they work at. PipeCheck \([\text{LPM14, LSMB16}]\) (Section 2.4) was the initial tool in the Check suite. All later Check suite tools built on PipeCheck’s initial modelling framework to accomplish their goals. The RTLCheck (Chapter 3), RealityCheck (Chapter 4), and PipeProof (Chapter 5) tools presented in this dissertation are part of the Check suite.

In addition to the work presented in this dissertation, I was also a co-author on the CCICheck \([\text{MLPM15}]\) and TriCheck \([\text{TML+17, TML+18}]\) tools from the Check suite. CCICheck and TriCheck are not discussed in detail in this dissertation due to length constraints. I provide a brief description of each tool below.

CCICheck conducted coherence\(^1\)-aware microarchitectural MCM verification that was capable of modelling cache occupancy and coherence protocol events related to MCM verification. This allowed it to model architectures with nMCA coherence protocols as well as partially incoherent microarchitectures like some GPUs. CCICheck also enabled the modelling of coherence protocol features (e.g., the livelock-avoidance

---

\(^1\)Section A.5 covers the basics of cache coherence and coherence protocols.
mechanism in the “Peekaboo” scenario \cite{SHW11} and their impact on MCM behaviour. CCICheck discovered a bug in the TSO-CC lazy coherence protocol that could result in an MCM violation \cite{Elv15}.

Meanwhile, TriCheck enabled users to formally verify hardware-software MCM compatibility for suites of litmus tests. As input, TriCheck takes a litmus test in a high-level language (HLL) like Java or C++, a compiler mapping\footnote{A compiler mapping is a translation scheme from high-level language synchronization primitives (e.g., C/C++ \texttt{atomic} operations) to assembly language instructions for a given ISA.} and a \texttt{µspec} microarchitecture specification. TriCheck automatically translates the HLL litmus test into its ISA-level equivalent using the provided compiler mapping, and then formally verifies whether the forbidden outcome of the HLL litmus test is observable on the microarchitecture specified by the \texttt{µspec}. TriCheck is useful both when designing the ISA-level MCM for a new architecture as well as for validating compiler mappings for a given HLL-ISA pair. TriCheck discovered numerous issues in the draft MCM specification of the open-source RISC-V ISA, and spurred the creation of the RISC-V memory model working group (of which I am a member) to develop a new formally specified MCM for RISC-V. A new MCM fixing the issues TriCheck discovered (and other issues) was ratified in September 2018 \cite{RIS19}.

TriCheck also discovered two counterexamples to compiler mappings from C/C++ atomics to the Power and ARMv7 ISAs. These mappings had supposedly been proven correct previously \cite{BMO+12}, but I isolated the flaw in the supposed proof that allowed the invalid mappings to slip through \cite{MTL+16}. These findings by my co-authors and myself led to the discovery that the C/C++ memory model was unintentionally slightly stronger than necessary, precluding the use of efficient mappings for it for weaker architectures like Power and ARMv7. Lahav et al. \cite{LVK+17} concurrently and independently discovered the same underlying issue. They also proposed a fix to this issue that has since been adopted by the standards committee.
7.2 Lessons Learned: A Retrospective

The methodologies and tools developed by this dissertation all break new ground in automated hardware MCM verification. However, certain choices that I made when conducting this research made the development of my tools harder than it could have been. If I were to redo the research in this dissertation knowing what I know now, I would make two changes in my approach. Specifically, I would attach greater importance to supporting operational models in my work, and I would create a strong type system for the $\mu$spec language and its successors like $\mu$spec++ (Section 4.5). This section examines these lessons learned in detail, in the hope of making researchers aware of the issues involved. This knowledge will ideally help other researchers make better choices when conducting similar research in the future.

7.2.1 Importance of Operational Model Support

Section 2.2.3 describes two prominent modelling styles in formal MCM analysis: operational models and axiomatic models. Operational models describe a system being modelled as a transition system (Section 2.2.1), while axiomatic models describe a system using a set of invariants that hold in it.

PipeCheck chose to use axiomatic modelling for its $\mu$spec specifications, and provided no support for operational modelling of microarchitectures. Axiomatic models have notable benefits for MCM verification, namely concise specification and efficient verification [AMT14]. Thus, PipeCheck’s choice of axiomatic modelling had significant advantages.

As seen in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, I chose to follow PipeCheck and only use axiomatic models for microarchitectural ordering specification and verification. However, this choice of purely axiomatic modelling has three disadvantages when compared to including support for operational models. Firstly, it makes it harder to link $\mu$spec
models to RTL. Secondly, axiomatic models make it harder to model scenarios where a program changes over time (like self-modifying code). Thirdly, the invariant-based approach of axiomatic models makes it hard to write specifications for certain hardware behaviour. The rest of this section details the nature of these disadvantages.

Linking to RTL

Axiomatic models like \( \mu \)spec specifications are tricky to link to operational models like RTL. RTLCheck (Chapter 3) accomplished the linkage of \( \mu \)spec specifications to RTL and the soundness verification of \( \mu \)spec specifications by translating \( \mu \)spec axioms to test-specific SVA assertions. Part of the difficulty in translating \( \mu \)spec axioms to SVA lies in the fact that the logics and semantics of \( \mu \)spec and SVA are starkly different from each other. A set of \( \mu \)spec axioms forms an axiomatic model of microarchitecture, while SVA assertions are evaluated over an operational model of RTL [CDH+15]. If I had developed or used a method for specifying microarchitectural orderings operationally rather than axiomatically, those orderings would be easier to relate to RTL. Correspondences between microarchitectural states and RTL states could then be used to relate the two operational models for verification. This is the approach used by prior work, e.g., Burch and Dill [BD94] and ISA-Formal [RCD+16].

Modelling Program Change Over Time

Operational models are also generally better suited than axiomatic models to represent scenarios where the program being modelled changes over time. For instance, when self-modifying code executes, the program being run by the processor changes as it runs. However, in axiomatic frameworks like herd (Section 2.3.1), PipeCheck (Section 2.4), RealityCheck (Chapter 4) and PipeProof (Chapter 5), the entire program being run

\[s_1 \text{ can transition to } s_2 \text{ if and only if the RTL allows the values of the wires and regs in } s_1 \text{ to change to those of } s_2 \text{ in one clock cycle.}\]
(including the values returned by all loads) is known right at the outset and can be seen by all axioms. There is no notion of allowing the program instructions to change as the execution progresses. Axioms are evaluated on executions as a single unit.

On the other hand, in an operational framework, instructions can be executed piece-by-piece through state transitions, just like they are executed by a real processor’s pipeline stages. Modification of the program is simply an update to the portion of the state that represents instruction memory, and can be conducted at an arbitrary point in an execution trace. If my work had provided a way to specify microarchitectural orderings operationally, it would have made it easier to model behaviour like self-modifying code.

Modelling Certain Hardware Structures

Axiomatic models describe systems in terms of invariants that the system upholds. These invariants are often straightforward to write for an entire system, but more difficult to write for certain parts of the system considered in isolation. For instance, consider the property of coherence. Most architectures implement per-location SC \cite{AMT14,Int13,ARM13,IBM13,RIS19}, which is slightly stronger than coherence. This property is straightforward to specify at the ISA level in \texttt{herd} for an entire processor as \texttt{acyclic(po\_loc \cup co \cup rf \cup fr)}. It is also straightforward to specify this property as a \texttt{\mu spec} axiom for an entire microarchitecture. Such an axiom would simply enforce an order between the memory hierarchy nodes or ViCLs\footnote{An abstraction developed by CCICheck \cite{MLPM15} to model cache occupancy and coherence events.} of any two writes to the same address.

However, what are the invariants for a \textit{single} cache in a microarchitecture implementing a typical coherence protocol? The answer to this question is not so simple. These invariants would form the \texttt{\mu spec++} axioms for the module representing that cache in a RealityCheck (Chapter 4) specification. The invariants do exist, and so
RealityCheck is indeed capable of modelling coherent caches. Even so, the difficulty in coming up with such invariants makes it somewhat difficult to model such caches in an axiomatic framework like RealityCheck.

On the other hand, specifying the behaviour of a single cache in a coherence protocol operationally is much more straightforward. Coherence protocols are routinely specified using state transition tables for each component in the protocol [SHW11], e.g., caches, main memory, directories. Such a transition table represents the states and transition relation of an operational model, making the construction of an operational model for such a protocol easy to do. If I had developed RealityCheck to allow certain modules to be specified operationally, it would be easier to specify hardware modules such as coherent caches.

Overall, both axiomatic and operational models each have their own advantages and disadvantages. Thus, it is desirable to have a single modelling framework that supports both operational and axiomatic models, as well as the ability to automatically convert between the two. Section 7.3.2 provides further details on this avenue of future work.

7.2.2 Benefits of a Type System for $\mu$spec and $\mu$spec++

PipeCheck developed the $\mu$spec domain-specific language to model microarchitectural orderings. $\mu$spec does not have a formally specified type system, and I did not create one for the language (or its successor $\mu$spec++) in the course of my dissertation research. A type system for a programming language can have several benefits [Pie02]. It makes it easy to detect certain classes of bugs, such as when the wrong number of arguments are provided to a function, or when one of the function’s arguments has an incorrect type. Typing can also help ensure that a program does not get “stuck”, i.e., reach a state where it is impossible to continue evaluation.
In \( \mu \text{spec} \), if a user uses a predicate that does not exist or supplies an incorrect number of arguments to a predicate, PipeCheck and the tools in this dissertation do report that the predicate could not be found. However, these tools do not provide further detailed information about the error. A formal type system for \( \mu \text{spec} \) would facilitate providing such detailed error information. Users could be notified of both the type of the predicate they were trying to use and the expected type for that position in the specification, e.g., “Line 24: Predicate ‘IsAnyWrite’ has 2 arguments, 1 expected”. Such information is readily available in compile errors for languages with rich type systems like Gallina.\(^5\)

The value of a type system to a language for specifying microarchitectural orderings increases as the language becomes richer and incorporates more features. Such advancements to \( \mu \text{spec} \) were indeed added by the work in this dissertation, most prominently in Chapter 4. The \( \mu \text{spec++} \) domain-specific language (Section 4.5) that I developed as part of RealityCheck adds support for modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction to \( \mu \text{spec} \).

In RealityCheck, modules have internal and external nodes, corresponding roughly to events on internal and input/output signals in Verilog respectively. As Section 4.5.2 covers, a module should trigger certain events (external nodes) in another module but not others. For instance, the implementation axiom of the \texttt{Mem} module in Figure 4.10 does not assume that a request (\texttt{Req}) node exists for a given transaction. The request must be triggered by another module, like the \texttt{Core}. Similarly, the \texttt{Core} cannot assume that the response to its request will arrive; the response’s existence must be enforced by axioms in the \texttt{Mem} module.

Ideally, one would want to annotate external nodes as either being \texttt{input} or \texttt{output} with respect to a given module. A module would only be able to enforce the existence of its own \texttt{output} events and the \texttt{input} events of other modules, similar

\(^5\)Gallina is the functional programming language of the Coq proof assistant. The majority of the Check suite is written in Gallina.
to how input/output signals are treated in Verilog. Capturing the specific patterns
in $\mu$spec++ that enforce the existence of certain nodes is somewhat tricky due to
$\mu$spec++ not being a general-purpose programming language. However, annotations
of node input/output attributes and reasoning about them could be encoded in a type
system. A type check of the resulting $\mu$spec++ specification would then be able to
flag any instances where a module was incorrectly enforcing the existence of certain
nodes, e.g., if Figure 4.10 was enforcing the existence of the $\text{Req}$ node for a transaction.
Thus, the type system would effectively eliminate this class of bugs.

Given the advantages of type systems for general-purpose programming languages,
there are likely other advantages to having a strong type system for $\mu$spec, $\mu$spec++,
and other languages that build on them. These advantages stand to increase as
hardware ordering specifications become richer and capable of describing new hardware
features, such as those in emerging accelerator-rich architectures (Section 7.3.4).

7.3 Future Work

The advances in this dissertation set up a number of exciting lines of future work.
This section details these future work ideas in broad strokes.

7.3.1 Furthering Automated All-Program MCM Verification

A multicore processor must obey its MCM for any program that it runs. As such, to
truly ensure MCM correctness in all possible scenarios, hardware MCM verification
must be complete, i.e., cover all possible programs. PipeProof (Chapter 5) demon-
strates how to conduct automated all-program microarchitectural MCM verification.
However, MCM bugs may be introduced later in development after PipeProof’s
early-stage verification has been conducted. Thus, PipeProof alone cannot ensure the
MCM correctness of a taped-out chip across all programs.
As Chapter 6 covers, RealityCheck (Chapter 4) and RTLCheck (Chapter 3) are intended for MCM verification after PipeProof, i.e., later in the development timeline. It is their responsibility to ensure that MCM bugs do not enter the design or implementation after it has been verified with PipeProof. While RealityCheck and RTLCheck break new ground in scalable MCM verification and the MCM verification of RTL, they only verify litmus tests or executions up to a bounded length, and do not verify across all programs. Thus, while their verification is extensive, RealityCheck and RTLCheck leave open the possibility for MCM bugs to enter development after PipeProof's verification is conducted. As an example, a user may verify a microarchitecture’s μspec specification using PipeProof, and then verify that RTL satisfies the microarchitecture’s μspec axioms for a suite of litmus tests using RTLCheck. Even if they do so, it is possible (though unlikely) that the RTL does not satisfy the μspec axioms for a program that is not in the litmus test suite. If this is the case, then the RTL contains an MCM implementation bug and is incorrect.

To ensure all-program correctness of a taped-out chip, all MCM verification methodologies used in the development timeline must be complete. PipeProof built on the litmus test-based verification of PipeCheck (Section 2.4) to develop its all-program verification methodology. Similarly, future work can build on RealityCheck and RTLCheck to develop automated all-program MCM verification methodologies for detailed designs and RTL respectively. When combined with PipeProof, the resultant set of three tools would constitute a progressive verification flow (Section 6.5) for MCM properties that ensures correctness across all programs. This will ensure that from early-stage design through to the end of RTL implementation, no MCM bugs exist in the processor.

The need for all-program verification also exists for software that is part of MCM implementations, like compilers. A compiler mapping must be verified to ensure that any HLL program compiled with it will maintain the guarantees of the HLL MCM
(provided that the hardware is correct). TriCheck \cite{TML+17} provided early-stage MCM verification of compiler mappings across litmus tests using an approach based on PipeCheck and \texttt{herd} \cite{AMT14}. Future work can build on TriCheck to develop an automated all-program MCM verification methodology for compiler mappings, as PipeProof did with PipeCheck.

7.3.2 A Unified Modelling Framework Supporting Axiomatic and Operational Models

As Section 2.2.3 describes, operational and axiomatic models each have their own advantages and disadvantages. Axiomatic models tend to enable concise system specifications and more efficient verification methodologies than those for operational models. On the other hand, users may find it easier to specify a system using an operational model, since doing so does not require knowledge of the invariants of the system. Operational models may also be more intuitive because they tend to resemble the systems that they model, especially in the case of hardware.

The axiomatic modelling used by the Check suite enables the concise specifications and efficient verification methodologies of its tools, including RealityCheck (Chapter 4) and PipeProof (Chapter 5). However, as Section 7.2.1 describes, the use of operational modelling would have made certain verification tasks easier, such as linking to RTL. Ideally, one would have two specifications for a given system, one axiomatic and one operational, and the two would be proven to be equivalent to each other. Each specification could then be used in the scenarios where it would be most beneficial. For instance, if modelling microarchitectural orderings, one would use the axiomatic specification for microarchitectural MCM verification but the operational version for linking to RTL.

Currently, to get the benefits of both operational and axiomatic models, formal methods researchers create both types of specifications and then manually prove them
equivalent to each other \[OSS09, MHMS^{+12}, AMT14, PFD^{+18}\]. A more optimal approach would be to have a method to automatically generate an equivalent operational model for a given axiomatic model (and vice versa). The insights I gleaned from developing RTLCheck’s procedure for translating \(\mu\)spec axioms to SVA assertions (which run on an operational model) may prove useful to enable this conversion. In addition, for the case of generating an axiomatic model from an operational specification, invariant synthesis techniques like I4 \[MGJ^{+19}\] may be beneficial.

Another issue covered in Section 7.2.1 is that certain systems (or parts of systems) are easier to specify axiomatically, while others are easier to specify operationally. Ideally, one would be able to specify components of a system in the manner most intuitive to that component, and then connect the various components together to generate the overall system specification. The ILA-MCM \[ZTM^{+18}\] framework that I was part of accomplished connection between an operational model of instruction semantics and an axiomatic concurrency model based on \(\mu\)spec axioms. Future work can build on this research to develop a generic framework capable of supporting and connecting both operational and axiomatic models.

To summarise, an important line of future work in formal modelling is to develop or modify a modelling framework to support (i) the specification of both operational and axiomatic models, (ii) the straightforward connection of operational and axiomatic components of a model to each other, and (iii) the automatic generation of an equivalent operational model for a given axiomatic model (and vice versa).

### 7.3.3 Progressive Verification of Other Domains

The progressive verification flow (Figure 6.2) is not specific to the domain of MCM verification. This flow can also be used for other types of properties. Progressive verification is most useful for properties which can be broken by bad designs as well as by bad implementations. Hardware security properties fit this description, and
so a progressive flow can be used to verify them. CheckMate [TLM18a] provides bounded early-stage hardware security verification based on the \( \mu \)hb graphs developed by PipeCheck. A methodology similar to RealityCheck could provide such verification for detailed designs, while a tool like RTLCheck could provide post-implementation verification of the relevant security properties. Together, the three tools would form a progressive verification flow, similar to what PipeProof, RealityCheck, and RTLCheck do for MCM properties.

Progressive verification is not limited to hardware verification either. For example, a compiler could be verified using a progressive flow. In such a flow, early-stage verification of the compiler would verify its basic code generation scheme. For instance, TriCheck [TML+17] provides early-stage MCM verification of compiler mappings as one of its features. Verification later in the design process could introduce more advanced compiler functionality, such as optimizations (e.g., Dodds et al. [DBG18]). Finally, post-implementation verification could verify the actual compiler code itself using automated approaches (e.g., akin to CompCert [Ler09], but automated).

### 7.3.4 Developing Abstractions and Concurrency Models for Emerging Hardware

In 1964, Amdahl et al. [ABB64] described the “architecture” of the IBM 360 as the programmer-facing attributes of its hardware, like its functional behaviour. This “architecture” subsequently evolved into the hardware/software ISA abstraction we know today. For decades, the ISA defined the hardware/software interface and served as a contract between hardware and software. Software targeted the ISA, and hardware implemented and was verified against the ISA. However, as this section covers, the ISA has now become a barrier to continued hardware improvement.

The end of Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling has led to the rise of today’s heterogeneous parallel architectures (Section 1.1), where designs are replete with
accelerators. Hill and Reddi [HR19] define *accelerator-level parallelism* (ALP) as “the parallelism of workload components concurrently executing on multiple accelerators”. As an example of ALP, they show that 4K video capture on a smartphone may use multiple accelerators in a parallel and pipelined fashion, including an image signal processor, a GPU, and a DSP (digital signal processor). In today’s SoC designs, especially those of smartphones, ALP is becoming the norm. As an example, the recent Apple A12 SoC has more than 40 accelerators [WS19]. Each of these accelerators is meant for a different purpose, and they are sometimes programmed using different toolflows. For instance, TensorFlow [Goo20] and PyTorch [F+20] are sometimes used to program machine learning accelerators.

The legacy ISA hardware/software abstraction is geared towards specifying the behaviour of a general-purpose processor, not an SoC like today’s smartphone chips. ISAs generally cannot specify the behaviour of accelerators, especially since some accelerators may not even have instruction sets [SVRM15]. Computing is moving towards a “post-ISA” world [Mar18], where toolflows routinely bypass the ISA to program accelerators directly. Thus, the ISA is proving insufficient for modeling emerging heterogeneous parallel hardware.

These developments necessitate the creation of new hardware/software abstractions capable of describing the behaviour of emerging hardware. Without such specifications, achieving system correctness becomes difficult. In the absence of a hardware/software interface specification, software does not have a clearly defined interface to target, and hardware does not have a specification to be validated against.

The hardware/software abstractions of the future should be formally specified so that they unambiguously describe the required software-facing behaviour of the hardware. An example in this vein is the ISA-Formal project [RCD+16] from ARM, which mechanised the entire ARM instruction set specification so as to facilitate verification (among other things). While a staggering achievement, ISA-Formal does
not support the modelling of accelerators. The RISC-V community is also attempting to formalise their instruction set specification. They have flagged ease of extension to plug in formal specifications of accelerators and I/O devices as a desirable trait [Nik19], so as to better model heterogeneous parallel SoCs.

A promising line of research in the development of new hardware/software abstractions is the Instruction-Level Abstraction (ILA) [SVRM15]. ILAs are ISA-like abstractions of accelerators, and can be automatically generated from an implementation and an ILA specification template. ILAs can thus serve as targets for accelerator software/firmware as well as specifications for hardware to be verified against. In an SoC with several accelerators like the Apple A12, each accelerator can be described with an ILA.

When multiple accelerators communicate with each other on an SoC, they often do so via shared memory, as in Hill and Reddi’s 4K video capture example referenced above [HR19]. ALP in SoCs thus necessitates the development of MCM specifications describing the SoC’s shared memory behaviour. These MCMs must also be formally specified to avoid ambiguity and facilitate verification (Section 2.1.4). During my PhD, I was part of the ILA-MCM [ZTM+18] follow-on work to the initial ILA paper. This work linked ILA models of instruction operational semantics with axiomatic MCM constraints reflecting the nature of shared memory in order to facilitate SoC verification. Future work can build on ILA-MCM’s example to develop rich formal models for emerging heterogeneous parallel hardware. These models should include both instruction operational semantics and an MCM.

MCM specifications for emerging hardware should be driven by the nature of the hardware involved, specifically its memory access patterns and reordering behaviour. RealityCheck’s support for modularity and abstraction is well-suited to modelling and abstracting the behaviour of such heterogeneous parallel hardware, and can inform the development of such MCMs. Users of RealityCheck can specify the ordering properties
of each processing element (including accelerators) on an SoC individually and then compose them together to create a detailed ordering specification of the overall SoC. They can then judiciously use interfaces and interface verification (Section 4.4) to soundly (up to a bound) abstract the ordering behaviour of the SoC step-by-step to generate an ordering specification that is closer in granularity to today’s ISA-level MCMs.

Once formal MCM specifications for emerging hardware are created, the tools developed by this dissertation (PipeProof, RealityCheck, and RTLCheck) can be used to verify designs and implementations against these specifications. RealityCheck in particular is well-placed to verify heterogeneous parallel architectures thanks to its support for modularity, hierarchy, and abstraction.

### 7.4 Dissertation Conclusions

Computers are becoming more and more integrated into our daily lives. Today, we routinely use computers to hold teleconferences, navigate using GPS, work remotely, and for a plethora of other tasks. With the coronavirus pandemic and the rise of AI and machine learning, the importance of computing in our daily lives will continue to increase.

To be capable of accomplishing all these tasks, computers have become more complex over the years, and their complexity continues to increase. In the hardware world, the end of Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling has resulted in the emergence of heterogeneous parallelism in recent years. SoCs today routinely have at least 4 to 8 general-purpose processing cores that can operate in parallel, and they may have over 40 accelerators. Each accelerator is designed for a specific type of computation, and may have its own programming toolchain. Processor components are developed by a
number of distinct teams, and at the SoC level, components may even be developed by different vendors.

Complex systems like those of today are more bug-prone than simple ones. At the same time, the importance of computing to our daily lives means that the ramifications of these bugs are higher than they have ever been. This necessitates stringent verification to ensure the correctness of today’s processors and SoCs. Hardware verification is a general challenge, with verification costs now dominating total hardware design cost [Fos15].

Despite this investment, hardware bugs continue to slip through industry verification practices into chips that are released to end users. While software bugs can generally be easily patched, hardware typically cannot be modified after its release to the end user. Fixes for hardware bugs therefore often employ heavy-handed workarounds that notably decrease processor capabilities. For instance, the recent Spectre hardware security bug had to be fixed using fence instructions that reduced performance [KHF+19]. Similarly, a bug in Intel’s transactional memory implementation on Haswell processors was fixed by disabling the transactional memory functionality [Hac14]. Thus, it is critical that hardware bugs be discovered as early as possible.

Part of the problem with hardware verification today is that processor manufacturers still use primarily testing-based methods for validation. These methods can easily miss bugs that occur only in very specific circumstances, especially on today’s nondeterministic multiprocessors. Verification using formal methods, on the other hand, is adept at discovering hard-to-find bugs and can provide strong correctness guarantees for designs and implementations. However, the use of formal verification often requires deep expertise in formal methods, which typical hardware engineers do not have.

In today’s parallel architectures, processing elements often communicate and synchronize with each other through loads and stores to shared memory. Memory
consistency models (MCMs) specify ordering rules for load and store operations to shared memory, thus constraining the values that can be read by load operations. A processor must respect the MCM of its ISA for any program that it runs, or the correct operation of a parallel program on that processor cannot be guaranteed. Verification of MCM implementations is thus critical to overall parallel system correctness. Furthermore, emerging heterogeneous parallel designs are likely to employ accelerator-level parallelism [HR19] (multiple accelerators concurrently working together to process a workload on chip). These accelerators can also communicate with each other via shared memory, so MCM verification will continue to be important for emerging designs.

This dissertation makes a number of novel contributions that significantly improve the state of the art in parallel hardware verification, in particular that of MCM properties. The work in this dissertation develops MCM verification methodologies and tools that can deliver the standard of verification required for real-world commercial hardware. The automated tools are designed to be used by hardware engineers, enabling them to obtain strong correctness guarantees about their designs and implementations by themselves. The three tools (PipeProof, RealityCheck, and RTLCheck) can be used together in the flow of Progressive Automated Formal Verification for thorough MCM verification of hardware designs and implementations throughout their development. Progressive verification can detect bugs earlier and reduce overall development time, thus helping to address the large amount of time spent on hardware verification today.

Individually, the tools in this dissertation provide verification coverage across all programs (PipeProof), verification that is scalable (RealityCheck), and verification of real implementations (RTLCheck). All-program verification coverage ensures that no bugs slip through the verification, while scalable verification ensures that the methodology is capable of tackling the increasing complexity of hardware today. Meanwhile, linking verification of formal models to that of real implementations helps
push correctness guarantees for early-stage designs through to chips that are shipped to end users.

Overall, the contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

- Chapter 3 presents RTLCheck, a methodology and automated tool for linking microarchitectural ordering specifications to RTL implementations. Prior work on automated hardware MCM verification only went down to microarchitecture and could not be linked to real implementations. RTLCheck enables such linkage, allowing correctness guarantees proven for early-stage designs to be easily pushed down to the eventual RTL implementations. RTLCheck doubles as a mechanism to formally verify the soundness of a microarchitectural model with respect to RTL, thus helping users develop accurate formal models of existing processor implementations.

- Chapter 4 presents RealityCheck, a methodology and automated tool for scalable microarchitectural MCM verification of detailed designs. Prior work on automated microarchitectural MCM verification used monolithic approaches that do not scale due to the NP-completeness of the SMT solvers used. RealityCheck exploits the structural modularity inherent in hardware designs to enable specification and verification of a design piece-by-piece. This allows for scalable verification by breaking up a processor’s MCM verification into smaller verification problems. RealityCheck’s modular specifications are also an excellent fit for the distributed nature of the hardware design process.

- Chapter 5 presents PipeProof, a methodology and automated tool for all-program microarchitectural MCM verification of early-stage designs. Processors must be verified as correctly respecting their MCMs across all possible programs to ensure correctness. However, prior automated microarchitectural MCM verification approaches only provided bounded verification, which only guaranteed
design correctness for a subset of all programs. PipeProof develops the first microarchitectural MCM verification approach capable of automatically verifying MCM correctness across all programs, giving designers complete confidence that there are no MCM bugs in their design.

- Chapter 6 presents *Progressive Automated Formal Verification*, a novel generic verification flow with multiple benefits. Prior formal verification approaches focused on one point in development, like early-stage design or post-implementation verification. In contrast, progressive verification emphasises the use of automated formal verification at multiple points in the development timeline and the linkage of the different verification approaches to each other. Progressive verification enables the earlier detection of bugs and provides reductions in verification overhead and overall development time. The combination of PipeProof (Chapter 5) with RealityCheck (Chapter 4) and RTLCheck (Chapter 3) enable the progressive verification of MCM properties in parallel processors. This concrete instance of a progressive verification flow serves as a reference point for future work on the progressive verification of other types of properties and systems.

- Overall, the work in this dissertation advances automated formal MCM verification much closer to being capable of verifying the designs and implementations of real-world processors. Individually, each of the tools in this dissertation makes its own contribution in this regard. RTLCheck enables automated MCM verification of real processor implementations for the first time. RealityCheck’s twin benefits of scalability and distributed specification are both critical to the verification of real-world designs, while PipeProof brings the coverage of automated MCM verification approaches up to the level required for real-world processors. In addition, when the the three tools are combined in a progressive verification flow, they enable thorough and efficient MCM verification across
much of the hardware development timeline. This thorough progressive verification is essential to ensure the MCM correctness of real-world processors that are shipped to end users.

This dissertation addresses major outstanding challenges in hardware MCM verification, and the methodologies and tools I present here are well-positioned to handle the hardware architectures of the future. However, MCMs are but one of the types of properties that must be verified for the hardware designs of today and the future. Processors must also be verified as being functionally correct with respect to the semantics of their individual instructions (or instruction-level operations, in the case of accelerators). Proving the functional correctness of future processors will be harder than it has been in the past, as each type of accelerator may have its own correctness criteria.

Given how much of our lives we live online today, the processors of the future must also be secure. The recent Spectre \cite{KHF19} and Meltdown \cite{LSG18} attacks have brought to light a class of serious security issues with today’s designs. Future processors must protect against these and other hardware security issues, so that the use of tomorrow’s hardware does not come with risks of information leakage and identity theft. Furthermore, with the rise of AI and machine learning, questions of ethics and bias in computing results have also become more prominent. The capability to evaluate AI and machine learning systems for bias is critical to ensuring that the benefits of AI and machine learning are equally available to all.

Verification using formal methods can provide the strong correctness guarantees required by the hardware and software of tomorrow. However, the use of formal methods has historically been restricted to the relatively small set of individuals with formal methods knowledge. The formal verification tools of the future must be usable by typical hardware and software engineers, so as to enable formal verification to become mainstream. The verification tools developed in this dissertation have
usability as one of their core tenets, and show that improving usability need not result in a reduction in verification capabilities. The inclusion of basic formal methods instruction in computer science and engineering curricula would also make it easier for the engineers of the future to utilise formal verification tools.

The progressive verification flow proposed in this dissertation advocates for stringent yet efficient verification of computing systems throughout their development. It is a generic verification flow, and should be applied to other types of properties and systems in the future. Progressive verification of such properties and systems will bring the same rigour to their verification that this dissertation brings to hardware MCM verification. The computing community as a whole must work towards a future where bugs are rarities rather than the norm, and where formal verification tools are a standard part of every hardware and software engineer’s toolkit. The importance of computing to our lives today makes it paramount that we do so.
Appendix A

Hardware Features and Attributes That Impact MCM Behaviour

This appendix briefly covers some hardware features and attributes that affect a processor’s MCM behaviour, including out-of-order execution, write atomicity and cache coherence, dependencies, and cumulativity. The material in this appendix draws on the existing literature, including Adve and Gharachorloo’s MCM tutorial [AG96], the primer on consistency and coherence by Sorin et al. [SHW11], and Hennessy and Patterson’s textbook on computer architecture [HP17]. The intent is to give the reader a feel for how common hardware features give rise to the counterintuitive weak behaviours and complicated specifications seen in many of today’s MCMs.

A.1 Non-FIFO Coalescing Store Buffers

Store buffers can cause the reordering of write instructions with subsequent reads (Section 1.2). The most restrictive store buffers are FIFO, which means that they do not reorder stores with respect to each other. However, this can result in a scenario where stores that could go to the cache get blocked behind a store that is waiting for its cache line to be fetched from memory (assuming a write-allocate cache). FIFO
store buffers also prevent the coalescing of two store buffer entries with the same address into a single entry, as doing so can reorder stores with respect to each other (or loads with subsequent stores). In order to allow non-FIFO coalescing store buffers, either the processor’s MCM must allow Store-Store reordering, or the processor must be capable of speculatively reordering the stores (Section 2.1.2).

For instance, if running mp (Figure A.1) on a processor whose cores have non-FIFO store buffers, then even if the cores have in-order pipelines, the non-SC outcome of mp will be possible. The store buffer may reorder the two stores i1 and i2 (even if they were sent to the store buffer in order), causing them to reach memory out of order. This reordering can then be observed by core 1, giving the outcome r1=1, r2=0.

For an example of write coalescing, consider Figure A.2’s litmus test mp+w. This test is the same as mp except for two differences: the store and load of y have a value of 2 rather than 1, and there is an additional store of 1 to y on core 0 (instruction i1) preceding the other instructions on that core. Assume that core 0 sends its three store instructions to its store buffer in order. If running on a processor with coalescing store buffers, core 0’s store buffer may merge its entry for i3 into the existing entry for y that was previously created for i1. However, this effectively reorders instructions i2 and i3, enabling the outcome r1=2, r2=0 which is forbidden by SC.
A.2 Out-of-order Execution

In a single-core system, the out-of-order execution of memory operations can provide significant performance benefits, but can result in the reordering of memory-accessing instructions [AG96,HP17]. In addition to the reorderings already mentioned, it also enables the reordering of load instructions with subsequent loads or subsequent stores. This optimization does not change architectural behaviour in a single-core system, as no other core exists to observe the reordering. For instance, in the mp litmus test (Figure A.1), if core 1’s instructions are considered in isolation, the loads can be performed out of order with no changes in the values they return (since in a single-core system no other core can write to those addresses while the loads are executing). However, in a multicore system, the reordering of i3 and i4 can result in the non-SC outcome of r1=1, r2=0 becoming observable, even if the stores i1 and i2 are performed in order.

For an example of Load-Store reordering, consider the lb (load buffering) litmus test (Figure A.3). This litmus test has two addresses, x and y. Each core has a read to one of these addresses followed in program order by a write whose address is read by the other core. The outcome r1=1, r2=1 is forbidden under SC, and requires at least one pair of instructions (i.e., i1 and i2 or i3 and i4) to be reordered with each other to occur. Out-of-order execution enables such reorderings and can thus result in lb being observable on hardware.
lwz r1,0(r2);
xor r3,r1,r1;
lwzx r4,r3,r5;

(a) Load to load address dependency on Power.

lwz r1,0(r2);
xor r3,r1,r1;
addi r3,r3,1;

(b) Load to store data dependency on Power.

lwz r1,0(r2);

xor r3,r1,r1;

(c) Load to load control dependency on Power.

lwz r3,0(r4); 
cmpw r1,r1 
beq LC00 
LC00:

lwz r3,0(r4)

Figure A.4: Examples of address, data, and control dependencies using Power assembly code.

The reordering of loads with subsequent load and store operations in program order brings up the question of whether dependent instructions will be reordered with each other. Section A.3 discusses dependencies in detail.

A.3 Dependencies

Many MCMs today (e.g., those of Power, ARMv7, ARMv8, and RISC-V) allow loads to be reordered with respect to subsequent loads and stores in program order. This raises the question of whether loads can be reordered with subsequent loads or stores which are dependent on them. Architectures like Power, ARMv7, ARMv8, and RISC-V define three types of dependencies: address, data, and control. Figure A.4 shows examples of each type of dependency. An address dependency occurs when the address accessed by a load or store depends on the value returned by a load preceding it in program order. For example, in Figure A.4a, the second load is dependent on the first load. A data dependency exists between a load and a subsequent store when the store’s value depends on the loaded value. This is the case in Figure A.4b. A control dependency occurs when the control flow decision of whether to execute a load or store depends on the value returned by a preceding load in program order. For example, in Figure A.4c, the result of the first load dictates
whether or not the branch is taken, and the second load is after the branch in program order.

Power, ARMv7, ARMv8, and RISC-V all respect address and data dependencies, as well as control dependencies from loads to stores [SSA+11, PFD+18, RIS19]. Power, ARMv7, and ARMv8 enforce control dependencies from loads to subsequent loads if there exists an _isync_ (on Power; the ARM equivalent is _isb_) after the branch that enforces the control dependency and before the second load (i.e., the dependee). Dependencies enforce local ordering and can thus be used as a lightweight ordering enforcement mechanism [SSA+11]. However, they do not enforce cumulative ordering (Section A.6), i.e., they do not order accesses on other threads.

Intuitively, it may seem impossible not to enforce dependencies, as a dependee seemingly cannot execute until it has all of its inputs available. However, in the presence of value speculation (i.e., speculatively predicting the values of loads), the dependee can in fact behave as if it were reordered with the instruction it depends on [MSC+01].
Figure A.7: A microarchitecture with two cores, each with five-stage pipelines and a store buffer (SB). This design is a simplistic example of how common hardware optimizations like store buffers can lead to weak MCM behaviours.

A.4 Relaxing Write Atomicity

Values written by stores to memory do not just exist in main memory. They are also present in other locations as instructions execute, including the pipeline, store buffer, and caches. Each core only has access to a subset of these locations. For instance, each core can only read from its own pipeline and store buffer, and not those of other cores. Caches may also be private to each core. Thus, when a value is written to one of these locations, it may be visible to one core but not to others. Write atomicity concerns the notion of whether or not a store instruction is observed by all cores at the same time. Write atomicity adds another dimension to weak memory behaviours beyond the relaxations of program order by pipelines discussed previously.

If a store becomes visible to all cores in the system at the same time, the system is said to be “multi-copy-atomic” \cite{Col92} (referred to as MCA in this dissertation). Multi-copy-atomicity is at odds with a number of microarchitectural features. Consider a microarchitecture with per-core store buffers (Figure A.7). When a store to an address $x$ is put in the store buffer and is followed in program order by a load to $x$, the load must read its value from the store buffer to ensure single-thread correctness. However, this can result in the store becoming architecturally visible to core 0 before all other cores. Consider the \texttt{iwp2.4} litmus test in Figure A.5. This is a variant of \texttt{sb}...
where each core reads the address that they stored to before reading the value of the
other core’s flag. The outcome r1=1, r2=0, r3=1, r4=0 corresponds to an execution
where core 0 observes the store to x before the store to y, while core 1 observes the
store to y before the store to x. If each store was becoming visible to all cores at
the same time, this would be impossible. This behaviour, where a store becomes
visible to the writing core before it becomes visible to all other cores is known as
“reading your own write early” (referred to as rMCA in this dissertation). Note that
under rMCA, when the store becomes visible to a core other than the writing core, it
becomes visible to all other cores in the system at that same time. In Figure A.7’s
microarchitecture, this is intuitively because the store becomes visible to other cores
by leaving the store buffer and going to memory (assume a single unified memory for
now), which is observable by all cores.

A further relaxation of write atomicity, called “non-multi-copy-atomicity” (referred
to as nMCA in this dissertation) is also possible. Under this variant, a store can
become visible to cores other than the writing core at different times. Consider the
iriw (Independent Reads Independent Writes) litmus test from Figure A.6. This is
essentially iwp2.4 with each store on a separate core with no other instructions. Now
the outcome r1=1, r2=0, r3=1, r4=0 can only occur if the store i1 becomes visible
to core 2 before core 3, while the store i2 becomes visible to core 3 before core 2.
Such behaviour can occur in a system where store buffers are shared between cores. If
cores 0 and 2 share a store buffer, and cores 1 and 3 also share a store buffer, then
the forbidden outcome of iriw can arise as follows. First, core 0 places its store of x
in the store buffer it shares with core 2, and core 1 places its store of y in the store
buffer it shares with core 3. Then, cores 2 and 3 perform their loads in program order.
Thus, shared store buffers result in an nMCA system.
On nMCA architectures, fences must be *cumulative* in order to enforce ordering strong enough to restore SC. Cumulative fences order accesses on cores other than the core executing the fence. Section A.6 discusses cumulativity in further detail.

So far, this section has assumed a unified memory. However, a processor’s memory hierarchy is commonly a collection of caches and main memory, with each core having at least one private cache. The caches in these memory hierarchies must be kept in sync with each other to provide the illusion of shared memory to the programmer. Processors commonly keep caches in sync using a *cache coherence protocol*, which can implement MCA, rMCA, or nMCA depending on its design. Section A.5 discusses coherence protocols in detail.

Figure A.8: An illustration of how incoherent caches can break SC using the mp litmus test. Even though all instructions are executed in program order and one at a time, the forbidden outcome still becomes observable.
A.5 Cache Coherence and its Relationship to MCMs

Caches are used in almost every processor today to reduce memory latency and thus improve performance. In a single-core processor, caches are architecturally invisible and generally do not cause the program to return different results. However, in a multicore processor, it is common for each core to have its own cache. Updates to one cache must somehow be propagated to the caches of other cores in order to keep the caches in sync with each other to present a coherent view of memory. Caches in most multiprocessors are kept in sync with each other through a cache coherence protocol. The coherence protocol ensures that messages are exchanged between caches to update each cache with the writes that other cores have made to their caches.

The operations of a coherence protocol are a critical component of MCM enforcement in most shared-memory multiprocessors. As an example, consider the execution of mp (Figure A.1) depicted in Figure A.8, where each core has a private cache. At the start of execution (Figure A.8a), each cache contains a line for address x that has a value of 0. If core 0 writes a value of 1 to x in its cache and main memory by executing instruction i1, then in the absence of a coherence protocol, this write will not be propagated to core 1 until the cache line for x in core 1’s cache is evicted. Without a mechanism to enforce coherence, core 0 has no way to force core 1 to see the new value of x. This is problematic because the system’s MCM may require core 1 to observe the new value of x before fetching other new values into its cache. (This is often the case for strong MCMs like SC and TSO.) For instance, core 0 may then...

---

1Here, I am restricting myself to considering the results of instructions rather than side channels like the time an instruction takes to execute. Attackers can exploit the presence of caches to conduct side-channel attacks to leak confidential information [KHF+19].

2Some systems like GPUs may have some of their caches be incoherent [MLPM15] due to the nature of their architecture and the applications that are run on them.

3Assuming a write-through cache [HP17].
perform i2 and write 1 to address y in its cache and main memory. Core 1 may then perform i3, fetching the line for y from main memory, which contains its updated value of 1. Finally, core 1 can read its cache line for x and return a value of 0 for i4. Thus, without the coherence protocol, the system violates SC despite each core performing its memory operations in program order and one at a time. The orderings enforced by coherence play an integral role in the enforcement of weaker MCMs as well; this relationship can be illustrated through other litmus tests \[SSA^+11\].

A coherence protocol enforces two invariants: the Single-Writer Multiple-Readers invariant (SWMR) and the Data Value Invariant (DVI) \[SHW11\]. The SWMR invariant enforces that only one core has write permissions (or multiple cores have read permissions) to a given cache line at any time. The DVI invariant enforces that each load returns the value of the latest store to its address. Together, these two invariants enforce a total order on all stores to a single address, and ensure that load operations return the value of the latest store to that address. So for instance, if one core were to observe the value of an address z changing from 0→3→2, then all other cores would also observe that same sequence of updates to z.

Coherence protocols can be divided into two major types: those that use update-based coherence and those that use invalidation-based coherence \[SHW11\]. Update-based coherence protocols send the updated value for an address to other cores when it is written. Meanwhile, invalidation-based coherence protocols invalidate the line containing the address written to by one cache in the caches of other cores. In today’s multiprocessors, invalidation-based coherence is largely used \[SHW11\]. Coherence protocols can also be divided into snooping protocols (which use a common bus on which all cores observe memory transactions) and directory protocols (where a centralised or distributed directory keeps track of which cores have access to which data, and enforces coherence by sending appropriate messages) \[SHW11\]. A coherence protocol may implement one of the flavours of write atomicity (Section A.4), depending
on the requirements of the processor’s MCM. Invalidation-based coherence protocols that implement nMCA allow a cache to send invalidations to other caches and not wait for their acknowledgement [PFD+18].

Coherence protocols are a widely studied area of research within computer architecture, including their design [SHW11,CKS+11,ASA18], verification [ZLS10,ZBES14, BEH+17], and even automatic generation [ONS18]. While coherence and memory consistency are often considered conceptually separate, their implementations are often closely coupled to improve performance [MLPM15]. For instance, coherence protocols can take advantage of the reorderings permitted by weak MCMs to reduce their bandwidth usage [KCZ92]. CCICheck [MLPM15] explored the relationship between coherence and consistency in multiprocessors, defining the coherence-consistency interface or CCI as the orderings that the coherence protocol provides to the rest of the microarchitecture combined with the orderings that the rest of the microarchitecture expects from the coherence protocol. The coherence protocol and the rest of the microarchitecture must agree on the distribution of responsibilities for MCM enforcement, or MCM violations will result.

### A.6 Cumulativity

On nMCA architectures like Power and ARMv7, fences need to be *cumulative* to enforce ordering strong enough to restore SC. In addition to ordering memory operations before and after them on the same core, cumulative fences also order accesses on other threads observed by their thread before the fence before those that their thread

![Figure A.9: Code for litmus test wrc+fences](image-url)
observes after the fence. Consider Figure A.9’s litmus test \texttt{wrc+fences} (\texttt{wrc} stands for Write-to-Read Causality). In this test, the fences enforce ordering between \texttt{i2} and \texttt{i4} as well as between \texttt{i5} and \texttt{i7}. Core 1 observes (\texttt{i2}) core 0’s write to \texttt{x} (\texttt{i1}), and then writes 1 to \texttt{y} (\texttt{i4}). Core 2 observes (\texttt{i5}) core 1’s write to \texttt{y}, and then reads the value of \texttt{x} (\texttt{i7}). Intuitively, one would expect that due to causality, core 2 should observe the store to \texttt{x} (since it observed the store to \texttt{y} which happened after the store to \texttt{x}). However, on an nMCA system, simply ordering \texttt{i2} before \texttt{i4} and \texttt{i5} before \texttt{i7} is not enough to ensure that core 2 sees the store to \texttt{x} (i.e., to forbid the outcome \texttt{r1=1,r2=1,r3=0}). This is because under nMCA, the store \texttt{i1} to \texttt{x} can become visible to core 1 without becoming visible to core 2 as well. To forbid the outcome \texttt{r1=1,r2=1,r3=0}, the fences need to be cumulative. If the fence \texttt{i3} were cumulative, it would order \texttt{i1} with respect to \texttt{i4} in addition to ordering \texttt{i2} with respect to \texttt{i4}. Thus, if core 2 observes \texttt{i4}, it must now observe \texttt{i1} as well, which will result in \texttt{i7} returning 1. The cumulative ordering of \texttt{i4} combined with the orderings enforced by \texttt{i6} (\texttt{i6} need not be cumulative for this particular test) is enough to forbid the outcome \texttt{r1=1,r2=1,r3=0} on an nMCA architecture. A lack of cumulative fences was one of the major issues with the draft specification of the RISC-V MCM (see TriCheck [TML+17] for details). There are multiple flavours of cumulativity; these are explained in prior work such as Sarkar et al. [SSA+11].

### A.7 Virtual Memory

Modern processors implement virtual memory to isolate processes running at the same time from each other, as well as to abstract the size of physical memory away from the programmer. The virtual to physical address mappings in a system can have ramifications for MCM correctness. Consider the litmus test in Figure A.10 taken from COATCheck [LSMB16]. If \texttt{x} and \texttt{y} map to different physical addresses, then
Figure A.10: Code for litmus test illustrating how virtual to physical address mappings can affect MCM behaviour, taken from COATCheck [LSMB16]. If \( x \) and \( y \) map to different physical addresses, then the specified outcome is allowed under SC. However, if \( x \) and \( y \) map to the same physical address, then the specified outcome is forbidden under SC.

the outcome \( r_1=2, r_2=1 \) is allowed under SC. If \( x \) and \( y \) map to the same physical address, though, then the test essentially reduces to a single-address litmus test. In that case, the outcome \( r_1=2, r_2=1 \) is forbidden under SC.

The vast majority of MCM work ignores virtual memory considerations, but a number of papers have examined the issue. Romanescu et al. [RLS10] were the first to differentiate between MCMs for virtual addresses and those for physical addresses. They also developed approaches for the efficient dynamic verification (Section 2.3.5) of virtual address memory consistency. COATCheck [LSMB16] built on PipeCheck [LPM14] (Section 2.4) to enable both the address translation-aware formal specification of microarchitectural orderings and the formal verification of such ordering specifications for novel virtual memory-aware “enhanced” litmus tests. It also coined the term “transistency model” to denote the superset of MCMs that captures all translation-aware sets of ordering rules. TransForm [HTM20] creates a vocabulary for formally specifying transistency models and develops a candidate transistency model for x86. TransForm can also automatically synthesize enhanced litmus tests.

A.8 Summary

Microarchitectural features such as those in this section all affect the execution of memory operations in ways which break SC. Outlawing all of these features would result in an unacceptable performance hit, so architects strongly prefer to keep these
features in their hardware designs. There are two ways to do so. One is to implement
the reordering speculatively (Section 2.1.2) i.e., roll back the execution of the reordered
memory instructions when the reordering would become programmer-visible, and
then re-execute them. The other is to have the processor MCM be a weak MCM
(Section 2.1.3) that allows the reorderings to be programmer-visible. Depending on
the types of reorderings employed by the designers, the specification of the processor’s
weak MCM (Section 2.3.1) may need to include certain classes of attributes. For
instance, the use of nMCA write atomicity in a processor requires defining a notion of
cumulativity for the fences in its ISA-level MCM.

Most processors today (including all commercial ones) have chosen to implement
weak MCMs [Int13, AMD13, SPA94, ARM13, IBM13, RIS19] rather than adopt a
purely speculative approach. However, the two approaches are not mutually exclusive.
Architects may choose to use an MCM for their ISA that allows some reorderings and
forbids others, and then speculatively implement some of the forbidden reorderings. For
instance, Intel and AMD architectures have a consistency model of TSO (which forbids
Load-Load reordering), but speculatively reorder pairs of load instructions [Int13,
AMD13].
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